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(ABSTRACT)

This research addressed two very fundamental issues in cellular manufacturing. These two issues

were organizational feasibility for the implementation of cellular manufacturing and the choice of

method approach for part-family/machine grouping if feasibility was adjudged, given organizational

and manufacturing characteristics. The approach to part-family/machine grouping may follow one

of the following options -- a design-oriented approach, a production-oriented approach, or a com-

bination of both. An examination of published literature, in English, on cellular manufacturing in-

dicated the need for this research. A methodology was developed to address the above issues.

A Conceptual Flow Model (CFM) was first developed to structure and rationalize the research

problem. The concept of the CFM originated from the basic input-output production model in

literature. This model helped the formulation of the research problem by rationalizing that a new

manufacturing approach, cellular manufacturing, was feasible for an organization if certain per-

forrnance measures were weak and if certain criteria regarding the products, available resources,

procedures used, and organizational characteristics were met. On the other hand, the model pro-

posed that an organization could remain functionally arranged and improve its existing procedures

for better performance if these critexia were not met. This work, however, did not include this latter

part of the model as a research issue.

Once feasibility for the implementation of cellular manufacturing was adjudged, the model hy-

pothesized that a part-family/machine grouping approach was necessary for the initial design of the



cells. This approach was to be selected from the design-oriented approach, the production-oriented

approach, or a combination of both.

This model formulation enabled the identification of important attributes pertinent to the research

problem. The attributes were identified through a comprehensive review of applicable literature in

cellular manufacturing. The attributes for the feasibility issue were clustered into four categories.

These were the products and processes category, the resources category, the procedures category,

and the organizational characteristics category. The attributes pertinent to the choice of method

issue were clustered into the product category, the resources category, and the objectives category.

The identification of the attributes was followed by an explanation of their relevance.

A set of propositions was developed next to relate the level of an attribute to the feasibility for the

implementation of cellular manufacturing and the choice ofmethod issues. The propositions further

strengthened the theoretical background of this research through the use of past research and ena-

bled the construction of the rules necessary for resolving the choice of method issue. A complete

set of definitions and specifications was then developed for each of the attributes for both issues.

The purpose of the specifications was to enable the measurement of the attribute levels through

developed measures of each attribute. All the attributes were weighted according to their perceived

importance.

A scoring model was developed to determine a score for feasibility for cellular implementation. This

score represented a calculated measure of an organization’s feasibility for the implementation of

cellular manufacturing. A rule-based procedure was developed to detemiine the choice of method

for part-machine grouping.

To verify the relevance of the attributes, their measures and weights, and (indirectly) the prop-

ositions, companies engaged ir1 cellular manufacturing were visited and data pertinent to the feasi-

bility analysis and choice of method procedures were collected. Valuable information was gained

from these visits, and it was found that some attribute measures will require possible refinement in



future research. This field research also indicated the possibility of refmement of the feasibility ma-

trix constructed from the feasibility analysis procedure. Certain attributes pertinent to the choice

of method procedure also may require refinement in future research. For comparison purposes, data

were also collected from a company with a functional layout and used with the scoring model.

In summary, the objective of developing a framework for deterrnining organizational feasibility for

the implementation of cellular manufacturing and the choice of method approach for part-

family/machine grouping if feasibility was adjudged, given organizational and manufacturing char-

acteristics, was undertaken. The framework was developed and its components verified through field

work.
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Chapter I

Introduction

1.1 The Premise

Many manufacturing facilities producing low-volume, high-variety goods are changing their manu-

facturing methods (Groover and Zimmers 1984). The traditional method of low-volume and high-

variety production -- the functional layout or the job-shop method -- is giving way to a new

manufacturing philosophy. This philosophy is known as Group Technology (GT) and it seeks to

capitalize on similar, recurrent activities in the organization. The recurrence of similar activities ·-

'the rediscovery of the wheel" -- can occur in various departments of an organization. In the design

department, a design engineer may design a part which is very similar to one designed previously.

In the process-planning department, the process planner may prepare a process plan for a part

which was pla.nned once before. Similarly, the purchasing department may order similar parts or

common materials for certain parts at widely different times, perhaps losing volume discounts on

purchases. The marketing department may try to introduce products containing special parts with-
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out knowing that, by using standard parts with minor modifications in their place, the firm could

save substantially in part-drawing alterations, pattem alterations, and tooling alterations (Ranson

1972).

The premise of GT is the realization that many problems are similar and that, by grouping similar

problems, a single solution can be found to a set of problems, thus saving time and effort in not

having to re-invent the wheel (Durie 1970). GT is a philosophy with broad applicability and is

thought to have potential to affect all areas of a manufacturing organization (Groover and Zimmers

1984). The birth of this philosophy can be attributed to three factors -- changing technology, the

need for change in overall manufacturing operations for irnproved productivity, and competition.

Changing technology led to the development of sophisticated production equipment such as nu-

merically controlled machine tools, machining centers, and flexible manufacturing systems. This

sophisticated equipment gave manufacturers tremendous opportunities to increase their productiv-

ity and quality and also led to greater product variety. Better product quality and variety resulted

in increased competition among domestic and intemational manufacturers and signalled the neces-

sity for a change in the overall manufacturing operations and strategy if such competition was to

be successfully met.

This realization of the need for change has brought about a trend toward the restructuring of the

operational and managerial aspects of the factory. Old equipment has been replaced and changes

in mauagerial functioning and shop floor control have begun, as well. Reports of European suc-

cesses in the area of GT prompted domestic manufacturers to explore the avenues of GT and one

of its applications, cellular manufacturing, in an attempt to improve productivity (Hyer 1984).

Cellular manufacturing (CM) involves processing collections of similar parts (part-families) on

dedicated clusters of dissimilar machines or manufacturing processes (cells) such that a part is

completed within a cell or with a minimum number of inter·cell transfers. This implies that parts

must be grouped into families to be produced by compatible machines. There are various grouping

procedures available for both part and machine groupings. These use design-based procedures,
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such as visual analysis, rule-of·thumb, or classification and coding (CC) procedures (Opitz 1970);

or production-oriented procedures, such as production flow analysis (PFA) (Burbidge 1975).

However, CM may not be suitable for every company because of product and process character-

istics, unavailability of resources required for the implementation of CM, adverse reaction of em-

ployees to the implementation of CM, or lack of managerial cornmitment for implementing a

successful CM system. Therefore, a consideration of feasibility for implementation of CM and the

determination of the approach to part-machine grouping should be undertaken before the irnple-

mentation of CM is attempted by any firm interested in the potential benefits of CM.

Current literature in CM fails in this area; it is the area addressed by this research. This research led

to the development of a decision tool for determining organizational feasibility for implementing

CM and to the choice of method for part-machine grouping if feasibility is indicated, given organ-

izational and manufacturing characteristics.

The consideration of feasibility for implementing CM is important, firstly, because it is irnperative

to know whether a company’s environment or operation is suited to CM. Trying to irnplement the

CM philosophy without reso1vir1g its potential applicability may be disastrous. The investment of

substantial effort, time, and finances may not result in any operational improvement. Secondly, the

result of a feasibility analysis may be helpful in determining problem areas within an organization.

For example, a feasibility analysis for a company may indicate excellent CM potential from a

technical point of view; however, it may be seen that the personnel within the organization are

hostile to change. Thus one outcome of a feasibility analysis may be the identification of problem

areas that may inhibit full CM implementation. The knowledge of problem spots prior to starting

CM implementation is infinitely more helpful than encountering them during implementation. To

determine feasibility, it is necessary to determine the factors that influence it. The first thrust of this

research, therefore, was in the determination of these factors to the extent possible, and the synthesis

of them into a decision-support framework by considering the entire organization, its characteristics,

resources, procedures, objectives, and products.
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The same can be said with respect to the choice of approach for part-machine grouping. lt is felt,

from an exarnination of the relevant literature, that the choice of method for part-family formation

should depend not only on part design and/or manufacturing attributes but also on other factors,

such as information requirements, access to skills, and computer support. Therefore it is necessary

to identify these factors to the extent possible and, based on these factors, develop guidelines that

enable the most appropriate choice for part-machine grouping. This was the second thrust of this

research.

1.2 Problem Statement

An examination of current literature indicated that decision aids for addressing (i) company feasi-

bility for the implementation of CM and (ii) the choice of approach for part-machine grouping are

currently unavailable. The purpose of this dissertation was to develop a framework and a decision

tool for determining (i) organizational feasibility to CM and (ii) the choice of the part-machine

grouping approach if applicability is indicated, given the organizational and manufacturing charac-

teristics. Thus, the research problem examined consisted of two parts. The first part was an analysis

of feasibility of an organization’s implementing CM. The second part investigated the approach to

the part-machine grouping procedure if feasibility is established; the approach to be selected from

the following options -- the design-oriented approach, the production·oriented approach, or a

combination of both. The design-oriented approach includes informal approaches to part-family

formation (rule~of·thumb or visual inspection), manual classification and coding, or computerized

classification and coding. The production-oriented approach includes manual route sorting of

components, a computerized route sorting of components, or a production-based classification and

coding system (manual or computerized). A combination of both methods includes the combined

use of the design- and production-oriented approaches. A detailed explanation of these approaches

is provided in Chapter V.
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1.3 The Importance and Contribution of the Work

Much research has been done in the area of GT and CM; the literature survey (presented in Chapter

II) corroborates this. However, the dual issues of applicability (or feasibility) and the deterrnination

of the part-grouping procedure considering the entire organizational scenario is an unaddressed area

in the literature. It is felt that the foremost consideration in implementing CM in an organization

is a test for its feasibility. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct a feasibility analysis procedure. lf the

feasibility analysis indicates suitability for the organization’s implementing CM, then part·families

and machine cells can be formed via appropriate methods, such as design- or production-oriented

methods. It is felt that this research provides exploratory groundwork in CM research by addressing

the feasibility and the choice·of-method issues, hitherto unaddressed (Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987c).

Both these issues are very fundamental in nature. Results of this research can be used in future re-

search to develop and test specific hypotheses relating to the feasibility for the implementation of

CM and the choice of method for part-machine grouping through data collection and compre-

hensive case studies.

1.4 Research Objective

The research objective was to develop a methodology for determining (i) organizational feasibility

for implementing CM and (ii) the selection of the part-farnily/machine grouping approach if feasi-

bility is adjudged, given organizational characteristics. Three sub-objectives were recognized to be

important in the development of the methodology. These sub-objectives are:

1. Theoretical development and model building for a structuring of the research problem and

identifying the most important attributes relevant to both issues.

2. Development of a methodology for quantifying the research problem through specification and

measurement of the variables.
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3. Field work for validation of attributes, attribute measures, and attribute weights, and to exer-

cise the methodology.

1.5 Statement of Work

As a part of the theoretical development, the research problem was structured first. A Conceptual

Flow Model (presented in Chapter III) was developed to structure and rationalize the problem.

This model led to the identification of the important attributes of the organization. Once these at-

tributes were identified, they were put into distinct categories. The feasibility analysis procedure was

modelled next. This modelling procedure considered the attribute categories and the relationship

between attribute levels (the value of an attribute on a numeric scale) and feasibility for the imple-

mentation of CM. A schematic of this modelling procedure is shown in Chapter III. A similar

procedure was also followed in modelling the choice-of-method issue. This modelling procedure

postulated that the choice of method is guided by a set of rules for the appropriate method for

part-family grouping. Its schematic is also shown in Chapter III.

The development of the methodology started with the definition and specification of all attributes.

The attribute defxnitions were constructed after a review of appropriate GT/CM literature in Eng-

lish. The attributes were specified using scales between l and 5 for measurement purposes. Prop-

ositions were constructed to link the levels of the variables to feasibility and choice-of-method

issues. The level of the attributes were determined by exarnining attribute data gathered from liter-

ature and from field work. The attributes were then weighted with respect to each other according

to their perceived importance concerning the feasibility and choice-of—method issues. Weighting of

the attributes was done by using information available from literature, by consulting academic

participants, and by interviewing organizational members of subject frms engaged in cellular man-

ufacturing. A scoring procedure was developed to generate scores for the feasibility issue. The

choice-of-method issue was resolved through the set of propositions and rules that guide the se-
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lection procedure by evaluating the levels of the attributes pertinent to this issue. It is felt that the

identification of the pertinent attributes and their synthesis into a decision tool for addressing the

dual issues constitutes a novel approach in the area of GT/CM research. Furthermore, it is felt that

the output from the overall framework (consisting of the Conceptual Flow Model, the scoring

procedure, and the rule-based procedure) can be useful in identifying trouble spots in CM imple-

mentation for an organization. This framework can also be useful in the future for developing ge-

neric frameworks relating the cellular configurations with specific product and process types, and

relating the approach for part—farnily grouping with available resources, procedures and objectives.

The purpose of the field work was to gather organizational data, to verify the relevance of the at-

tributes, and to check for the logic of the propositions. Companies were contacted for their coop-

eration with this study. Personnel involved with the implementation of cellular manufactuxing were

interviewed for organizational and manufacturing data. They were also interviewed to verify the

relevance of the attributes, attribute measures, and attribute ranks. The participants were presented

with lists of attributes, attribute measures, and attribute ranks for examination. Their responses

about the validity of the attributes, attribute measures, and attribute ranks were then recorded in

spaces provided in the lists. Relevant organizational'and manufactuxing data, necessary for exercis-

ing the scoring procedure for the feasibility issue and the rule-based procedure for the choice-of-

method issue, were also recorded in data sheets and specification sheets developed for that purpose.

The logic of the propositions was also indirectly tested by deterrnining the score output by the

model. The results of the field work indicated that the modification of certain attributes and their

measures are necessary. The feasibility scores for the CM facilities indicated a valid scoring proce-

dure.
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1.6 Organization of the Dissertation

Chapter II reviews pertinent literature in the area of GT/CM. A brief review and history of GT is

first presented. This is followed by a literature survey addressing the applicability of CM to organ-

izations. Literature on simulation studies on CM is reviewed next to determine which operational

parameters, if any, should be considered in this study. Research addressing part-family and

machine~grouping techniques relevant to this study is also surveyed. A review of industrial appli-

cations of GT/CM, the social aspects of CM, and CM frameworks completes the literature review.

A summary of the literature and its implication for this work are presented at the end of Chapter

II.

Chapter III begins with the formulation of the research model. This chapter also includes the lists

of attributes pertinent to the examined research issues and a discussion of their relevance. Chapter

IV includes the specifications of the attribute measures, the propositions which establish the levels

of the attributes for the feasibility and the choice-of-method issues, and the weighting procedure.

Chapter V describes the methodology of the scoring procedure, the rule-based procedure, and field

work. Chapter VI presents the results and analyzes them. Chapter VII draws conclusions resulting

from this study and also provides recommendations for further research. An extensive bibliography

and reference list are also provided.
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Chapter II

Literature Review

The literature review presented in this section will begin with a brief review of several types of

classical manufacturing systems and introduce the concept of cellular manufacturing. A review and

a brief discussion of the history of GT/CM will acquaint the reader with the origin and the under-

lying ideas of the GT/CM philosophy. A literature review on the applicability of CM, the simu-

lation of CM systems, part-farnily/machine-grouping techniques, industrial applications of CM,

GT frameworks, and the social aspects of CM will delineate current areas of research. A brief review

of literature associated with scoring models is also included. A summary of current research will lead

to an introduction of the problem investigated in this study.

2.1 A Review of Classical Manufacturing Systems

There are four classical types of manufacturing systems (Black 1983). One of these is the job-shop,

in which machines are grouped together by their functions. This is also referred to as a functional
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layout. The work units for different customer orders follow different paths or sequerrces through

machines. The major characteristics of the job-shop arc flexibility, variety, highly skilled labor,

much indirect labor, substantial material handling, large work-in·process inventory, and, at times,

poor quality and lost orders (Suresh and Meredith 1985).

For production of larger quantities of similar products, the flow-shop system is generally used. In

the flow shop, successive units of output undergo the same sequence of operations with specialized

equipment and little or no back flow (Hitomi 1985). Volumes are large, runs are long, and changes

in product lines are extremely expensive to accommodate. The automated transfer line is one ex-

arnple of a flow shop.

A third kind of system is the fixed-position project shop where very large products are created. All

machinery, materials, personnel, and ancillary support are assembled at the project site. The ship-

building industry is one such example. Here, the time to produce one unit of output is large and

very little material movement occurs; this is due to the nature of the product (Black 1983).

The fourth type of manufacturing system is the continuous process. Here, the products (generally

gases, liquids, or slurries) flow through a series of directly connected processes or operations that

transform raw material into finished product. These systems are designed to produce one particular

type of product and their operation is highly complex (Black 1983). The chernical industry is one

such example.

The concept of group technology has produced a fifih type of manufacturing system -- the cellular

manufacturing system. The cellular system groups processes, people, and machines in some rational

manner to treat a specific group of parts. The output from such a cell is typically a complete

component. This production system is suited for medium-volume production and provides benefits

such as reduced set-ups, reduced material handling and better production control. It is an applica-

tion of GT in manufacturing.
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A review of the CM literature indicates that three major types of cell systems exist. These are GT

flow-line cells, GT mixed- flow cells, and GT product cells. GT flow-line cells are those where all

components follow a particular machining sequence. However, some components may not require

all operations in the sequence. There is no backtracking ofparts. The components may be required

for single end-products or for product families. Some notable applications of GT flow-line cells are

reported by Connolly and Sabberwal (1971), Ranson (1972), and Leonard and Rathrnill (1977a).

These GT flow-line cells manufacture lightweight components for a relatively low variety of end

products.

Examples of GT mixed-flow cells are reported in the works of Middle et. al. (1971), Allen (1973),

and Wemmerlov and Hyer (1987b). Here, material movement within the cell does not always follow

the same sequence; therefore, there is backtracking of parts. This is due to the nature of the parts

and possible changes in the product-mix over time.

The third type of cell is the GT product cell. Here, all components for a particular product type

are manufactured. Material flow may be continuous or mixed. Malik et. al (1973), Burbidge (1979),

Hyer (1984), and Wemmerlov and Hyer (1987b) provide examples of such applications.

In summary, the above review of the types of manufacturing systems distinguishes the CM system

from the other four systems and defines the arena for this study. The following section presents a

brief review of the concept and evolution of Group Teclmology.

2.2 Group Technology -— A Review and Brief History

Group Technology (GT) is a manufacturing philosophy in which similar parts are identified and

grouped together to take advantage of their sirnilarities in manufacturing and design (Groover and

Zimmers 1984, Hitomi 1985). Similar parts are grouped into farnilies and are processed by machines

grouped ir1 cells. This concept originated in Russia in the middle nineteen-fifties and was used ex-
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tensively for irnproving productivity by using prirnarily the single-machine approach for processing

a family of parts (Edwards 1971). Here, a family of parts was processed on a single dedicated ma-

chine, after which the parts were returned to the existing functional layout for further processing.

Productivity was improved by attacking the area of set-up time; and with a family of parts, there

was a significant reduction in set-up time for the dedicated machine. Part-farnilies were formed

usually by a manual analysis of part drawings.

Reports of substantial improvements in productivity encouraged other manufacturing facilities ir1

Europe to utilize techniques of family grouping. In particular, firms in the United Kingdom,

France, and Germany efliciently utilized this concept. The single-machine approach was improved

to include multiple dissimilar machines so that a group or cell could produce an entire family of

components (Durie 1970).

It was soon realized that, in order to streamline the manual fa.rnily·grouping procedure, a.n organ-

ized approach was necessary. Classification of parts by design and function seemed a rational ap-

proach and the pioneering work of Joseph Gombinski around 1940 (as reported in Hyde 1981) in

the area of classification and coding was used by some firms in an attempt to bring control to the

tremendous variety of produced components. Gombinski’s classification and coding system com-

bined classification methods to establish logical data order with systematic storage, retrieval, and

control mechanisms (Hyde 1981). In the late nineteen-sixties and early nineteen-seventies the Opitz

classification system was developed (Opitz 1970, Opitz and Wiendahl 1971). Today, many com-

mercial classification and coding packages are available. These include CODE, MICLASS, VUOSO

ar1d others (Gallagher and Knight 1971, Houtzeel 1981). A discussion of the basics of classification

and coding (CC) systems and their use in design, manufacturing, purchasing, cost estirnation, and

other areas is provided in a number of articles (Ingram 1982, Wemmerlov and Hyer 1985, Houtzeel

1981, Mills 1985) and textbooks (Hyde 1981, Groover and Zimmers 1984). These articles and

textbooks state that classification and coding can either be design-oriented, production-oriented,

or a combination of design- and production-oriented methods. A distinction is also made between

manual classification methods (where all classification and coding is accomplished manually) and
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computerized classification procedures where computer assistance is used for the interactive classi-

fication and coding of parts (Houtzeel 1981, Groover and Zimmers 1984).

A pioneering effort toward part-family and machine—group formation was made by John Burbidge

in the middle and late nineteen-sixties (reported in Burbidge 1975). He developed a manual method

of sorting production route cards to determine manufacturing similarity of parts. This method,

known as Production Flow Analysis (PFA), has been used widely for machine cell formation

(Burbidge 1975, 1979).
”

With the increased availability of computers, research in GT accelerated. The part-family and

machine-grouping techniques were addressed using CC and PFA. MacAuley (1972) was the first

researcher to develop a computerized algorithrn for the PFA method. El-Essawy and Torrance

(1979) developed the Component Flow Analysis method (similar to PFA) for cell formation. Carrie

(1973) applied numerical taxonomy in the design for production systems. Tarsuslugil and Bloor

(1979) tested various clustering techniques for GT applications to determine the effectiveness of

these techniques. Currently, a vast amount of literature on the subject of GT is available. Much

research has been done in the areas of part·farnily and machine cell formation (Carrie 1973, Husain

and Leonard 1975, King 1980, Waghodekar and Sahu 1984, Stanfel 1985, Chandrasekharan and

Rajagopalan 1986a, 1986b, 1987; Dutta et. al. 1986, Khator and Irani 1986, 1987; Seiffodini and
1

Wolfe 1986, Askin and Subrarnaniam 1987, Kusiak 1987, and Ballakur and Steudel 1987a, 1987b).

These are mostly academic in nature and use computerized algorithms for part-family formation.

Also, the majority of the techniques for part-family formation use modifications of the PFA tech-

nique. The use of classification and coding as a vehicle for part-family formation is seen less in ac-

adernic research (Wemmer1ov and Hyer 1987c).

Research has also been done in the human and social aspects of GT/CM (Huber and Hyer 1986),

effects and irnplications of GT/CM on management (Bennet and MacConne1 1974), applicability

of GT/CM (Rathmill et. al. 1974), and simulation studies on GT/CM (Ang and Willey 1984). The

trend is towards using the GT concept more as an overall integrated approach to solving manu-
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facturing problems than in addressing specific areas like reduction in set-up time or irnproved ma-

chine utilization or product standardization through classification and coding. This indicates a

significant shift from the earlier understanding of group technology when it was synonymous with

classification and coding, or with the single machine approach for processing a group of parts, or

with the reduction of a particular parameter like the set-up time to improve production efficiency.

This review of the concept and history of GT tracks the birth and growth of the GT philosophy

and delineates some of the past research areas addressed by researchers in GT. The next sections

review in detail past research relevant to this study. The literature reviewed is categorized under

applicability of CM, simulation studies of CM systems, part-family/machine-cell formation proce-

dures, industry practices of GT, GT frameworks, and social aspects of GT.

2.3 Applicability of CM

This section reviews literature focusing on the applicability of CM. Applicability refers to the fea-

sibility of CM for an organization. Leonard and Koenigsberger (1972) are of the opinion that the

entire company environment must be considered before CM is implemented. According to them,

some product and industrial attributes make this method of production more amenable to certain

organizations than others. In particular, batch sizes, supplier reliability, part similarity, part weight,

labor flexibility, and job skill are important. Leonard and Koenigsberger’s (1972) work has led to

the identification of some of the attributes, such as supplier reliability, occurrence of part·fami1ies

and machine cells, and weight of components, considered to be important for the implementation

of CM systems. The authors, however, do not provide any method of measuring these attributes

of for conducting a feasibility analysis for the implementation of CM by using these attributes. The

development of a feasibility analysis through the measurement of such attributes is one focus of this

study.
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In discussing organizational suitability for the implementation of CM, Lewis (1973) specifically

stressed the importance of product forecasting reliability. According to him, a cellular production

system limits the processing options available because of the stratifications of machines to cells.

Therefore, he argued it was necessary to have reliable product forecasts to avoid under·loading or

over-loading machines and cells. He also stressed the need for limiting centralized processing re-

quirements of parts as much as possible. Centralized processes are processes such as sand blasting,

heat treatment, or painting. According to Lewis (1973), the presence of such processes results in

the disruption of the production sequence and is undesirable for CM purposes. From his work,

reliability of product forecast and the presence of centralized processes in part routings are seen to

be important attributes.

Rathmill et. al. (1974) developed an appraisal procedure for GT suitability ir1 the form of checklists

and questions. Questions were asked about various functions of the company, and for each func-

tion, quantitative measures of improvement or deterioration were obtained. The company suit-

ability to CM with respect to the status quo was judged from a cost/benefit analysis. This appraisal

procedure requires the prediction of benefits once CM is implemented. For example, the decision

maker is questioned about the possible savings if a classification and coding system were to be im-

plemented. However, it is felt by this researcher that the decision maker may not be able to predict

these benefits a priori. Also, Rathmill et. al. (1974) do not provide guidelines for the prediction of

these benefits. The research reported in this dissertation attempts to establish company feasibility

for CM based on current company characteristics. It does not require the prediction of any future

benefits for a feasibility analysis. The feasibility analysis is based on available information. Thus,

the scope of this research is different than the work of Rathmill et. al. (1974).

Leonard and Rathmill (1977a) are of the opinion that an efficiently run and well·managed func-

tional layout achieves the same benefits as does a GT system. In studying the specific characteristics

and advantages of GT and functional approaches, their results indicated that certain characteristics

like job satisfaction, minimum work-in-progress, and machine utilization may achieve better levels

in a functional layout. They also point out important considerations necessary for CM suitability,
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such as stable product-mix, stable product demand, and medium operator skill level. These con-

siderations are directly relevant to this study. In a later paper (1977b) Leonard and Rathrnill again

compared GT ar1d functional layout characteristics and stated that GT flowlines may be a viable

alternative to GT cells in cases where parts have high manufacturing complexity. They also con-

cluded that, rather than adopting GT cells, companies should improve their control over production

if manufacturing conditions such as part complexity, stability of product demand, and product-mix

were unfavorable for CM purposes.

Willey and Dale (1979) and Dale (1980) refuted the conclusions of Leonard and Rathrnill (1977b)

that GT cells are not viable in most cases. The authorscarried out a survey of 35 British companies

on performance characteristics before and after the application of GT. Regression equations and

graphs were constructed from the data collected. The authors clairned that, if performance meas-

ures ofa company are known, it is possible to predict the performance measures after GT is applied.

These performance measures are manufacturing performance measures, such as average number of

operations needed to complete a job, average manufacturing lead time, average machining time per

component, value of work-in-process inventory, etc. The average number of operations needed to

complete a part ar1d the average machining time per component have been used in this research as

measures of the complexity of components. However, it is also felt by this researcher that manu-

facturing performances alone may not be enough to determine organizational feasibility for imple-

menting CM. Therefore, it is essential to determine other characteristics that will enable the

deterrnination of organizational suitability for the implementation of CM.

A survey by Hyer (1984) characterized firms employing CM or GT by the batch quantity range,

number of end items produced, and layout type (pure GT, hybrid GT, and pure job shop). This

survey found that, for the majority of frrms, informa.1 procedures (visual inspection, rule of thumb)

proved inadequate for part-family grouping. It also concluded that resistance to change was the

most serious impedirnent to CM implementation. Hyer’s survey points out the possibility of using

informal and formal procedures in part-machine grouping. Levulis (1980) treated the question of

applicability by stating that the organizational climate should be assessed in addition to the assess-
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ment of economic potential before GT or CM is implemented. He also stressed the importance of

understanding the length of time involved in implementing a CM system. In this study, resistance

to change, and implementation time are recognized as important variables in determining feasibility

for the implementation of CM.

The above literature review points out the state of research regarding CM applicability to an or-

ganization. The work of Leonard and Koenigsberger (1972) identified some of the important vari-

ables with respect to CM applicability. Rathmill et. al. (1974) considered the cost/benefit picture,

while the work of Willey and Dale (1979) and Dale (1980) considered performance measures alone

in determining applicability. Hyer’s survey (1984) showed that CM is used in quite a few compa-

nies. The review of the works of these researchers has enabled the identification of certain attributes

important for this study. There is no evidence of any work in attempting to synthesize the attri-

butes pertinent to CM applicability into a decision-making tool.

2.4 Simulation Studies of CM Sytems

This part of the literature review indicates that the thrust of simulation studies of CM systems is

toward evaluating cell perfomiance via output measures for given cell configurations and different

part input conditions (Athersrnith and Crookall 1974; Willey and Ang 1980, 1984; Foo and Wager

1983). The focus of this literature review is not to provide a detailed discussion of CM sirm1lation

research, but to identify some attributes relevant to this research. Greene (1980) developed two

heuristics for loading jobs to cells for different job and cell characteristics. Job characteristics in-

cluded the number of operations per job, number of different job types, and job routings. Cell

characteristics included number of cells, cell size, remainder cell, and total number of different ma-

chine types. The number of operations per job and the number of different machine types are es-

pecially important for this research.
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Simulation studies of a GT product cell by Dale and Dewhurst (1984) demonstrated that the se-

quence of processing of jobs is sensitive to changes in batch size, the number of operators (there-

fore, their flexibility) and machine tools. Their model was developed to aid a company in irnproving

its current scheduling procedures for components in its cells; it indicated that improvements in cell

performance could result if flexible labor was available. From this study, flexibility of labor was

identified as an important attribute.

Burbidge and Dale (1984) reported the implementation of an actual GT project for a company

engaged in the manufacture of gears and shafts. PFA was used in deterrnining part—families and

machine cells. Predictions of the likely benefits were carried out by using a statistical model devel-

oped by Dale (1980). This work enabled the deterrnination of a measure of component complexity

used in this research.

A simulation comparison between a job shop and a CM environment by Flynn and Jacobs (1984)

considered pure job shop, hybrid, a.nd pure GT cells. The data for the study were obtained from a

manufacturer of dies. Long set-up and operation times, large number of operations per part, and

large component weight were characteristics of the data. The simulation indicated that the CM

layout was inferior to a job shop in the areas of queue lengths, waiting time, and average work-in-

process inventory. However, long set-up and operation times, large numbers of operations per part,
i

and heavy components may not be conducive to a GT environment. These three factors were,

therefore, chosen as attributes for this study. lt would be interesting to know the effects of shorter

set-up times and number of operations per part on the performance measures, but this is left for

future research.

This literature review indicated that the feasibility of a CM system has been implicitly assumed.

The work of Greene (1980), Flynn and Jacobs (1984), Dale and Dewhurst (1984) and Burbidge

and Dale (1984) have helped in identifying some of the important attributes necessary for this study.

Specifically, complexity of components, weight of components, and flexibility of labor were the
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attributes identified. These attributes will be addressed again in the development of the research

model in Chapter III.

2.5 Part·Fami1y/Machine·Cell Fonnation Procedures

This section exarnines some of the articles in the areas of part-family/machine-cell formation pro-

cedures directly related to this research. The two purposes of this review are: (i) to demonstrate that

two broad approaches to part·family/machine groupings exist in academic research and (ii) to

identify some of the important attributes relevant to this study.

Most part-family/machine-grouping techniques developed through academic research use part

routings to determine part-machine groupings. These methods are all modifications of the PFA

method. Therefore, they are considered to be production-oriented in their approach to part-

machine grouping. Rajagopalan and Batra’s (1975) method is one such example. The specific data

requirements for the execution of their algorithm are set-up and machining times and routes of

components. The authors stress the necessity of an accurate product forecast for their method. The

reliability of product forecast and machining times are important for this study as well.

The review of the work of DeBeer et. al. (1976) and DeBeer and deWitte (1978) enabled the de-

velopment of the concept of using primary and secondary machine utilizations for detexmining ca-

pacity balance in existing layouts. Both of these works used part routings and capacity balance

considerations to determine ceH configurations. The concepts of capacity balance and of primary

and secondary machine utilization have been directly used in this research.

Tilsley and Lewis’s (1977) production-oriented cell-formation procedure approached cell design

from a flexibility standpoint. According to the authors, a fluctuation in demand pattem can be ef-

fectively handled by such a cellular configuration. Their method was based on the analysis of pro-
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duction data and they stressed the stability of product demand and product-rnix in the operation

of a cell.

Oliva-Lopez and Purcheck’s (1979) production-oriented approach to cell formation used linear

programming techniques to detemrine part-machine groupings. The important variables in this

study were the number of operations per job, part demand, and workload of cells. The authors

showed a case where lengthy part routings (large number of operations per job) resulted in poor

cell performance. This fmding has been used to develop measures for job complexity in this re-

search. Also, the importance of capacity balance in an existing facility is noted from this work.

King (1980), King and Nakomchai (1982), and Chan and Milner (1982) stated explicitly the com-

puter memory requirements for the execution of their routing-based method for cell formation using

matrix rearrangement. The authors mentioned memory requirements for particular problem sizes.

This information has been directly used in this research in the specification of the attributes.

The use of mathematical techniques for forming part-families was reported by Gongaware and Harn

(1981) and Han and Ham (1986). A clustering procedure was used to determine part-families from

part codes. The procedures allowed different user information requirements (from purchasing,

tooling, costing, design, etc.) to be accommodated while determining part-families and demon-

strated the usefulness of classification and coding in providing information requirements.

The above literature review demonstrates that substantial research has been done in the develop-

ment of part-family/machine-grouping techniques. This review is important because it indicates

that research in GT/CM is directed more toward the development ofpart-grouping techniques than

toward determining feasibility of an organization to CM. This review also has enabled the identifi-

cation of certain important attributes that merit consideration before attempting to irnplcment a

CM system. These attributes are capacity balance, stability of product demand and mix, computer

support, and information requirements. It also shows that two major approaches to part grouping

exist. One is the design-oriented approach while the other is the production-oriented approach.
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2.6 Industry Practices of GT

In this section, a review is done on some industrial applications of GT to reveal some of the im-

portant factors regarding the implementation of CM in an organization. The motivation to intro-

duce GT in industry stemmed from the realization that a more efficient production method was

necessary in order to keep delivery promises, improve coordination between departments, avoid

redundant part designs, elirninate high waiting times and material movements, and improve the

scope of production control (Edwards 1971, Ranson 1972).

Serck Audco Valves in the United Kingdom was one of the frrst successful companies to apply GT

(Ranson 1972, 1973). In the middle nineteen-sixties the company found itself immersed in excessive

stock, indifferent delivery performance, and many inter-departmental frustrations. To mitigate these

problems, it took a totally integrated approach, starting from ensuring improved supplier reliability

and planning the work from sales forecast through various departments to frnal dispatch. Sales,

purchasing, accounting, and the production departments were involved in the initial planning ac-

tivities such as work study, production engineering, cellular grouping of machines, job evaluation,

and production control. Management felt the need for a consolidated information system accessible

to all departments. Also, variety reduction in design, manufacturing, and purchasing was an im-

portant consideration. This led to the implementation of a classification system. All components

were classified and coded with a consultant’s help and the plant layout changed from functional to

cellular. The benefits reported included increases in sales, reductions in stocks, decreases in orders

due, and increases in employee wages. This application of classification and coding in the imple-

mentation of a CM system demonstrates its importance in the standardization of design and man-

ufacturing procedures. It also shows that information requirements of diverse departments were

met by the implementation of this classification and coding system.

Craven (1973) reported benefits derived in a multi-product firm in the U.K. after the application

of GT. About 70,000 piece parts were coded, their flow structures analyzed, and cells formed.
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Substantial gains resulted and the entire company was reorganized on GT lines. The desire to re-

duce design redundancy and retrieve similar designs led to the classification of all parts. Craven also

discussed the importance of the single cycle type of material control system.

Allen (1973) described the effort at Ferranti Limited, Edinburgh, Scotland, towards the conversion

from functional to a cellular layout. Ferranti produces avionic equipment and suffered from long

set-up and throughput times resulting in uncertain deliveries and loss of production control. A pilot

cell was irritially set up and consisted of turning, milling, and drilling machines. It was noticed that

substantial reduction in throughput times resulted with simplified work-flow movements. This

encouraged the extension of the cell system to the remainder of the shop. PFA was used to obtain

part·fa.rnily and machine-groupings and the entire plant was converted to cellular layout. Coupled

with the use of NC machines, the overall operation improved significantly. A classification system

was not used here because it was felt that an expensive and sophisticated coding system could not

be acquired. Also, the firm did not have the capability to develop a classification system in-house.

Therefore, PFA was used to determine the cell configurations. This application establishes the

amount of monetary support as an important attribute in determining the approach to cell forma-

tion.

Application of GT principles in India originally started with the single-machine approach

(Venkitadri and Kemshetti, 1975). The Central Machine Tool Institute (CMTI) promoted GT

concepts. The first test-bed was a valve manufacturer. For family formation, a four-digit classi-

fication coding system was developed in-house. The reason for implementing a classification sys-

tem was the desire for identifying component design families for set-up reduction purposes. Variety

reduction in design and reduction in the set-up times resulted from this effort. However, it was re-

alized that the single-machine approach did not have much impact on the overall performance of

the company. To further the implementation of GT as a systems approach, CMTI undertook

consulting for a firm manufacturing aircraft fittings. Based on Component Flow Analysis (a

production-oriented approach), cells were designed on the cascading principles of Tilsley and Lewis

(1977). Reports of increased machine utilization, process efficiency, elimination of shortages in
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assembly, and better control encouraged other firms to approach CMTI. No reason was given for

implementing a production-oriented approach. In the course of cell design for a variety of compa-

nies, CMTI developed simulation programs to consider effects of long-range and short-range fluc—

tuations in product demand and mix on the cell capacity.

A further example of the application of GT principles in India through the application of

production-oriented procedures is reported in the work of Hedge et. al. (1979). The application was

in a fastener manufacturing company, characterized by a stable demand of 3500 varieties of com-

ponents which were produced on 120 machines laid out on a functional basis. The problems asso-

ciated with such a layout were excessive throughput time and material handling, low operator

efficiency, and the lack of production control. No reasons were given for the application of the

production-oriented approach to determine cell configurations. Computer simulation was used to

determine cell stability with fluctuation in product demand.

GT has also been applied to the sheet metal industry (Nagarkar and Fogg, 1979). The procedure

used was a modification of the PFA technique. In conjunction with cell design, a method of cyclic

ordering ofparts (similar to MRP) was introduced. The authors stressed the need for a time-phased

part-ordering system (also considered important for this study) and reported benefits in the area of

throughput, reduction in set-up time, and better cell control.

The lamp division of The General Electric Company in Cleveland, Ohio, is an example of the ap-

plication of the GT principles through classification and coding (Schaffer, 1980). The motivation

for such a step was to gain better control of the overall operations through better process planning.

The process plarmers in this facility were constantly overloaded. Other reasons for implementing a

classification system included standardization of part designs and process plans and better infor-

mation availability. After appropriate consultation, it was decided to use a process planning and a

classification and coding package to aid in the formation of families and to optimize process plans.

This indicates the usefulness of a classification system where different departments feel the need for

product information and where design and process planning standardization is sought. An imme-
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diate benefit to G.E. was in the savings in the process planner’s time through the retrieval ofexisting

process plans. Entering the appropriate part code enabled such a retrieval. It was also possible to

edit these plans to suit new part requirements. Further benefits were in the overall control, design

standardization, and efficient operation.

The reorganization of operations at Deere and Company in Waterloo, Iowa, is another example

of the application of GT principles (Dumolien and Santen, 1983). The company developed an in-

house computerized classification and coding package to classify and code part data because a

manual analysis was not possible for the massive amounts of data involved. This package generates

a code that references geometric part features. The system also contains product data such as part

operation routings, current and future production requirements, cost amounts, and machine load

information. A data analysis yields part farnilies for which production cells are formed using com-

puter programs. Load calculations and machine utilization calculations are then done with cell

merging or re-routing if necessary. lt is evident from this CM application that computer support

is essential for effective CM implementation. The effectiveness of a classification system III satisfying

information requirements is also noted.

The desire to reduce product costs and flow times led to institution of GT principles in the fabri-

cation department of the transmission division of Rockwell International in Dallas (Kriegler, 1984).

An initial, in-house-developed informal classification and coding package, although suitable for

part-farnily definition, was found incapable ofgenerating operation charts or retrieving existing parts

to satisfy new designs. This led to the installation of a commercial process-planning system in

conjunction with a commercial computerized classification and coding package. A physical rear-

rangement of the plant was undertaken and with the part-family approach, waiting times were

drastically reduced with a simultaneous improvement in quality. The payback period was less than

one year. This CM application highlighted the importance of design netrieval as an objective in the

selection of a classification and coding system for cell formation.
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Recent reports by Wemmerlov a.nd Hyer (l987a, 1987b) reported the findings of a survey of

thirty-two frrms in the U.S. involved with cellular manufacturing. The participating companies

were medium·to-large in size and predominantly in the metalworkirrg ar1d electronics industries.

The most common reasons for establishing cells were to achieve reductions ir1 lead time, work-in-

process inventory, set-up times, materials handling, ar1d to improve output quality. The most

common problems encountered during implementation were resistance to change and load-

balancing of the cells. This finding highlights the need to consider resistance to change and capacity

balance while determining CM feasibility. The survey found that several companies created formal

part families and dedicated equipment to these families. The techniques used for part grouping in-

cluded grouping ofparts by design, grouping ofparts by using the key machine approach, grouping

by part/machine rearrangement, and grouping by component route sorting. The authors do not

state whether these grouping techniques were manual or computerized. Sixty-two percent of the

respondents indicated that they had in place classification and coding schemes for use in conjunc-

tion with GT applications although it was not stated whether these schemes were manual or com-

puterized. Identification of similar items, process plan standardization, development of group NC

programs, and rationalization of purchasing and sales were cited as reasons for using classification

and coding schemes. Several firms used computer support in connection with cell design and eval-

uation. Machine load and utilization calculations, throughput time estimates, and routing analyses

were the types of analysis performed. Most companies reported benefits in the areas of throughput

time, WIP inventory, material handling, set-up time, quality improvement, and job satisfaction. A

clear message from these fums conveyed that total involvement coupled with extensive training is

required to make a GT program successful.

The above literature review demonstrates the use of GT in industry. It also shows that resistance

to change, capacity balance, computer support, design and process-planning standardization, in-

formation requirements, and managerial support are important attributes in the cell design process.

It also shows that the three approaches to part-machine grouping ·- the design-oriented approach,

the production-oriented approach, or a combination of both -- are used in industry. However, this
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literature review also reveals the absence of a structured approach in industry in the analysis of

feasibility for the implementation of CM or in the choice of method for cell design. This dissertation

attempts to develop a framework for structuring the CM implementation procedure and the choice

of approach for part-machine grouping from the approaches noted above.

2.7 GT Frameworks

A framework for cell-formation procedures was developed by Wemmerlov and Hyer (1986). Cell

formation activities are divided into four distinct categories. This framework identifies the initial

approach to the part-family/machine-group identification problem and includes a step for the initial

evaluation of the cell. The results of the evaluation are then used as guidelines for further revision

of the cell. According to their framework, there are four approaches to the selection of the part-

farnily/machine-grouping problem. The first approach identifies the part farnilies without the help

of machine routings. This is the design-oriented approach. Rules-of-thumb, informed judgment,

and the use of classification and coding procedures are the methods employed to determine the

pa.rt~families in this approach. The second approach identifies machine groups with the help of

existing routings. As aids to such grouping, the contributions of research using various tools (simi-

larity coefficients, graph theory, production flow synthesis, and production flow analysis) are re-

cognized and their methods discussed. The third approach identifies part families using routings.

The authors note that this method of part-farnily formation is found in only one article. The de-

terrnination of the sirnilarity between parts followed by clustering of machines is the driving mech-

anism for cell-forrnation in this approach. The fourth approach determines part-farnilies and

machine routings sirnultaneously via matrix rearrangement. The second, third, and fourth ap-

proaches are production-oriented because they all use part routings in deterrnining part-families.

The contribution of Wemmerlov and Hyer’s work lies in the analysis of the available literature and

the creation of the framework. This framework has also helped identify two major approaches to

part-machine grouping and, therefore, is directly related to this research.
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Another framework by Vakharia (1986) considered available literature addressing cell formation

based on production data and categorized the resulting production cells into a framework. Only

academic cell-formation procedures were considered by Vakharia in the construction of his frame-

work. The author hypothesized four types of production cells. In the first type, all components

emerge out of the cell as completed units. In the second type, cells share centralized facilities or

expensive equipment. In the third type, cells are formed such that component farnilies can be

processed within one or more cells. In the fourth type, an assembly line cell system is hypothesized

where the output of a preceding cell is the input for the next cell.

In summary, some researchers in GT have categorized published literature of part-machine group-

ing and have embedded these categories into frameworks for part-machine grouping procedures and

GT production cells. The framework by Wemmerlov and Hyer (1986) has resulted in the identifi-

cation of the choice of method for cell formation as a researchable issue. The review of other

frameworks was done to aid in identifying the relevant attributes.

2.8 Social Aspects of GT

Edwards and Fazakerley (1973) were among of the first to recognize the human and social aspects

of GT. According to the authors, the cell system is a people-centered system. Therefore, as much

importance is due the operator and the organization as the techniques used in the formation of the

cells -- a view clearly of importance for this study. They state that the objectives of CM irnple-

mentation should be clearly specified at the outset and every individual who is involved with CM

should be informed of the effects of the change. According to them, opportunities should be pro-

vided for social contact 3Ild increased interaction between group members. They also feel that

management involvement is a must from the very outset ar1d that managers should act as change

agents in removing departmental parochialism and in changing resisting attitudes of individuals and

trade unions through communication. The authors stressed that in order to have a successful GT
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installation, appropriate consideration of the human and organizational factors is an absolute ne-

cessity. Similar conclusions were drawn by Fazakerley (1976) while investigating the social signif-

icance of GT. She concluded that management involvement could help signiiicantly in overcoming

resistance to change by allaying fears of job insecurity in the new environment. A survey by Huber

and Hyer (1985) found that, although a resistive attitude of employees to changes was a factor in

the implementation of CM, such an implementation did not have a negative effect on the

workforce.

The above literature review portrays the state of research in the area of human and social aspect

of GT. It establishes the importance of the human aspect of CM implementation, and identifies

managerial support and resistance to change as important attributes in the implementation of CM.

2.9 A Brief Review of Scoring Models

The objective of this section is to discuss certain scoring models found in literature relevant to the

present work. The basic purpose of using a scoring model for altematives is to generate a score for

each altemative such that an evaluation of the alternatives based on the score is possible. The

scoring is based on the contribution of common attributes for each alternative toward a cornrnon

objective. These may be subjective or objective attributes. The altemative that yields the "best"

score is chosen.

Brown and Gibson (1972) developed a quantified model for facility site selection. They considered

both the objective and subjective factors involved with the selection of a site among altematives.

The objective factors, all measured in monetary units, were converted to dirnensionless indices. The

subjective factor indices were deterrnincd by a series of pairwise comparisons by the decision maker.

The sum of the objective and subjective factor measures were totalled to give a score for each al-

temative.
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Huang and Ghandforoush (1984) used Brown and Gibson’s model to select a robot from among

a feasible set. They considered critical factors, such as budget ceiling and minimum rate of return;

objective factors, such as cost of a robot; and subjective factors, such as quality of training for robot

operation by vendors, in their evaluation. The procedure required the user to rate the subjective

factors on a scale between 1 and 4. The subjective factor weights were then deterrnined by nor-

malizing the scale values. The weights of the objective factors were deterrnined from cost figures.

The sum of the subjective and objective measures yielded the score for each altemative.

Canada (1986) discussed a scoring model in the context of evaluating computer integrated manu-

facturing (CIM) opportunities. An example of an opportunity given by the author is an automated

storage and retrieval system. For each altemative of an opportunity, tangible and intangible factors

were identified. The tangible factors were evaluated according to their net present value. The in-

tangible factors for each altemative were scored out of 100 and the scores normalized to give an

indication of the weights of the factors. The summed weights yielded the score of each altemative.

Another approach for comparing altematives was developed by Saaty (1980, 1982). In this ap-

proach, the problem was broken up into one or more levels of detail and a series of pairwise com-

parisons between attributes at each level enabled assessment of weights for each attribute with

respect to the others. This approach was used later by Arbel and Seidmarm (1984) to evaluate al-

temative FMS systems.

In this research a scoring procedure was used in the development of the feasibility analysis proce-

dure. The scoring procedure used was a modification of Canada’s (1986) method. The reasons for

doing so are given in Chapter IV.
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2.10 Summary of Current Research in CM

The literature review presented above details the contribution in many facets of GT/CM. The

GT/CM concept is recognized and its application is widespread. In industry, the implementation

of GT/CM is through the use of methods appearing in published literature or via the help of in·

house or outside consultants. In academia, research on GT/CM has focused on the development

of part-family or machine-grouping teclmiques; on simulation studies; and, in certain cases, on the

construction of frameworks for the methods of cell formation and cell evaluation. Some researchers

have also focused on the impact of GT/CM on personnel and the organization.

In summary, the literature reviewed includes the applicability of CM, simulation studies of CM

systems, part-farxiily/maclxine-groupirig techniques, industry practices of GT, GT frameworks, and

social aspects of GT. But the issue of applicability has not been addressed adequately.

This literature review is comprehensive with respect to the focus of this study and provides the

groundwork for the present study. lt is felt that the area of GT/CM is rich in its scope of research

(Suresh and Meredith 1985; Meredith et. al. 1986; Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987c). Wemmerlov and

Hyer (1987c) divided the area of CM research into applicability; justification; design of system

structure and operational procedures; and behavioral implications and application strategies. Of

interest for this research is the issue of applicability of CM and the issue of the selection of part-

family/machine-grouping technique if CM is applicable. It is clear from this literature review that

the applicability of CM, taking into account an organizational scenario, has not been addressed

previously. Previous studies have tried to determine applicability by considering the benefits that

may be achieved if CM is implemented (Rathmill et. al. 1974, Willey and Dale 1979). They have
l

not considered whether organizational conditions are suitable for CM implementation in the first

place. That is, given the charactexistics of an organization in terms of the products made, resources

available, the procedures followed, and the prevailing organizational climate, is CM feasible? The

second issue relates to the choice of method for paxt·machine grouping. It is clear that three distinct
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approaches to part family a.nd machine grouping exist. One is what will be called "the part-oriented

method," the second the "production-oriented method," and the third a combination of both.

Within these approaches, a distinction is made between the informal design-oriented approach

(rule-of·thumb, visual inspection), a CC-based design-oriented approach, a CC-based production-

oriented approach and a production-oriented approach based on a routing analysis of parts. Fur-

thermore, a CC·based design-oriented approach can be manual or computerized. A classification

and coding system is manual when parts are coded manually. A computerized classification and

coding system is one where coding of parts is done interactively with the computer. With a

CC-based production-oriented approach, the stress is on coding production characteristics, such as

part routings, operation sequences, set-up times, machine tools required for part processing, fixtures

and cutting tools needed, batch sizes, etc. Here, a manual or computerized approach is possible.

Finally, a production-oriented routing analysis of parts may be manual or computerized. Manual

methods involve a manual route sorting for determining families. A computerized procedure in-

volves the use of programmed algorithms found in literature. The overall structure of the part-

farnily/machine grouping approaches addressed in this research is shown in Figure 1. In this figure,

a third approach is also shown. It is a hybrid of the design and production-oriented approaches and

consists of a combination of manual and computerized approaches.

lt is necessary for an organization to have guidelines suggesting when it is advisable to use a part-

characteristics approach, when to use a production-oriented one, or when a combination of both

would be most appropriate. Both these issues are fundamental and, to date, have been unaddressed

in GT/CM literature. They are clearly of importance to an organization considering cell system

implementation.

This study is exploratory in nature because there is is no evidence in literature of an attempt to

identify the factors critical to the feasibility for implementation of CM in an organization or the

choice of method for part~family grouping, if feasibility is adjudged. Thus, this study is the first of

its kind in addressing the feasibility and choice·of-method issues. The variables pertinent to the

study were identified and synthesized into a decision aid for resolving both the issues. The focus
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of this study was to develop a decision tool for: (i) detemiining CM feasibility and (ii) to recom-

mend a part—machine grouping approach if CM is applicable.

This research will be valuable for researchers in the area of GT/CM. The development of the

Conceptual Flow Model (discussed in Chapter III) with respect to CM implementation will enable

viewing the CM implementation procedure clearly from a macroscopic level and will help formulate

a 'systems" approach to CM implementation.

There is no evidence of research in the identification and inclusion of attributes important for CM

purposes into a decision-making framework for resolving the feasibility for CM implementation and

the choice-of-method for part-machine grouping, if feasibility is adjudged. Therefore, the identifi-

cation of the attributes was the first step of this research. The literature review enabled the iden-

tification of the attributes important for CM purposes. However, the literature review ir1 most cases

failed to provide any specifications necessary for the measurement of the attributes. The identifica-

tion of the attributes, the development of a model for addressing the feasibility and choice-of-

method issues, the specification of the attributes, the development of a scoring model for

determining CM feasibility, and the development of a rule-based procedure for addressing the

choice of method issue are all unique in the area of CM research. It is believed that this research

will enable other researchers to have a better understanding of the variables involved in the imple-

mentation of CM. Such a decision-making framework could also be developed into an interactive

decision support system in the future to aid decision makers within a complex industrial environ-

ment to make better decisions on CM, subject to the constraints and requirements found in their

manufacturing firrns.
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Chapter III

Model Formulation

This chapter describes the formulation of the research model, identifies the important attributes of

the research model, and discusses the relevance of the attributes in relation to this research. The

research model is named the "Conceptual Flow Mode1,' (CFM). The development and description

of the CFM is discussed first. This is followed by the identification of the attributes pertinent to it.

Finally, their relevance is discussed.

3.1 Discussion of the Conceptual Flow Model

The purpose of the CFM is to lend structure to the research problem (stated in Chapter I) and to

rationalize the research procedure. Figure 2 shows the schematic of the model. The conception of

the CFM originates from the basic production model which can be viewed as an input-

transformation-output system (Hitomi 1985); Hitomi's part of the CFM is represented by Blocks

A, B and C of the schematic of the model.
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Specifically, Hiton1i’s model takes into account the inputs to production which consist of land, la-

bor, capital, materials, production means, and production information. The process of conversion

of the raw materials into tangible goods or products is represented by Block B in the schematic.

Here machines are assumed to be laid out initially in a functional manner. The implementation of

CM is concemed mainly with the activities related to this transformation function. As an extension

of Hitomi’s basic production model, the ideas represented in Blocks B through M of the CFM are

the result of this researcher’s conception of the mechanism involved in a test of CM feasibility and

the choice of method for cell formation if feasibility is adjudged.

The result of the inputs of land, labor, material, production means, and production information is

the output of the final product designed to satisfy the customer for a profit. Output‘ Blocks C and

D represent the output of finished goods. The transformation process also results in an indirect

output -- the performance measures of the system, Block E. By analyzing them, it is possible to

determine whether an organization is performing at or below par. Typical performance measures

are legion, and include, for example, the number of unfulfilled orders, the level of work·in-process

inventory, sales figures, the total time required to produce from order receipt to delivery, and per-

centage scrap rate. Block F represents the activity of the examination and analysis of the perforrn-

ance measures. If these measures are weak, then the organization in question may not be

performing as it should. Therefore it should either improve its control measures while staying in a

functional layout or consider a new manufacturing approach (Leonard and Rathmill 1977b). For

a job shop with sub-optimal performance, one potential approach to irnprovement is through cel-

lular manufacturing. This deduction and structuring of the approach to irnproved productivity

through CM is based on literature describing the actual procedures applied by organizations for

streamlining their production through a changeover from the traditional functional layout to a cel-

lular one (Durie 1970, Ranson 1971, Burbidge 1979, Willey and Dale 1980, Wemmerlov and Hyer

1987b). The CM approach, however, may not always be possible, nor may it be an irnprovement;

organizational feasibility should therefore be considered prior to implementation. As an aside, it
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should be noted that CM may also be a viable production altemative even if the performance

measures are not weak; however, this consideration is beyond the scope of this work.

Block G of the CFM considers the feasibility of an organization's implementing CM. One main

thesis of this research is that, for successful CM implementation, certain attributes must be present

or be acquired. These attributes are categorized with respect to the products and processes made,

the resources used to make them, the procedures followed, and the organization in which they are

made. The 'products and processes" category consists of attributes that are related to products made

in the organization and typify product and process characteristics. In the context of CM, they have

received individual attention; yet they have seldom been considered together in determining organ-

izational feasibility for implementing CM. It is felt that certain products are more amenable to CM

than others (Leona.rd and Rathrnill 1977). In addition, certain manufacturing processes lend them-

selves more to CM than others. Therefore, it is important to consider them collectively in the

construction of the CM framework. The "resources" category consists of attributes relevant to the

resources used in making the products. Since one focus of this study is to determine organizational

suitability to CM, the resources required by the organization to process its products should be

considered in building the framework. It is felt that the availability or unavailability of resources

plays a major role in determining CM feasibility. The attributes pertinent to the procedures fol-

lowed in making the products are categorized under "procedures.' These attributes typify aspects

of these organizational procedures that should be investigated in determining CM feasibility. The

literature review has shown the importance of the attributes of the 'procedures" category with re-

spect to the feasibility for the implementation of CM. Finally, the 'organization characteristics"

category groups attributes relevant to the organization's environment. These attributes reflect the

attitude of management and labor in an organization. In the context of CM implementation, these

attributes are extremely important and have received considerable attention in literature (Hyer

1984a, Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987a, 1987b). Therefore, they are incorporated in the decision-

making framework.
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The above categorization is thought important for two reasons. In the first place, an entire orgarr-

ization can be conceptually viewed as an agglomeration of these four categories. Without any one

of these characteristics, the organization is incomplete and ceases to function. Therefore, it is logical

to group the entire organizational scenario in terms of these four categories. Secondly, a test for

feasibility for the implementation of CM should involve the entire organization and not only parts

of it. Ideally, every possible attribute within each category should be identified and included in a test

for CM feasibility. However, it may not be possible to identify each and every attribute. Thus,

one part of this research was to identify and consider the most important ones.

A schematic of the feasibility analysis procedure is shown separately in Figure 3 and is an expansion

of Block G. lt is named the ’Feasibility Analysis Procedure.' The four major attribute categories

discussed above are represented by the Blocks shown on the left. Each of the attribute categories

consists of a set of attributes. Thus, the initial attempt in the feasibility analysis is the identification

of the attribute sets corresponding to each of the categories. Once these attributes are identified, the

next step in the analysis procedure is the determination of their levels. The word "leve1" irrdicates a

value of an attribute on a numeric scale. The directional arrows in the schematic indicate the

progression of the analysis. Once the attribute levels are determined, propositions are used to de-

termine feasibility for the given level of the attribute. The purpose of the propositions is to link the

level of an attribute to feasibility. This procedure is followed for every attribute, and a final measure

for feasibility is determined. The feasibility measure is determined during the analysis. This feasi-

bility analysis procedure is described in Chapter V.

The feasibility issue may also be addressed from the relationship between attribute criticality and

feasibility for the implementation of CM. Figure 4 indicates the hypothesized theoretical feasibility

possibilities. These hypothetical possibilities are the result of this researcher’s perception about the

possibility of CM implementation feasibilities. In the diagrarn, the horizontal axis represents the

number and type of attributes that are at levels favorable for CM implementation. The number of

attributes refers to the total number of attributes (in all categories) included in the analysis. The

types of attributes refers to the critical and non-critical sets of attributes. A critical set is one whose
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attributes are those which have to be at minimum levels favorable for CM implementation to be

feasible. A non-critical set of attributes is one whose levels can be altered to make the implemen-

tation of CM feasible even if their initial levels indicate infeasibility for CM implementation. An

attribute is favorable for CM implementation if its level indicates suitability for the implementation

for CM. An attribute is unfavorable for CM implementation if its level indicates unsuitability for

CM purposes.

The horizontal axis is divided into three sectors. The extreme right-hand sector indicates a situation

where all attributes, both critical and non-critical, are at levels that are favorable for CM imple-

mentation. The middle sector indicates a situation where all critical attributes are at levels favorable

for the implementation of CM. Here some non-critical attributes are at levels that are unfavorable

for CM implementation. The extreme left-hand sector indicates a situation where all or some critical

and non-critical attributes are at levels unfavorable for CM implementation. The vertical axis re-

presents degrees of CM feasibility. The upper-most sector represents the situation where CM im-

plementation is highly feasible. The middle sector represents the situation where the

implementation of CM is feasible with improvements of the levels of certain attributes. The

lower-most sector represents the situation where CM implementation is infeasible. For each of

these sector combinations (considering both axes), an outcome is shown in the figure. These out-

comes are indicated by numerals l to 9. The first block (marked l ir1 the figure) represents an im-

possible condition, because CM implementation cannot be feasible when some or all critical and

non-critical attributes are at levels unfavorable for the implementation of CM. The second block

(marked 2 in the figure) also represents an impossible and illogical situation, because CM imple-

mentation cannot be feasible if some or all non-critical attributes are at levels unfavorable for CM

implementation, even if all critical attributes are at levels favorable for CM implementation. The

third block (marked 3 in the figure) is a possibility, because CM implementation is feasible if all

attributes (critical and non-critical) are at levels favorable for CM implementation. The fourth block

(marked 4 in the figure) represents another impossible condition. CM implementation cannot be

feasible if some or all critical and non-critical attributes are at levels unfavorable for CM imple-
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mentation. The assumption still is that critical attributes cannot be improved. The fifth block

(marked 5 in the figure) is a possibility, because the implementation of CM is possible if all critical

attributes are at levels favorable while some or all non-critical attributes are at levels unfavorable

for CM implementation. The levels of these attributes may be improved if feasibility is desired. The

sixth block (marked 6 in the figure) represents another impossible situation, because if all attributes,

critical and non-critical, are at levels favorable for CM implementation, then CM implementation

is highly feasible; obviously attribute improvement is not necessary. The seventh block (marked 7

in the figure) indicates infeasibility for the implementation of CM, because one or more critical

and/or non-critical attributes are at levels unfavorable for CM implementation. The eighth block

(marked 8 in the figure) indicates another impossible condition. The implementation of CM carmot

be infeasible if all critical attributes are at favorable levels, and some or all non-critical attributes

are at unfavorable levels. Finally, the ninth block (marked 9 in the figure) shows another impossible

condition. If all attributes, both critical and non-critical, are at levels favorable for CM implemen-

tation, then the implementation of CM cannot be infeasible.

The matrix diagram indicates nine theoretical possibilities for the feasibility of the implementation

of CM. Only three possibilities are important, however, for the reasons stated above. These possi-

bilities are indicated by the blocks marked 3, 5, and 7.

This matrix diagram also provides directions for approaching the feasibility analysis procedure.

Firstly, the use of the matrix diagram requires the detemxination of all critical and non-critical at-

tributes. This indicates that a ranking and weighting scheme is necessary. Secondly, a method is

required for determining the favorability for the implementation of CM from the level of an attri-

bute. Therefore, a specification of the attributes is necessary to determine their levels. Also, guide-

lines are necessary to relate the attribute levels to favorability for the implementation of CM.

Thirdly, a quantification of the vertical axis (the feasibility measure) is possible and can indicate

overall feasibility Thus, the use of the matrix alone may point to the worst scenario for feasibility,

because if one critical attribute is at a level unfavorable for the implementation of CM, then infea-

sibility for the implementation of CM is indicated by this matrix. The feasibility measure, on the
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other hand, will yield the best measure possible under the given circumstances. Therefore, it reflects

the most optirnistic possibility for CM implementation under the existing conditions. Decision

making can be better if the best and the worst possibilities are known.

A ranking and weighting scheme of the attributes is presented in Chapter IV. The specification of

all attributes is also done in Chapter IV. These specifications help in deterrnining the levels of at—

tributes. Propositions, also developed in Chapter IV, relate the level of an attribute to the feasibility

for the implementation of CM. Chapter V presents the scoring procedure for determining the fea-

sibility score.

Block H (of the CFM) is a decision node that questions if feasibility criteria have been met. The

matrix diagram relates directly to Blocks I and J of the CFM. The matrix diagram’s Blocks 3, 5,

and 7 provide answers to this question. lf the situation of Block 3 of the matrix diagram is indicated,

then the conclusiorr is that CM implementation is highly feasible. This corresponds to the answer

"Yes," emanating from Block H of the CFM. However, if the situation is represented by either

blocks marked 5 or 7 of the matrix diagram, then feasibility is met partially or not met at all. This

corresponds to the answer "No,' emanating from Block H of the CFM. The feasibility criteria are

not met at all if all critical attributes and some or all non-critical attributes are at levels unfavorable

for CM implementation (represented by Block 7 of the matrix diagram). Here, the critical attributes

are at levels unfavorable for the implementation of CM; it is assumed that their levels cannot be

irnproved, at least in the short term. This situation is equivalent to the answer "No," emanating

from decision Block I. The indication, therefore, is to retain the existing manufacturing system

while improving existing controls (Block M of the CFM).

If the feasibility criteria are not met partially because some non-critical attributes are at levels un-

favorable for the implementation of CM (Block 5 of the matrix diagrarn), then the improvement

of the attribute levels will enable CM implementation. For example, capacity irnbalances may be

offset by acquiring additional machines. Decision Block l of the CFM questions the organization’s

willingness to acquire or improve the levels of these attributes. If the organization is willing to ac-
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quire or improve the attribute levels in question (indicated by ”Yes," emanating from Block I of the

CFM), then a CM system can be implemented following improvement. In the CFM, this is re-

presented by Block J. The notation ”Cel1 Applicable," means that the implementation of a CM

system is feasible. If the organization, however, is unwilling to acquire or improve the attribute

levels in question (indicated by "No,' emanating from Block I of the CFM), then the implication

is to retain the existing manufacturing system, perhaps with other improvements to it.

The contribution of the feasibility analysis procedure is threefold. First, it structures the entire

feasibility analysis procedure by considering the entire organization and not only parts of it. Second,
J

this structuring enables the identification of the variables involved in deterrnining organizational

feasibility for CM implementation. Third, it points to a methodology for conducting a feasibility

analysis.

Once the feasibility analysis is completed a.r1d the feasibility is adjudged, then the next step is to

address the issue of the approach to cell formation, Block K. The choices available are the design-

oriented approach, the production·oriented approach, or a combination of both. The choice-of-

method is thought to be a function of the product characteristics, the resources available, and

organizational objectives. The basis of this thought is derived from the attributes collected from

the literature review. The organizational objective category is included here because the literature

review indicated that the approach to cell formation involves consideration of certain objectives,

such as design standardization, process planning standardization, information requirements, and

value analysis. Therefore, they were considered in the choice-of-method procedure for part-machine

grouping and not in the feasibility analysis procedure. The attribute list presented later identifies the

categories and the attributes and provides a detailed reasoning for their inclusion.

Figure 5 shows the schematic of the procedure for deterrnining the choice of method and is an ex-

pansion of Block K. It has been appropriately named 'The Choice of Method Procedure." This

research postulates that attribute categories "products and processes," "res0urces,' and '0bjectives"

play a role in the choice of method for the reasons stated above. A set of attributes are included in
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each of these categories. The other categories, used in the feasibility analysis, narnely, "organiza·

tional characteriszics,” and ”pr0cedures" are not considered, since it is felt that they are more ap-

propriate at the initial feasibility level. Further, no support for including them could be found ir1

the literature. The attributes of the "produc¢ and processef category typify product characteristics

that influence the choice-of-method issue. In the context of the choice-of-method issue, they have

received wide attention as a vehicle to part-family formation. The "res0urces' category includes

attributes which influence the choice of method. It is felt that the decision to irnplement an ap-

proach to part-machine grouping should consider the availability of resources in an organization.

The literature review has further supported this perception. Finally, the "objectives" category in-

cludes attributes relevant to the choice-of-method category, because they represent objectives which

could be met through the choice of method. Thus an awareness of these objectives may help in

selecting the right approach to the choice of method. A literature review also indicated the irnpor-
i

tance of this attribute category. Some of these attributes have been considered individually to be

important in determining the approach to part-machine grouping in literature; however, they have

not been collectively addressed within the scope of a decision-making framework. Therefore, they

are incorporated under these categories in this study.

The next step in the analysis procedure is the determination of the attribute levels. This activity is

represented by the next Block in the schematic in Figure 5. The next activity uses attribute levels

and propositions to come to a conclusion for the choice of method. The propositions link the at-

tributes to the choice of method based on the level of the attributes. The output of the final result

is represented by the rightmost Block. The directional arrows represent the progression of the

analysis procedure.

The choice of method procedure provides a structured sequence for determining the approach to

part-machine grouping. This procedure also enables the identification of the variables involved and

points to a methodology for determining the most appropriate approach to part-machine grouping.
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Once the part-machine grouping approach has been determined, the next activity is the actual re-

location of machines. Block L in the model represents this activity; once this is accomplished,

production can be started in the new environment. However, if the criteria for cell formation can-

not be met, the remaining option represented by Block M is to stay functional while improving

existing procedures and controls. The scope of the feasibility and implementation of CM in an or-

ganization is represented by the dotted boundary and should not be confused with the scope of this

dissertation which is stated in Chapter I.

3.2 A Couceptual Cell Matrix

The literature review enabled the identification of three types of cells based on product and process

characteristics. These are GT flow-line cells, GT mixed-flow cells for individual components, and

GT product cells. However, the literature review did not indicate any formalized approach to the

classification of cells by products made or material flow. The only evidence of a formalized ap-

proach to such classification is by Vakharia (1986). In his work, Vakharia developed a framework

of various cell types based on published cell formation procedures.

The motivation to develop a classification of cells based on products made and the material flow

stems from the perception that different cell types may result depending on the type of product

manufactured and the material flow. Such a classification will enable the identification of the po-

tential cell type for an organization, if feasibility for the implementation of CM is adjudged, once

the product types manufactured and the material flow is known.

Another motivation for developing this classification is a result of this researcher’s educated opinion

(and after consultation with faculty) that scheduling procedures may be dependent upon the type

of product manufactured and the material flow. Thus, it is felt that the scheduling procedures for

mixed-flow of material may be different than for straight-line material flow. Also, there may be
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differences in the scheduling procedures for the different types of products made. It is also felt that

scheduling procedures may be dependent upon the manufacturing mode. Therefore, a classification

of cell types based on material flow, the type of product manufactured, and the manufacturing

mode will not only enable the identification of the potential cell type, but may also indicate the

scheduling procedures to be followed.

A conceptual matrix of cell types based on material flow and the products made, shown in Figure

6, was developed during the course of this research. This matrix is the result of this researcher’s

educated opinion after an extensive review of GT/CM literature, of material flow and product types

that can be produced in a manufacturing environment.

Two types of material flow are recognized in the development of this matrix. These flow types are

straight-line flow and mixed-flow. In straight-line flow, material flows ir1 a straight line (or in a se-

quential fashion). Thus, there is no backtracking of material during processing. In other words,

material flows successively from one machine to another until it is completely processed. In mixed

material flow, material does not flow in a sequential marmer; there is backtracking of parts. That

is, material may visit machines in any sequence.

The following two categories of products are recognized. The first is a product family. Here, a va-

riety of similar products are manufactured and products can be distinctly clustered into families.

Product families may be singular (variety of one product) or multiple (many varieties of many

products). Examples of product families are valves or motors in varying sizes. The second category

is the single product. Single products are unit entities. Examples of single products are single

components made for stock or a particular type of lathe.

The products belonging to a family are similar because they are functionally the same, with size,

capacity, or other variations. A product family might be produced by component processing in a

cellular environment. That is, all components required for the product families might be manufac-

tured in cells, with assembly done elsewhere. Again, all components required for the product family
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might be processed and assembled in the same cells. It is also possible to assemble the components

ir1to products of the product family. The components are manufactured elsewhere.

The manufacture of single products may involve the processing of individual components in a cel-

lular environment, with component assembly, if necessary, being done elsewhere. Also, all com-

ponents could be manufactured and assembled in the cells. Again, end components manufactured

elsewhere may be assembled in a cell.

Thus it is seen that there can be three manufacturing modes for each category of product. These

modes are component processing only, component processing and assembly, and component as-
' sembly only. Also, there are two types ofmaterial flow in cells -- straight—line and mixed. Also, there

are two product types. Therefore, it is conceivable that there will be one cell type for every combi-

nation of material flow, manufacturing mode, and product type. With this in view, the following

cell matrix in Figure 6 is developed.

In this matrix, the vertical axis represents the flow types -- straight or mixed. The horizontal axis

represents the manufacturing mode for each product category. The three manufacturing modes

shown are component processing, component processing and assembly, component assembly.

The product categories are single product and product families. In this matrix there are 12 cell types;

one for each of the combinatioris. The first cell type is where components of single products are

processed in a sequential mode. The second cell type is where the components of simple products

have mixed processing paths. In these cell types there is no assembly. In cell type 3, components

of single products are processed and assembled in a sequential fashion. In cell type 4, components

of single products are processed and assembled in a mixed flow. Cell type 5 is a straight flow-line

cell of the assembly type. Here, the individual components, fabricated at separate locations, are as-

sembled to form a single product. Cell type 6 is a mixed flow cell where individual components are

assembled to form a single product.
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Cell type 7 is a flow-line cell for processing components belonging to a product family. The com-

ponents are assembled elsewhere into product families. If component processing follows a mixed

path, then cell type 8 results. Cell type 9 is a flow-line cell where all components of the product

families are processed and assembled. Cell type 10 is a mixed-flow cell for the processing and as-

sembly of components belonging to a product family. Finally, cell types ll and 12 are straight and

mixed-flow cells, respectively, for the assembly of components fabricated elsewhere.

Therefore, it is possible to locate an organization anywhere in this matrix for its product categories

and material flows. The three variables that have to be known are the flow types (straight or mixed),

the manufacturing mode (processing, assembly, or both), and product category (single product or

product family).

This completes the theoretical development pertinent to this research. In summary, a structured

approach to the feasibility analysis procedure and the choice-of-method procedure were presented.

A cell type matrix based on the products manufactured and the material flow was also developed.

The discussion of the assumptions constraining this research follows.

3.3 Assumptions

Assumptions constraining this research are stated below and are thought by this researcher to be

the most relevant ones. They are divided into two categories -- environmental and analytical. The

environmental category relates to the assumptions concerning the manufacturing environment. The

analytical category identifies the assumptions linked with theoretical development and model

building.

•
Environmental assumptions :

1. The specification of the attributes and the field work of this study is aimed at the metal-

machining segment of manufacturing. Since this study is exploratory in nature, it is felt
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that restricting its scope will help in identifying and addressing the important issues and

variables better. It is believed by this researcher that this research would become extremely

complex if all manufacturing processes were considered. Therefore, the current focus in

developing the specification of attributes and conducting the field work is on the metal-

machining segment alone.

2. The entire field work analysis is for an existing functional layout. The focus of the dual

research issues is on a firm utilizing an existing functional layout alone. The assumptions

preclude the consideration of greenfield situations.

3. This study considers existing equipment only. Since the dual research issues are to be

evaluated with respect to an existing functional layout, only existing equipment will be

considered.
•

Analytical assumptions :

l. lnteractions between variables are not considered. This is to keep the model building

approach as simple as possible. It is necessary to identify the variables and have a clear

understanding of their importance before their interaction can be investigated.

2. The modeling approach is deterrninistic only. A stochastic modeling attempt is not con-

sidered, because the approach of this study is to determine procedures for a feasibility

study only. Also, a stochastic modeling approach is not yet suited for a problem as sub-

jective as this.

3. The performance measures of existing operations must be known beforehand. This model

does not determine any of them.

3.4 Identification of the attributes

Two sets of attributes pertinent to the dual research issues of CM feasibility, and the choice of

method if CM is feasible, have been identified. The first set is pertinent to the applicability issue

(Table 1). The second is relevant to the choice of method (Table 2). The examination of relevant
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literature and interviews with faculty have yielded these sets. With respect to the CFM, the two

attribute sets are associated with Blocks G and K respectively, that is, the feasibility and the

choice-of-method procedures. These sets will be further divided into the following categories:

products and processes -- those attributes related to the product or component characteristics;

procedures ·- those attributes related to the procedural aspects of the organization; resources --
those attributes related to the resources available or necessary for the implementation of CM and

determining the approach to part-machine grouping; organizational characteristics -- those attri-

butes describing the organizational characteristics; and objectives ·- those attributes describing or-

ganizational objectives. Attributes in the "products and processes,' "procedures,' "resources,’ and

'organizational characteristics" categories are used for the feasibility analysis (Table 3). Attributes

in the "products and processes,' "resources', and "objectives" categories are used in determining the

choice of method for part·machine grouping (Table 4). The reasoning behind these choices was

discussed earlier. Some attribute categories are common to both the feasibility analysis procedure

and the choice of method. Tables 1 and 2 present the relevant attributes and supporting references.

Categorizations of the attributes are shown in Tables 3 and 4. Their relevance is discussed following

the tables. This discussion of the relevance of the attributes is done by categories (discussed earlier)

for the feasibility and choice-of-method issues.

3.5 The Relevance of the Attributes

This section discusses the relevance of the attributes related to the feasibility and the choice-of-

method issues. The relevance of the attributes relating to the feasibility issue are discussed first.

Products and Processes

l. Occurrence of part families and machine cells: This attribute is the comerstone to the concept

of CM. For CM to be feasible, parts have to form families to be machined in cells (Leonard

and Koenigsberger 1972). Ideally, part families and machine cells should be distinct; that is,
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Table 1. Attributes identificd as relating to the feasibility issue

Attributes References
Occurrence of part families and machine cells Leonard and

Koenigsberger 1972.
Occurrence of indivisible processes Lewis 1973, Rathmill

et. al. 1974.
Capacity balance Tilsley and Lewis 1977.

O1iva~Lopez and Purcheck
1979.

Stability of product demand Hedge et. al. 1979,
Tilsley and Lewis 1977

Stability of product—mix Venkitadri and
Kemshetti 1975.

Complexity of components Flynn and Jacobs
1984, Burbidge and Dale
1984, Greene 1980.

Flexibility of labor Burbidge 1979, Dale and
Dewhurst 1984.

Managerial support Hyer 1984a, Suresh
and Meredith 1985.

Skill level of operators Burbidge 1979, Rathmill
and Leonard 1977.

Resistance to change Wemrnerlov and Hyer
1987a, 1987b, King 1979,

Availability of computer support King and Nakornchai
1980,
Wemrnerlov and Hyer
1987a, 1987b.

Availability of a classification system Burbidge 1975.
Computer literacy of personnel Wernmerlov and

Hyer 1987a, 1987b.
Reliability of suppliers Ranson 1972,

Leonard and
Koenigsberger 1972.

Weight of components Flynn and Jacobs
1984, Leonard and
Koenigsberger 1972.

Material control system Nagarkar and Fogg
1979, Burbidge 1975.

Workload on process planners Houtzeel 1981.
Forecasting reliability Lewis 1973.
Reliability of equipment Leonard and Rathmill

1977.
Implementation time Levulis 1980, Burbidge

1975.
Scheduling procedures Burbidge 1979,

Greene 1988.

a part family should be able to be completed within its allocated cell. This is not always pos-

sible and intercell transfers of parts often result because of the need to balance machine and
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Table 2. Attributes identified as relating to the choice of method issue

Attributes References
Component design homogeneity Groover and

Zirmners 1984.
Component manufacturing similarity Groover and

Zimmers 1984.
Availability of a CAD system Bhadra and Fischer

1988, Myklebust 1988.
lnterdepartmental information requirements Ranson 1972, lngrarn 1982.
Value analysis Edwards 1971.
Design standardization and retrieval Hyde 1981, Wemmerlov

and Hyer 1985.
Process plan standardization and retrieval Ingram 1982.
Monetary support Allen 1973.
Implementation time Wemrnerlov and

Hyer 1985.
Availability of computer support Wemrnerlov 1988.

1 Computer literacy of persomrel Wemrnerlov 1988.
Usage of standards Bhadra and Fischer 1988.

cell loads and to avoid machine investment through duplication. However, intercell transfers

should be low; large intercell transfers increase material movement and result in increased

scheduling effort (Willey and Ang 1984). One key to a good CM system is, therefore, the ability

of the parts to form part families and machines to form cells.

2. Occurrence of indivisible processes: lndivisible processes are centralized in nature. Examples

of such processes are heat treatment, sand blasting, painting, and subcontracted work. If the

manufactured parts require a lot of such intermediate processing, then the results are complex

material flow, queueing in front of machines, and increased throughput time (Lewis 1973,

Rathrnill et. al. 1974). This greatly increases the difficulty of forming self-contained groups.

3. Stability of product demand: Once cells are formed, certain machine types are responsible for

completing a set of parts required for the final product. Prior to cellularization, parts could be

routed to one of many appropriate machines. Thus, with ccllularization, unstable product de-

mand will result in severe unbalancing of cell and machine loads, because the parts have a re-

stricted number of machines available for their processing (Tilsley and Lewis 1977, Hedge et.

al. 1979).
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Table 3. Attribute for the feasibility issue arranged into categories

Attributes Category
1. Occurrence of part families and machine cells Products and processes
2. Occurrence of indivisible processes Products and processes
3. Stability of product demand Products and processes
4. Stability of product-mix Products and processes
5. Complexity of components Products and processes
6. Weight of components Products and processes
7. Capacity balance Resources
8. Flexibility of labor Resources
9. Availability of a computer support Resources

10. Availability of a classification system Resources
11. Computer literacy of personnel Resources
12. Skill level of operators Resources
13. Forecasting reliability Resources
14. Reliability of equipment Resources
15. Implementation time Resources
16. Reliability of suppliers Resources
17. Material control system Procedures
18. Workload on process planners Procedures
19. Scheduling procedures Procedures
20. Managerial support Organizational Characteristics
21. Resistance to change Organizational Characteristics

4. Stability of product-mix: Stability of product·mix is necessary to enable an even loading of a

CM system. Variations in the product-mix are liable to cause underloading or overloading of

the machines within the cells in a CM environment; and extreme fluctuations in the product-

mix are liable to disrupt the entire production process because of decreased flexibility and

machine utilization (Venkitadri and Kemshetti 1975).

5. Complexity of components: Research indicates that CM is suited in situations where the total

number of operations per part is low (Leonard and Koenigsberger 1972, Burbidge and Dale

1984, Flynn and Jacobs 1984). This seems intuitively correct because, with increasing numbers

of operations per part, there is an increased material flow with longer throughput times.

6. Weight of components: There are distinct advantages to be gained with CM if the manufac-

tured components are light. Heavy components need additional material handling equipment

and often handling problems emerge (Leonard and Koenigsberger 1974, Flynn and Jacobs

1984).
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Table 4. Attributes for the choice of method arranged into categories

C=¤¤g<>rY
l. Component design homogeneity Products and processes
2. Component manufacturing similarity Products and processes
3. Availability of a CAD system Resources
4. Monetary support Resources
5. Implementation time Resources
6. Availability of computer support Resources
7. Computer literacy of personnel Resources
8. Interdepartmental information requirements Objectives
9. Value analysis Objectives

10. Design standardization and retrieval Objectives
ll. Process plan standardization and retrieval Objectives
12. Usage of standards Objectives

Resources

7. Capacity balance: The change from a functional to cellular layout should take into account the

problem of capacity bottlenecks. There often are a few machine types that are always over-

loaded. If more than one machine exists for each machine type, the problem is alleviated

somewhat. In situations where the rnajority of the machines are overloaded and there is only

one of each kind of machine, a conversion to a cellular layout may create severe load-balancing

and capacity problems. A large cell will also result if CM is implemented ir1 such a case. In this

situation, the conversion to a CM layout will require the replarming of parts or investment in

additional machines to reduce such bottlenecks.

8. Flexibility of labor: In order to operate the machines in the cells, operators should have the

capacity to operate multiple machines. According to researchers (Leonard and Koenigsberger

1972, Burbidge 1975, 1979), the number of workers in a cell should be less than the number

of machines to increase labor utilization. Therefore, workers should have flexibility.

9. Availability of computer support: The manipulation of massive amounts of data necessitates

the use of computer power, both in the form of hardware and software. All current procedures

for part·family/machine-group formation, as available in literature, are completely computer

dependent. While manual part-machine grouping is possible, reports of current industrial ap-

plications of CM also indicate substantial use of computer resources in data analysis (Nagarkar
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and Fogg 1979, Dumolien and Santen 1983), in the use of material control systems, ir1 classi-

fication procedures, and in operation analysis (Wemmerlov and Hycr 1987a, 1987b).

10. Availability of a classification system: This attribute is not strictly a prerequisite to CM; how-

ever its existence greatly enhances the scope of success (Burbidge 1975) by providing a basis

for data storage, retrieval, and standardization.

ll. Computer literacy of personnel: Computer literacy of implementing personnel is important

because some form of computer work is necessary during the implementation procedure.

Procedures for part—family/machine grouping will norrnally require computer skills unless the

part spectrum is narrow. Procedures for load analysis also require computer programming

ability. Current industry surveys indicate that computer support is used in many companies in

their approach to cell design (Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987a, 1987b).

12. Skill level of operators: It has been postulated that CM systems are viable for jobs requiring

low levels of worker skills (Leonard and Koenigsberger 1972, Burbidge 1979). Concems have

also been raised about skilled operators performing unskilled jobs in cells (Leonard and

Rathmill 1977). It is felt by this researcher that CM is suited for jobs which do not need a high

level of skill, because high job skill requirement polarizes operators to machine types and,
‘

therefore, reduces the opportunity for labor flexibility. Also, deskilling effects where skilled

operators perforrn low-skill work may reduce employee morale. Thus labor skill is an impor-

tant attribute in examining CM suitability.

V 13. Forecasting reliability: The relevance of this attribute is understood from the standpoint of

production planning. A good forecast generally assists in accurate production planning. This

requirement is more pronounced for CM because the availability of machines and labor is re-

stricted in comparison to a functional layout where inaccuracies in product forecasting can be

accommodated through inherent flexibility (Lewis 1973). A good forecast is also necessary

from a material control point of view. Single·cycle ordering is based on ordering to a fixed short

cycle. Unless it is known what to order, planning will not be possible. Also, the supply of raw

material is affected by the lack of good forecasting. Therefore, this attribute is extremely im-

portant for CM.
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14. Reliability of equipment: When machines are grouped into cells, their breakdowns are likely

to result in a complete stoppage of operations. Unlike a functional layout, other machines are

not normally available (Leonard and Rathmill 1977a). Thus machines with high breakdown

frequencies are not amenable to CM.

15. Implementation time: Implementing a CM system requires a substantial length of time

(Burbidge 1975, Levulis 1980, Wolfe 1985). Time is required for planning, thought, equipment

acquisition, overcoming resistance, and actual implementation. Therefore, insuflicient allo-

cation of time to the entire project may result in its demise.

16. Reliability of suppliers: CM is dependent upon the reliability of suppliers because the premise

of reduced throughput time is govemed not only by the reduction in the manufacturing time

within the shop, but also by the accurate delivery of material by suppliers (Ranson 1972,

Leonard and Koenigsberger 1974).

Procedurcs

17. Material control system: It is believed that a multi-cycle material control system for individual

parts (a reorder·point system based on an economic batch quantity of individual parts), is

unsuitable in the CM environment (Burbidge 1975). The important deiiciencies of this system

are as followsz

a. a 11igh investment in stock is necessary to operate the system,

b. major losses are possible due to material obsolescence,

c. unbalanced and unpredictable variations in machine load results from using this system,

d. unbalanced and unpredictable variations in the stock level may result from using this

system, and

e. the use of this system precludes family processing of parts because orders for parts are

generated at random and not by families. Thus, the same set-up and tooling cannot be

used in the processing of parts.

The use of single-cycle ordering systems like MRP is advocated as they inject a balanced set

of parts into the system (Burbidge 1975, Nagarkar and Fogg 1979). However, all parts in a

family may not be on order at the same time. This points to a contlict between part-family
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processing requirements and the time-phased release of orders by a single-cycle ordering sys-

tems. One area of GT research is in the development of algorithms for balancing GT/MRP

needs (Wemmerlov and Hyer 1984). However, this is outside the scope of the present study.

18. Workload on process planners: An indicator of CM suitability is the workload on process

planners. An overload implies that many different process plans are issued frequently, or that

process planners are in short supply. Chances are that many process plans are duplicated un-

knowingly and, therefore, process planning rationalization is necessary (Houtzeel 1981).

19. Scheduling procedures: It is necessary to study the effects of current scheduling procedures on

a future CM system. It is known that, with the implementation of a CM system, the scheduling

function changes (Burbidge 1975, Wemmerlov Hyer 1987a). Scheduling by part families

and sequencing according to common tooling is normally foHowed. This is in contrast to

scheduling in a functional layout where scheduling is by process. This attribute focuses not on

scheduling algorithms or procedures, per se, but on the current organization of production

scheduling. According to Burbidge (1975, 1979), for effective CM scheduling, the scheduling

function needs to be decentralized. In a group layout the stress is to complete all the parts

within a group and, therefore, scheduling should be accomplished in the proxirnity of the group

rather than in a centralized office. Also, the authority given to the group supervisor to pre-empt

or override specified schedules is important in a CM system. This is because the supervisor of

a cell can react quickly to events like machine breakdowns or operator absenteeism. Thus, for

the purpose of this study it is necessary to consider this attribute with respect to these three

aspects: (i) centralization of scheduling, (ii) the extent of scheduling done by group supervi-

sors, and (iii) the authority of group supervisors in overriding schedules as and when necessary.

Organizational characteristics

20. Managerial Support: There is evidence that one of the major obstacles in the successful im-

plementation of CM is managerial and not technical (Hyer 1984a, Suresh and Meredith 1985).

Top management support is a must if such a venture is to succeed. Management must

champion the cause and nurture the concept among the employees through communication,
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coordination, and the allocation of proper resources. Therefore, in determining organizational

suitability to CM, one must examine the prevailing managerial attitude and support.

21. Resistance to change: This factor is often the major contributor to the failure of a CM imple-

mentation plan (Burbidge 1979, Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987a, 1987b). Employees resist new

methods because of fears of job insecurity, loss in power, the necessity of learning new proce-

dures, etc. Therefore it is necessary to know the existing climate and potential for resistance to

change in the organization before any effort toward CM implementation is undertaken.

The above discussion underscores the relevance of the attributes related to the feasibility for im-

plementing CM. Following is a discussion on the relevance of the attributes pertinent to the choice

ofmethod for part-machine grouping if feasibility is adjudged.

Products

1. Component design similarity: This attribute mexits consideration in deciding between the two

approaches to part-farnily and machine grouping. Parts that are very similar in design should

be grouped together (Groover and Zimmers 1984). Thus in deterrnining the approach to

part-machine grouping, it is necessary to check for design similarity of parts.

2. Component manufacturing similarity: The focus for this attribute is on manufacturing simi-

larity. Parts may not have enough design similarity to be grouped ir1 design farnilies. Yet their

manufacturing sequence may indicate a high manufacturing similarity. In such a case, the

choice will more likely be a production-oriented approach.

Resources

3. Availability of a CAD system: A CAD system may be used directly to generate part codes from

design (Bhadra and Fischer 1988). From the knowledge of part-design, it is possible to create

part codes by a mathematical manipulation of the part-design database. Therefore a design-

based part-grouping procedure will assist in design standardization and retrieval. It may also

aid in automatic code generation from the product-design data if such software is available.

4. Monetary Support: The choice of method is likely to be dependent on the monetary support

available. Manual methods of part-machine grouping do not entail much expenditure; how-
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ever, the use of a design- or manufacturing-oriented classification package involves substantial

investment (Burbidge 1975). Thus, this attribute needs to be examined with respect to the

choice of method.

5. Implementation time: Time required to implement a design- or a production-oriented proce-

dure is an important attribute in the decision—making procedure. A classification-based group-

ing requires more time to implement than does a visual-analysis procedure or a

production-oriented approach (Burbidge 1975). Therefore, it is likely that this attribute will

influence the choice of method.

6. Availability of computer support: The choice of method is dependent on the extent of com-

puter power available. Use of classification packages requires the extensive use of computer

systems (Hyde 1981). The application of most production-oriented techniques also require the

use of computer resources (Rajagopalan and Batra 1975, DeBeer and deWitte 1978, DeBeer

1980). Instances of manual grouping of parts also exist (Wemmerlov and Hyer 1985). It is

likely that the extent of available support influences the approach to the choice of method.

7. Computer literacy of persormelz It is likely that the extent of computer literacy of personnel

influences the choice of method for part-family/machine grouping. Procedures for part-

family/machine grouping will normally require computer skills unless the part spectrum is

narrow or if a manual attempt of part grouping is undertakerr. This requirement is more pro-

nounced if it is decided to develop an in-house classification software.

Objectives

8. Interdepartmental information requirements: The use of GT has proven valuable to firms that

need to construct cost estimates quickly and accurately. To estimate the cost of producing a

new item, cost information on similar items is retrieved either from a part-family database or

from a process-planning database. Tl1is has the effect of reducing the tum~around time for

customer price quotes (Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987a). Purchasing is also able to identify similar

parts or materials for bulk purchase purposes (Ingram 1982).

9. Value analysis: Value analysis is the process of designing the best product for the least cost.

Use of a design-based classification of parts aids in value analysis (Edwards 1971). The tech-
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nical side of value analysis is concemed with an examination and subsequent modification of

component drawings for least-cost production. Thus, the process of value analysis is sirnplified

when drawings are grouped by design; the value analysis technique car1 then be applied to all

components. This benefits the organization by reducing production costs (Edwards 1971).

10. Design standardization and retrieval: Design standardization is the process of reducing design

redundancy by recognizing sirnilarity in product designs. lt has been observed that design du-

plication is a commonplace occurrence (Hyde 1981). This can be reduced via design stand-

ardization. For every new order, the existing design files are checked for similar designs. This

way design proliferation is reduced. Design retrieval is the process of retrieving similar designs.

Design duplication can be avoided if an efficient design retrieval system exists. Design retrieval

also has the effect of reducing the design turn-around time.

11. Process plan standardization and retrieval: Traditionally, each pan flowing through the factory

has been treated as a discrete entity. Thus there will be many parts having similar process plans.

These parts could be grouped together by their routing sirnilarity to achieve routing standard-

ization. New part routings can also be checked against existing routings by a retrieval proce-

dure. This results in the reduction of manufactuxing time for similar parts (Ingram 1982).

12. Usage of graphics and product standards: Procedures are currently available for generating part

codes directly from computerized part designs through the use of graphics standards, such as

the Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) (Bhadra and Fischer 1988). Part design

data are stored in a computer database using the formats specified by these standards. These

data can then be accessed for generating part codes. Therefore the existence of such facilities

needs to be investigated with respect to the choice of part grouping. It must be stressed, how-

ever, that this attribute is not of primary importance in the choice of method. Its presence

points to the enhancements possible in a design-based choice; its absence does not negate such

a choice.
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The above discussion presents the relevance of the attributes with regard to both issues. The attri-

butes relevant to the feasibility issue were considered first; the attributes pertinent to the choice-

of~method issue were considered second.

In summary, Sections 3.1 and 3.2 of this chapter formulated the research problem. Section 3.3

stated the assumptions constraining this research. Section 3.4 identified the important attributes

pertinent to the dual issues of the research problem, and Section 3.5 discussed the relevance of the

attributes with respect to the research problem.

3.6 A Brief Review of Operationalization and Scaling of Variables

The variables involved in this study must be operationally defined to be measurable. According to

Emory (1985), 'an operational definition is one stated in terms of specific testing criteria or oper-

ations." The process of operationally defrning a variable starts by the identification of the dimen-

sions or characteristics that qualify the variable in question (Sekaran 1984, Emory 1985). This

reduces the level of abstraction of the variable. The next step reduces this abstraction further by

breaking down these individual characteristics or dimensions such that they car1 be measured

quantitatively by the use of appropriate measuring or scaling techniques. This approach was fol-

lowed in the treatment of variables for this research. The dimensions/characteristics were identified

first by using definitions. The elements describing these dirnensions were then determined and

quantified via scaling techniques. The concept of scaling and scales for measurement are described

next.

Scaling is defined as a procedure for the assignment of numbers or symbols to properties of objects

in order to irnpart some of the characteristics of numbers to the properties in question (Emory

1985). In other words, a scale is a tool or mechanism by which numbers arc assigned to the prop-

erties of objects to distinguish between objects. In the realm of subjective measurement, scales are
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primarily used for measuring attitudes or subjective beliefs toward a concept. They can also be

made up of simple measures of individual subconcepts which can then yield an overall measure of

the concept (Rubin 1983).

To determine dilferences in the degree of feeling toward an idea, situation, or opinion, one of two

types of techniques can be used (Selltiz et. al. 1959). The first is where an individual makes a
i

judgrnent about some characteristic and places it on a scale defined in terms of that characteristic.

Graphic rating scales and itemized rating scales are used in such ratings (Selltiz et. al. 1959, Emory

1985). The second type is known as the ranking scale; the subject compares two or more objects

and makes choices between them. Paired comparisons, method of successive intervals, and method

of rank order are the approaches used here. The scales used for ranking are the differential scales,

summated scales, cumulative scales, and factor scales (Rubin 1983, Emory 1985). Of particular in-

terest for this research is the summated scale, because it is the most frequently used and is well es-

tablished (Sekaran 1984, Emory 1985).
U

The summated scale, most often used as a Likert scale, assists in the evaluation ofan item by means

of a series of statements which expresses either a favorable or unfavorable attitude toward the object

of interest. ln using the Likert form as a measure of the attitude, the respondent is asked to respond

to each statement in terms of five degrees of agreement. The numbers are assigued to indicate the

value of each possible answer with 1 indicating the least agreement and 5 the most agreement

(Rubin 1983). The summated score is an indicator of the attitude of the respondent. lt can then

be normalized, if desired, to yield a weight between 0 and l.

This scale is relevant for this study because the study involves the measurement of several subjective

variables. The levels of these variables have to be determined for the organization in question in

order to determine a measure for its suitability for CM. Each variable was operationalized first. The

responses to these variables were used via the scaling technique to obtain a summated score for each

attribute. These summated scores were then used to determine a feasibility score.
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3.7 Summary

This chapter formulated the research model and identified the important attributes of the research

model. A conceptual cell·type matrix was also developed in this chapter. The relevance of the at-

tributes and the operationalization of variables were also discussed in this chapter. In order to de-

velop completely the decision-making framework, the identified attributes need to be linked with

the feasibility and choice·of-method issues. They also need to be defined and specified. The prop-

ositions developed next in Chapter IV link the attribute levels to the feasibility and the choice-of-

method issues. The attribute defrnitions and specifications, also developed in Chapter IV, define and

specify each attribute. The scoring procedure is also discussed in Chapter IV. It is also necessary

to validate the attributes, their measures, and weights and to exercise the methodology. The verifi-

cation procedures (through field work) of attributes, their measures, and weights are given in

Chapter V.
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Chapter IV

Model Specüication

Introduction

This chapter describes the details of the model specification. It includes the propositions relating the

levels of the attributes to the feasibility and the choice-of-method issues, a ranking procedure for

the attributes, and the definition and the specification of all attributes. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 discuss

the propositions and the ranking procedure, while section 4.3 presents the deiinitions and the

specifications of all attributes.
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4.1 Propositions

4.1.1 Introduction

This study develops a theoretical framework for addressing feasibility for the implementation of

CM and the choice of method for part-farnily formation, if feasibility is adjudged. One instrument

to such development is the proposition. A proposition is defined as a statement or an assertion

about a variable that is to be discussed. This statement or assertion is based on certain theoretical

underpinnings. It was not intended ir1 this research to test the propositions through data gathering

and analysis. A proposition is different from a hypothesis. A hypothesis is a statement describing

a logically conjectured relationship between two or more variables that is testable through data

gathering and analysis (Rubin 1973, Sekaran 1984). These relationships are conjectured on the basis

of a developed theoretical framework. Therefore, one difference between a hypothesis and a pro-

position is that a hypothesis is tested with data, while a proposition is necessarily a theoretical de-

velopmental tool and is not tested.

In this research, propositions are constructed to link the level of an attribute to an outcome. The

outcomes here are (i) the feasibility of a company’s implementing CM and (ii) the choice of ap-

proach for part-machine grouping, if CM implementation is feasible. The purpose of the prop-

ositions is to guide the decision-making procedure to a logical outcome. For each attribute involved

with either of the issues, a proposition is constructed. These propositions are supported with argu-

ments based on the literature and/or reasoning. The decision-making process will examine the

propositions after the levels of the attributes are determined and will determine the organizational

suitability for implementation of CM. The development and use ofpropositions form the backbone

of this decision-making procedure. As of now, this approach to the construction of a decision aid

is unique to the area of CM. The propositions are now stated.
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4.].2 Propositions —— Feasibility analysis issue

Occurrence of part families and machine cells

Proposition l: Organizational feasibility for implementation of CM is enhanced by the oc-

currence of natural families of parts with similar processing requirements.

The premise of CM is the existence of part-families and corresponding machine cells. In other

words, there must exist a group of parts that can be manufactured by a set of machines. These

different machines are clustered together to form machine cells. The ideal situation in CM is when

a group of parts can be completely manufactured within a cell. In this situation, parts do not cross

cell boundaries and maximum benefits of CM are realized. However, this may not always be pos-

sible; in such situations, parts are allowed to move from one cell to another. This is due to the

unavailability of certain key machines because they are one-of-a-kind machine types, and/or there

is a need to balance cell and machine loads.

For the successful implementation of CM, therefore, one requirement is the existence of inde-

pendent sets of parts that can be manufactured on a set of machines. This requirement mandates

the determination of the incidence of such part-families. If an analysis of all the manufactured parts

indicates that distinct groupings of parts, based on part routings is possible, then the indication is

of a high incidence of paxt—families with similar processing requirements. Consequently, these

part-families can be manufactured in the machine cells with little or no inter-cell movement. Con-

versely, a low incidence of part-families and corresponding machine cells will indicate that very few

parts can be grouped into families for cell manufacture. In such a case, an attempt to design a CM

system will result in a large cell size and/or substantial inter·cell movements with the attendant

control problems. Thus, in accordance with this proposition the level of this attribute should be

high for organizational feasibility for implementation of CM.
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Occurrence of indivisible processes

Proposition 2: Organizational feasibility for implementation of CM is increased by the ab-

sence of (or by the presence of very few) occurrences of intermediate indivisible processes in

part routings.

By definition, indivisible processes are centralized in nature and consist of processes such as heat

treatment, sand blasting, painting, and sub-contracted work. Existence of such intermediate proc-

esses in part routings makes the creation of self-contained part/machine groups difficult, because

parts are required to visit the centralized process, complete the operation there and return back to

the group for further processing (Leonard and Rathmill 1977a). Therefore, for effective CM im-

plementation, the incidence of such intermediate visits should be very low. Ideally, the absence of

indivisible processes between machine operations is desirable; however, if such processes are abso-

lutely necessary, then cells should be placed in near proximity to these processing departments.

Also, if possible, such processing should be done after the end of the machining cycle. Parts can ’

then be transported to these processing departments as a group. Therefore, in accordance with this

proposition, the level of this attribute should be low for organizational suitability for implementa-

tion of CM.

Stability of product demand
l

Proposition 3: Organizational suitability for implementation of CM is increased with a sta-

ble, long-term product demand.

CM should only be implemented after an intensive survey of product demand and the demand of

the corresponding components needed to make these products (Leonard and Rathmill 1977a,

1977b). A stable product demand enables the estimation of capacity requirements fairly accurately.

It also translates into stable load conditions on the cells and machines. Conversely, variation in the

product demand will result in the starvation of some cells and overloading of others with disastrous

consequences. Also, flexibility may be lost when cells are created, due to the restriction on a group

of machines to manufacture a group of products. With an unstable product demand, maximum
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flexibility is desired to cater to the unexpected demand situation. Conversion to a cellular layout in

such a case will result in lower production efficiency and consequently, unfulfilled customer de-

mands. It must be remembered that the creation of cells involves high plant relocation costs; thus

once cells are developed, their configuration carmot easily be changed. Therefore, it is necessary to

consider the stability of product demand before changeover. Examples of CM applications found

in the literature show that the organizations implementing CM were in a stable market (Durie 1970,

Ranson 1972, Allen 1974, Tilsley and Lewis 1977). The level of this attribute (given by the stability

of the product demand) should be high for CM implementation purposes.

Stability of product-mix

Proposition 4: A stable product-mix condition enhances organizational feasibility for imple-

mentation of CM.

A stable product·mix implies a predictable demand on production capacities. Therefore, a stable

product-mix enables a fairly accuratc estirnation of capacity requirements. The necessity ofaccurate

capacity requirements is more pronounced for CM purposes in comparison to the functional layout

because of reduced machine availability. The distribution of orders also dictates the extent of ma-

chine loading. Should the distribution of orders change, ”ccrtain cells and machines may be exces-

sively loaded while others may be starved of work,' (Rathmill et. al. 1974).

As the variety of product—mix to be produced decreases, the variety of components required to as-

semble the end products also decreases. This variety reduction can probably enable the grouping

of components into specific farnilies; this characteristic can, therefore, be viewed as a move from a

"one-of-a-kind' type of manufacture to a 'medium-part-variety' and 'medium-production~vo1ume'

manufacturing situation for which CM is thought ideal (Lewis 1973, Groover and Zimmers 1984).

Therefore, a stable product·mix is conducive to an organization’s implementation of CM. Indus-

trial case studies reported by researchers indicate a relatively stable product-mix in the long-term

(Ranson 1972, Venkitadri and Kemshetti 1975, Burbidge 1979). Thus, the level of this attribute

(given by the stability of the product-mix) should be high for effective CM implementation.
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Complexity of components

Proposition 5: Organizational feasibility for implementation of CM mandates low complex-
ity of manufactured components.

Complexity of components has been defined for this research in terms of three sub-factors: total

number of machines required for the manufacture of a component, the total number of operations

per component, and the total machining time per component. The pertinence of the proposition

with respect to each of the three factors is discussed below.

The total number of machines required to complete a component reflects the length of the routing
and is therefore a measure of its manufacturing complexity. In general, the larger the number of

machines required to complete the component, the more complex is the component. Increasing

machine requirements imply an increase in the routing and, thus, in probable cell size. Literature

on CM does not provide limits on the cell size although an average of six machines is nhentioned

by some researchers (Greene 1980, Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987c). However, it is felt that increasing

cell size will negate the benefits of CM due to increased material flow with its attendant drawbacks,

such as increased material handling, job tracking, and resulting increases in throughput time

(Oliva-Lopez and Purcheck 1979).

The total number of operations required to complete a component also indicates component

complexity. The larger the required number of operations, the more complex the component

(Burbidge 1979). It is, therefore, conceivable that inter-operational set-ups incur additional set-up

times, thereby increasing total manufacturing times. In a CM situation, such increases result in

queueing of part-families awaiting set-ups and processing ir1 front of machines, the number and

range of which have already been reduced (Flynn and Jacobs 1984). Another effect of such com-

plexity is the problem of load balancing among machines within the cells if the operations a.re per-

formed mostly on certain machine types leading to overloading of certain machines and

underloading of others (Burbidge and Dale 1984). Therefore, for successful CM operations, the

number of operations required to complete a component should be low.
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It is felt that the average machining time per component should be low for CM implementation to

be feasible. Increased machining times per component will result in increased queueing in front of

the machines in a cell (Flynn and Jacobs 1984) because of a restriction on the number ofmachines

available for component processing. Eiforts to alleviate such situations may require inter-cell

movements. Benefits of CM may thus be nullified to a great extent. Therefore, based on the argu-

ments presented above, it is felt that for successful CM irnplementations, average machining time

per component should be low. Considering the relationships between the sub-factors (defrning

component complexity) and the feasibility for the implementation of CM presented above, it is seen

that component complexity should be low for successful CM implementation.

Weight of components

Proposition 6: Organizational feasibility for implementation of CM is enhanced if the weight

of manufactured components is low.

There are distinct advantages when the components manufactured are light. These include ease of

transportation, the use of light-duty moving equipment, and the need for less space when compared

to bulky components. Heavy components require more moving time and may result in the blockage

of machines (Flynn and Jacobs 1984). Side tracking of jobs and additional material handling costs

are also cited as notable disadvantages associated with the processing of heavy components under

group manufacture (Leonard and Koenigsberger 1972, Rathmill et. al. 1974). Case studies by

Burbidge (1979) and Leonard and Rathmill (1977b) demonstrate that CM applications are best

suited for the manufacture of light-weight components. Thus, the level of this attribute should be

low for successful CM implementation purposes.

Capacity balance

Proposition 7: Organizational feasibility for implementation of CM is improved if there is

evidence of capacity balance in equipment of the existing layout.
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lt has been noted by researchers (Hedge et. al. 1979, Oliva-Lopez and Purcheck 1979) that situ-

ations having extremely high utilizations of certain key machine types and low utilizations of the

remaining secondary machine types are unsuited for group production. This is due to capacity

bottlenecks in the over-utilized machine types and gross under-utilization of the remaining machine

types, once these machines are included in the cell. This situation is further aggravated if the over-

utilized machines are not duplicated, that is, if there is only one of that kind available. Therefore,

current capacity irnbalances should be considered in determining organizational feasibility for im-

plementing CM. Ideally, it is preferable to have situations where all machines have high utilizations

and are utilized equally. However, this is seldom achieved in practice. Therefore, high to medium

utilization of all processing equipment is desirable. This has the effect of providing adequate ca-

pacity for all jobs resulting in as close a capacity balance as possible. Thus, the level of this attribute

should be high for effective CM implementation.

Flexibility of labor

Proposition 8: Increased labor flexibility enhances organizational feasibility for implementa-

tion of CM.

Labor flexibility, that is, the ability of operators to execute various operations and move between

workstations within and between cells is often thought to be a prerequisite for an efficient cell sys-

tem (Burbidge 1979, Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987b). A machine cell will usually have more ma-

chines than operators. Therefore, operators should be trained to operate more than one machine

type. Labor flexibility is also important when there are a number of underloaded or second opera-

tion machines in close proximity, all of which perform operations requiring short operation times.

An operator can, in such cases, work at more than one machine while the primary machines are in

operation. Labor flexibility is also important when machines are automatic. The operator can then

easily handle multiple machines and be engaged in other work when they are running. Intra- and

inter·ce1l labor mobility, either among same machine types or between different machine types, also

may act as a buffer against labor absenteeism. According to Burbidge (1979), labor flexibility pre-
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sents an opportunity for an operator to learn new skills and also adds an element of job satisfaction.

Therefore, the level of this attribute should be high for organizational feasibility for implementation

of CM.

Availability of computer support

Proposition 9: Organizational feasibility for implementation of CM is enhanced by the

availability of computer support.

It is felt that the availability of computer support is essential for successful implementation of CM

systems. Analysis of component routings for determining part and machine groupings require the

use of computer support; manual handling of such massive amounts of data is not practicable. In-

stances in literature show evidence of manual analysis of part designs to form part groups, but they

are very uncommon (Wemmerlov and Hyer 1985). Almost all academic research in the area of

part-machine grouping uses computer support for data analysis. Computer use for the design of

CM systems is also prevalent in industry. Burbidge (1975) predicted that "in the future, most

computer companies will have application programs for the technique, and that any company with

route cards will be able to use one of these package programs to fmd its families a.nd groups.’ This

has not occurred and could be due to a lack of knowledge in GT/CM or due to a lack of interest

in it. However, the literature review indicated the importance of computer support in implementing

GT/CM.

Also, a classification·based grouping procedure will require computer support for data manipu-

lation; the computer storage requirement goes up with the sophistication of the classification sys-

tem. Load computations for the analyzed part-machine groupings also require computer assistance.

In addition, if simulation analysis of cell performance is to be done or if computer-assisted sched-

uling procedures are desired, then computer support is absolutely necessary. The use of in-house

or commercial inventory control packages (MRP or MRP II, for example) also need computer

support.
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Limited information is available on the amount of secondary computer memory required to execute

computer programs for determining part·farni1ies and machine loads, for executing a GT/CM sim-

ulation system, or for running a computer-based classification and coding package. A search has

yielded the following regarding computer memory requirements for running certain GT application

programs.

King’s work (1980) in the area of part-family formation required 120Kb of virtual memory storage

for a problem with 50 rows (machines) and 2000 colurnns (components). A refinement of King’s

computation technique was by King and Nakomchai (1982). Their solution to a 36 row and 90

column problem required 20Kb of memory. King and Nakomchai did not state memory require-

ments for the solution of the problem used by King (1979). Thus, a comparison in terms of mem-

ory requirement of the two algorithrns is not possible. The method for cell formation by

Rajagopalan and Batra (1975) was run on an IBM 7044. The authors reported a problem size of

1000 components and 40 machines. Chan and Milncr’s (1982) method for cell formation via matrix

rearrangement required 82Kb of virtual memory for a problem size of 500 rows and 50 columns.

The matrix rearrangement procedure by Waghodekar and Sahu (1984) was run on a mainframe

computer and their reported problem size was between 5 rows and 7 colurnns to 36 rows and 90

columns. A CM scheduling simulator by Dale and Dewhurst (1984) was prograrnmed in BASIC

to be run on a rnicrocomputer. The authors did not mention the memory required for the execution

of the simulator. Han and Ham’s (1986) computerized optirrrization of a classified and coded da-

tabase was designed to run on an IBM PC/XT computer. From what has been reported by them,

it appears that an in·house classification and coding system database was created using the same

computer facilities. Chandrasekharan and Rajagopalan (1987a, 1987b) reported the use of an IBM

370 for the execution of a part-machine grouping program while Askin and Subramaniam (1987)

used a PRIME 350 computer to run their cost-based GT configuring heuristic.

From the literature search, it is evident that there is a lack of information about specific memory

requirements of GT software. When one considers the extent of research done in the area of cell

formation and cell simulation, it is surprising that researchers do not mention the specifications of
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the computer systems that are necessary to execute the software. Also, the literature review pre-

sented above does not indicate storage requirements necessary if the problem size increases -· a re-

ality in actual industrial settings. It is clear, however, that computer support is used extensively in

GT research.

It is felt by this researcher that computer support in excess of 256Kb of memory is necessary as a

However, this requirement will increase with user requirements. For example, the use

of simulation programs, commercial classification packages, or the use ofa CAD system will require

substantially more memory. Therefore, the level of this attribute should be at high values to favor

feasibility for CM implementation.

Availability of a classification and coding scheme

Proposition 10: The availability of a classification and coding scheme increases organiza-

tional feasibility for implementing CM.

It must be stressed here that the availability and use of a classification and coding system is not a

prerequisite to the implementation of CM. However, its availability greatly improves chances of

successful CM implementation by creating an organized database of parts. Early concepts in

GT/CM were thought to be synonymous with classification and coding; the development of PFA

(Production Flow Analysis) by Burbidge (1975) presented a new methodology in CM. Many suc-

cessful CM implementations in Europe have used classification and coding techniques as a vehicle

for CM implementation (Durie 1970, Opitz 1971, Ranson 1972, Burbidge 1979). Recent surveys

and case studies of U.S. industries report the widespread use of classification and coding systems in

the context of CM (Schaeffer 1980, Hyer 1984, Kriegler 1984, Tulkoff 1984, Wolfe 1985,

Wernrnerlov and Hyer 1987a, 1987b).

The great virtue of classification and coding is its integrity of data preservation. Thus accurate and

timely data are available. An organization with an installed classification and coding system can use

it effectively prior to and during CM implementation. Classified part data can be used to determine
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part families, to identify material types, and assess stockholding. Advantages also lie ir1 design en-

gineering (retrieval of existing designs), manufacturing engineering (standardization of process

plans), sales (better cost estirnation), and purchasing (volume discounts on group purchases). Thus,

the availability of a classification and coding system greatly facilitates the initial planning and sub-

sequent implementation of a CM system. However, as mentioned before, its unavailability does

not necessarily undermine CM implementation possibilities. Thus high levels of this attribute will

be indicative of feasibility for CM implementation, whereas low levels of this attribute will not in-

dicate that CM might be infeasible and, therefore, should not be considered in the decision-making

procedure.

Computer literacy of personnel
I

Proposition ll: Organizational feasibility for implementation of CM is enhanced by high

levels of computer literacy of middle-level personnel.

It has been proposed in a previous proposition that the implementation of a CM system requires

the use of computers because of the need for the analysis of bulk data. This need is further inten-

sified if in-house software development is desired. Therefore, the CM irnplementing persormel need

to be fairly conversant with computer systems, packaged software, and/or computer programming

in order to code or execute computer programs or analyze output data. As commercial application

programs for part-family formation are not currently widely available, it is believed that company

personnel will have to develop their own application programs or seek academic help to do so. In

the former case, company personnel responsible for such development will have to be proficient in

computer programming. Also, recent surveys (Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987a, l987b) have shown

that computer·based material control systems, CAD and CAPP systems, and extensive NC part-

programming systems are in use in the facilities engaged in CM. These surveys also indicate the use

of computer support in the following types of analyses: load/utilization calculations, work center

where-used queries, estimations of throughput time, and routing analyses. Spreadsheet program

and projection models were also used in some of the companies surveyed to determine performance
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measures. Several respondents of the survey claimed the development of in-house programs for the

analysis of CM systems.

Based on the evidence above, it is likely that organizations interested in implementing CM will be

required to utilize computer services. Therefore, computer literacy of personnel involved is highly

desired and thus, the level of this attribute should be high for organizational feasibility for imple-

mentation of CM.

Skill level of operators

Proposition 12: Organizational feasibility for implementing CM is enhanced in situations

where the majority of the machine operators are semi—skilled.

One characteristic of CM is that the number of machine operators is normally less than the number

of machines in the cell. In such cases, operators run multiple machine types. Therefore, highly

skilled operators of particular machine types may feel the deskilling effects when they are required

to produce simple parts or a restricted range of similar parts with a restricted range of operations

and machines as is often prevalent in a CM environment (Leonard and Rathrnill 1977a). The highly

skilled worker is proud of his/her skills and may feel a loss of status if required to perform semi-

skilled duties. Fazakerley (1976) noted the resistance from unions when skilled operators were re-

quired to perforrn serni-skilled or unskilled jobs. This proposition can also be viewed favorably

from the viewpoint of operator training for gaining flexibility. Moderately skilled operators can be

trained, if necessary, to operate other machine tools. It is believed that retraining of highly skilled

operators of a particular machine type for the operation of another machine type may be difficult.

In view of the above, it is proposed that the majority of the operators should be serni-skilled in a

CM environment. The level of this attribute (ir1 terms of skill) should, therefore, be low for suc-

cessful CM implementation.
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Forecasting reliability

Proposition 13: A reliable product demand forecast greatly enhances the feasibility of the

implementation of a CM system.

In a functional layout, deviations in the product demand forecast can be handled by the inherent

flexibility of the system (Lewis 1973). This is not possible in a GT cell; inaccurate product demand

forecasts may have the effect of either overloading or underloading the cells because of the allo-

cation of machines to cells. Overloading occurs when the demand is higher than the forecast;

underloading occurs when the demand is lower than the forecast. Such a situation will result in

unfilled customer orders in the first case and a state of machine idleness in the second. Therefore,

inaccurate product demand forecasts can seriously damage the reliable operation of a CM system.

The inaccuracy in product demand forecast also affects the procurement ofmaterials from suppliers.

If the forecast is inaccurate, the predicted amount of raw material and the time of its delivery is also

inaccurate. Thus, irregularity in supply may result in the breakdown of cell performance.

Advocates of GT/CM propose the use of a short single cycle for the manufacture of parts or for

ordering of materials (Burbidge 1975, Nagarkar and Fogg 1979). With short ordering cycles, it is

absolutely essential to predict accurately production or ordering requirements. It is not possible to

manufacture parts or order material when it is not known what to produce or order. From the ar-

gument above, it is therefore suggested that a reliable product demand forecast greatly assists in the

successful implementation and operation of a CM system. Therefore, the level of this attribute

should be high for successful CM implementation.

Reliability of equipment

Proposition 14: Organizational feasibility for implementation of CM is improved by in-

creased reliability of the processing equipment.
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The reorganization to a cellular layout involves the grouping of dissirnilar machine types to process

a set of parts. Often, each cell contains only one (in number) of certain key machine types. Certain

secondary machine types may be duplicated within cells. Therefore, the availability of machines in

a cellular layout is more restricted than in a functional layout. Thus, in the event of a breakdown

of a certain machine type, the entire processing activity stops; job reallocation is not possible then.

This contrasts directly with a functional layout where the job may be directed to one of many

available machines of the same type. Further, the reliability ofkey machine types is more important

than that of the secondary machine types.

Industrial case studies also point to the hindrance of production in a cellular environment due to

machine breakdowns (Hyde 1981, Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987b). Acquisition ofnew machine tools

was cited in one case as a way of solving the problem. Therefore, the effective operation of a CM

system requires that the machine tools be reliable. The level of this attribute should, therefore, be

high for effective CM implementation.

Implementation time

Proposition 15: Organization feasibility for implementation of CM is irnproved with suffi-

cient implementation time.

The effort to reorganize a functional production facility along the lines of a successful CM facility

requires a considerable amount of time. Since the conversion requires a total reorganization (both

in layout and administration), management must be willing to allocate the time necessary to im-

plement the concept. The initial effort is mostly given to determining the component farnilies and

machine groups. Although a rough analysis may be done in a short period of time, a refmement

of the established cell evolves over a period of time (Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987b). A detailed

classification and coding procedure, if desired, can also take as long as two to three years (Ranson

1972). Plant relocation also requires time, especially if heavy machinery is required to be moved.

Foundations have to be built; electrical connections, water lines, and compressed air ducts installed;

and gangways have to be constructed. Also, the installation and operation of a different material
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control system will require time. Furthermore, substantial time will have to be invested in man-

agement and worker education and training in GT/CM principles.

Industrial implementers of CM systems have stressed the need for progressing slowly and not

under·estimating the time requirement for CM implementation (Burbidge 1975, Levulis 1980,

Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987b). Available estimates in CM literature indicate that actual CM im-

plementation can take a year or more (Burbidge 1979), and changes are evolutionary. Therefore,

insufficient allocation of implementation time will increase the likelihood of failure in implementing

a CM system. Therefore, the level of this attribute should be high for successful CM implementa-

tion.

Reliability of suppliers

Proposition 16: Organizational feasibility for implementation of CM is enhanced by high

supplier reliability in the delivery of all raw materials.

One of the claimed benefits of CM is reduced throughput time. This reduction in throughput time

is dependent not only on faster movement of material within the facility but also on timely and

defect-free materials from the supplier. According to Leonard and Koenigsberger (1972, p.l36),

"when attempting to meet customer demands it is of little value to have a group line with a pro-

duction time of two days, if a six-week delay in the delivery of raw materials exists/' Thus, the

short-cycle operation of a CM system requires quick response from material suppliers. The quality

of supplied material also has an impact on production performance. Since a CM environment op-

erates on the basis of short order cycles, inferior material supply will delay group production more

than it will a functional production schedule.

Burbidge’s (1979) case studies on CM facilities found that the main difiiculty in production control

in a number of companies was caused by unreliable deliveries of materials and finished parts from

suppliers. According to him, the problem of unreliable material supply should be tackled before

attempting the introduction of GT/CM. Therefore, supplier reliability in the delivery of raw ma-
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terials is important from the implementation point of view. Thus, the level of this attribute should

be high in order to support CM implementation.

Material control system

Proposition 17: Organizational feasibility for implementation of CM is enhanced if a single-

cycle ordering system based on short cycles is in effect.

It is believed that a reorder-point system based on economic batch quantity of individual parts is

unsuitable for group production (Burbidge 1975). A reorder-point system is based on the ordering

of individual parts at varying intervals of time. This random ordering of parts precludes the use of

part-family processing. Also, the triggering of order releases based on the actual inventory levels

disables any control over the variability of periodic load input (New 1977). It is also impossible to

plan the sequencing of components if individual orders are controlled independently. Advocates of

GT therefore suggest the use of a single-cycle, short-terrn ordering system like MRP (Burbidge

1975, New 1977, Wemmerlov and Hyer 1982). They claim that the explosion of the product

structure based on short-terrn product demand enables a part-farnily approach to ordering for pro-

duction. Product forecasts are generally more accurate because of a shorter forecasting period. The

production system is also more flexible to change in market demands. Researchers (New 1977, Sata

et. al. 1978, Wemmerlov and Hyer 1982) have also found that the use of a combined GT and MRP

system provides a manufacturing environment with the advantages of both the systems. The input

end of MRP allows a specific identification of the product demand. The GT system provides an

efficient scheduling of the product demand in the short-term. When GT is used by itself, the time-

phased aspects of part production are not considered (Sata et. al. 1978); that is, it assumes that all

parts are available for production at the beginning of the time period. This is not always true;

therefore, there is a possibility that wrong components are produced. MRP, specifically, handles

this issue. Therefore, it is felt that if an MRP system (or a similar system) is in use in a functional

production facility and will be used after reorganization, the transition to a GT system will be much
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smoother. The use of a single-cycle, short·phase material control system, therefore, will lead to

better control over production and, consequently, successful CM implementation.

Workload on process planners

Proposition 18: Organizational feasibility for implementation of CM is indicated by high

workload on process plarmers.

The incidence of 11igh workloads on process planners stems from the absence of a design or process

planning standardization procedure in a typical fhnctional system. Typically, with an absence of

standardization procedures, the design office will send multiple drawings with references for the part

orders received. This necessitates the preparation of process plans and tooling. When many orders

of different parts are received, many different process plans will be required. Therefore, without GT

in design or manufacturing, there is a distinct possibility that part similarities in design and/or

manufacturing will be frequently overlooked. Thus, unnecessary process plans will be created and

with many such demands, process planners will be constantly overworked.

Recognition of this factor has led in certain instances to the standardization of process plans after

CM implementation. Schaeüier (1980) reported the case of the GE facility in Cleveland, Ohio,

where the overload on the process planners led to the standardization of process planning and,

fmally, to the establishment of manufacturing cells. Houtzeel (1981) also described how computer-

. aided process planning via GT can help in reducing the plarmer’s labor and, therefore, planning

costs. However, a low process planning workload does not automatically imply infeasibility for the

implementation of CM. Thus, high levels of this attribute will be indicative of feasibility for CM

implementation. However, its low levels will not indicate otherwise; and if such is the case, then,

this attribute should not be considered in the decision making procedure.

Scheduling procedures

Proposition 19: Organizational feasibility for implementation of CM is enhanced if there is
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currently a decentralization of scheduling and if much scheduling is done by first-line super-

visors.

A change to a cellular layout almost always results in scheduling of jobs by the first-line cell

supervisors (Burbidge 1975, 1979). This is in contrast to the functional environment where jobs

travel to different departments and therefore, require centralized control. One effect of centralized

scheduling is that it tends to isolate the scheduler from the shop. With a GT/CM system, centralized

scheduling acts to the disadvantage of the production system. A cell supervisor will have a better

idea of current situations, such as machine breakdowns, labor absenteeism, tooling requirements,

etc., and will be able to react better to emergencies through proximity to the cell. Also, the feeling

of responsibility is enhanced, which is thought by researchers to contxibute to the success of a CM

system (Fazakerley 1976). Burbidge’s (1979) case studies found one situation in a company where

centralized scheduling affer CM implementation was a major cause for production inefficiencies.

A survey of manufacturing cells in the U.K. by Pullen (1976) found that operators did not have

any authority for any production sequencing or output target setting. These decisions were mostly

made by management. As a result, the author claims, cell efficiency suffered. Thus, it is felt that

decentralization of production scheduling (where the fimctional first-line supervisor is directly in—

volved with scheduling procedures) will enhance an organization’s feasibility for the implementation

of CM. Therefore, the level of this attribute should be high for successful CM implementation.

Managerial support

Proposition 20: Organizational feasibility for implementation of CM is enhanced by the

presence of top management support.

Literature in the area of GT/CM has frequently cited managerial support as one key ingredient for

the promotion of CM. Grayson's (1981) article on the evolution of GT in the USSR reported the

official support given to this production philosophy and ascribed the growth of GT to such official

backing. Other reports of industrial surveys and case studies of CM applications also point to the
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presence of a corrunitted and supportive management for successful CM installation (Burbidge

1979, Hyer 1984, Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987a, 1987b). On the other hand, there is evidence that

indicates that management indifference and lack of cornmitment has resulted in failures in imple-

menting CM (Burbidge 1979).

Implementing CM requires long·term planning because of the length of time and costs involved.

Therefore, top management should have a future-oriented perspective if CM implementation is to

be successful. A short-term payback orientation is unacceptable for such a scheme. Incidences in

literature illustrate situations where a CM implementation was abandoned due to a change in

managerial perspectives (Burbidge 1979, Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987a). Also, implementing a CM

system requires resources in the form of labor, materials, and money. Management must be com-

mitted to provide them as and when needed. Furtherrnore, managers should be willing to educate

themselves and lower-level employees about the new philosophy.

Therefore, in light of the evidence above, it is felt that top management support is critical for the

implementation of CM systems. In particular, long-term thinking, allocation of resources, and

leadership capabilities on the part of management are essential for successful CM implementation.

Thus the level of this attribute should be high for successfiil CM implementation.

Resistance to change

Proposition 21: Organization feasibility for implementation of CM is enhanced by low em-

ployee resistance to change.

Resistance to change is frequently encountered in the context of implementing a CM system. One

reason for resistance stems from concems over job security. Many employees fear that the imple-

mentation of a new production technology will result in their displacement (Hyer 1984). The re-

quirement of retraining in GT/CM has often led to open hostility and unionized resistance; people

tend to adhere to the belief that theirs is the 'one best way of doing things? Resistance to change

in the context of CM has also taken the form of inter-departmental non·cooperation and non-
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cooperation among personnel within departments toward guidelines set by management to facilitate

the implementation procedure (Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987a). Examples are found of design en-

gineers refusing to use the part-coding systems in design retrieval because they felt that it would curb

their creativity; and the unwillingness of diverse departments to work together in the installation

of a classification system. Burbidge (1979) cites an example of a failure in GT due to the impossi-

bility of reaching an agreement with the labor force regarding payment systems ir1 the CM envi-

romnent.

Based on the arguments above, it can be deduced that if a company’s history shows high incidence

of strikes, labor tumover, or supervisors intransigent to changes, chances are that the proposal of

implementation of CM will incur large-scale resistance. It is then the responsibility of the manage-

ment to overcome such resistance by communication and involvement. Conversely, lack of such

resistance will facilitate a smoother transition to CM. Therefore, the level of this attribute should

be low for effective CM implementation.

In summary, the propositions above have linked the level of an attribute to the feasibility for im-

plementation of CM. The theoretical underpinnings of these propositions are largely in the litera-

ture. The next section constructs the propositions relating the levels of the attributes of the

choice-of-method issue with the approach to part-family formation.

4.1.2 Propositions -- Choice-oßmethod issue

Component design similarity

Proposition 1: A high component design similarity favors a design-oriented approach.

Design similarity of components takes into account similarity based on component shape and size.

This attribute in fact has been used to form component families and associated groups in many

GT applications (Hyde 1981). If components have closely similar geometric configurations and
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similar features, then it is evident that they can be thought similar from a design point of view. This

similarity can, therefore, be used to group them together. This may also result in standardization

of component designs, avoidance of component redesign by eliminating design duplication, and

quick and eflicient component design retrieval. These are benefits arising from the use of design

similarity and have been much reported in GT literature.

High component design similarity, used in conjunction with manufacturing similarity, may be used

in sequencing parts for manufacture using the composite part concept, thus resulting in savings in

set-up times and correct component sequencing (Burbidge 1975). The composite part is a hy-

pothetical part that represents all of the design and corresponding manufactuxing attributes pos-

sessed by the various individuals of the part-family. However, it must be remembered that the

composite concept in manufacturing holds only if there is suflicient manufacturing similarity. While

it is expected that components similar in design attributes will have similar manufacturing attri-

butes, this may not always be the case. I

Case studies of GT applications in literature illustrate the use of a design-oriented grouping proce-

dure ir1 the cell design process (Hyde 1981, Wemmerlov and Hyer 1986, Wemmerlov and Hyer

1987a, l987b). Based on the discussion above, it is felt that high component design similarity favors

a design-oriented approach.
l

Component manufacturing similarity

Proposition 2: A high component manufacturing similarity favors a production-oriented

approach.

Manufacturing similarity among components takes into account the similarity of their manufac-

turing processes. This similarity is determined by analyzing the routings of components. The use

of the production·oriented procedure for the purpose of designing cells was first introduced by

Burbidge (1975). The rationale of this approach is that components may not be geometrically

similar for grouping, yet they might possess significant process similarities to be amenable for group
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production. Therefore, if components possess significant manufacturing sirnilarity, then a grouping

procedure based on the routing analysis is possible. Also, such an analysis enables the standardi-

zation of process routes. It does so by identifying infrequent or irregular process routes and ratio-

nalizing them. Thus a manufacturing-based grouping teclmique is preferable when high

manufacturing sirnilarity exists among components.

Availability of' a CAD system

Proposition 3: The availability of a CAD system enhances the use of a desigr1·oriented ap-

proach.

A computer·aided-design system is one that enables the development, analysis, or modification of

an engineering design with the help of a computer and computer graphics (Groover and Zimmers

1984). It also helps in creating a design and manufacturing database for product design that includes

part geometry data, bill of materials, material specification, etc. Part designs stored in the database

can also be used in process planning, numerical control programming, tool and fixture design, and

production planning. The benefits of CAD are also uoted in the area of GT where the design da-

tabase can be used effectively for developing an interactive parts classification and coding system

and for developing a family-of-parts NC program (Houtzeel and Schilperoot 1975, Houtzeel 1981,

Bhadra and Fisher 1988). A part code can also be used to check a design database for existing part

similarity. This eliminates design redundancy.

Research has been done in the development of algorithms for the generation of part codes directly

from a drawing database (Nnaji and Vishnu 1986, Bhadra and Fischer 1988). However, these al-

gorithms cater to a restricted range of components (for example, rotational parts alone) and have

not been applied in industry. Thus, it is unlikely that small to medium manufacturing concems will

use the algorithms in the near future. However, a CAD system can be efficient in retrieving similar

designs if it is interfaced with a GT code input scheme (Houtzeel 1981). A recent survey of GT

applications by Wermnerlov and Hyer (1987a) found that 4 out of 52 respondents had integrated

CAD systems with a GT coding and classification scheme. Thus the presence of a CAD system
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with its efiicient design procedure and quick retrieval system would seem to enhance a design-

oriented approach. It would not be a critical factor in the approach for part-machine grouping,

however.

Monetary Support

Proposition 4: a) A formal design-oriented procedure requires extensive monetary invest-

ment; b) a formal production-oriented procedure requires low to moderate monetary in-

vestment.

A formal design-oriented procedure is defined as one using a comprehensive classification and

coding scheme for the design-based coding of pants. This procedure may be computerized or man-

ual. This procedure is distinguished from informal design-oriented procedures, like visual in-

spection or rule-of-thumb approaches where some families of components may be self—evident.

However, these methods do not provide necessarily the best groups if large numbers of components

are involved (Abou-Zeid 1975, McManus 1980). Also, data about components are not recorded

when the goups are formed by using these informal procedures; that is, the utility of these proce-

dures terrninates with the formation of groups. Component shape classification, on the other hand,

provides an organization with integated data that can readily be accessed.

However, the implementation of a formal classification and coding scheme requires substantial fi-

nancial investment. Three options are available: (i) to develop the system in-house without con-

sultant help, (ii) to seek consultant help in developing a tailor-made system, and (iii) outright

purchase of a commercial package. The first option requires investment in talent and training, both

of which cost money. The second and the third options are the most expensive because of high

consultant fees over extended periods of time; commercial classification packages are known to be

expensive.

The production-oriented approach, on the other hand, involves little expense because the basis of

part-family gouping involves an exarnination of the component route cards. A manual or com-
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puterized analysis of the route cards can then yield part·families. This can mostly be accomplished

in-house.

However, if the component range is small and visual inspection of parts or part-routing knowledge

enables the identification of similar part designs and/or identical process routes, then it is felt that

either approach is not expensive. This, therefore, leads to the following corollary proposition:

Proposition 4: c) an informal design-oriented or a manual production·oriented approach

requires low monetary investment.

In summary, monetary investment is needed more for the formal design·oriented approach than for

the inforrnal desigr1—oriented or production·oriented approaches.

Implementation time

Proposition 5: a) A formal design-oriented procedure requires extensive implementation

time. b) a formal production-oriented approach requires lower implementation time.

A formal design·based classification and coding system requires a substantial amount of time

whether it is developed in-house or acquired extemally. If it is developed in-house, the time required

comprises the time taken by personnel to get acquainted with the principles of classification and

coding, the time taken to develop the coding system, and the time taken to implement the system.

If the system is acquired outright as a software package, or if consultant help is sought, then the

time required is slightly less as the system is not required to be developed. Published accounts of

- the time required to implement a classification and coding system estimate times ofone to two years

(Ranson 1972, bevulis 1980).

A production-oriented procedure, on the other hand, is not as lengthy to implement as a formal

design·oriented procedure. Analysis of part routings do not involve the large time delays, because

only the routings need to be analyzed instead of a comprehensive analysis of part-geometry and

other relevant part information. The only time required is for the collection of the already existing

data and for the development of computer software for the data analysis. Academic publications
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of developed software for such purposes do not specifically state the time required for the devel-

opment of the software. However, as the underlying logic of the part/machine grouping is not very

complex, it is felt that the time requirement is not extensive.

However, if the component range is small, it is felt that there is not an appreciable time differential

in implementing an inforrnal design-oriented approach or a manual production-oriented approach.

This leads to the following proposition:

c) An inforrnal design-oriented approach or a manual production-oriented approach requires

lower implementation time.

Thus, the formal design-oriented procedure requires more implementation time than inforrnal de-

sign- or production-oriented procedures.

Availability of computer support

Proposition 6: a) a formal interactive design-oriented approach to part-family formation re-

quires extensive computer-support; b) a formal manual design-oriented approach to part-

family formation requires no computer support; c) a formal production-oriented approach

requires low computer support.

The manipulation of numerous part data in a formal design-oriented system necessitates extensive

computer support. lt is difficult to implement a classification system without computer support

because of the amount of information stored in the part codes, the length of which vary. In the

Opitz coding system, the code length is a minimum of 9 digits; whereas, in the MICLASS coding

system the code length may be as high as 32. Therefore, if a multitude of components is to be sorted

by code comparison for family formation purposes, then computer support is inevitable. The

available commercial code systems all have computer capability, and some, like MICLASS, inter-

actively assign codes to parts. In addition, computer support requirements increase with supporting

computer software (CAD, MRP, etc.). However, manual coding systems are also available and lead

to the construction of proposition 6b.
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In comparison, it is felt that production-oriented procedures for group formation do not require

as much computer power. Available algorithms for developing part-farnily/machine groups are re-

ported to require from 20Kb (King 1980) to 82Kb (Chan and Milner 1982) for the execution of

small- to medium·sized data sets. Therefore, for increased problem size, it is conjectured that the

memory requirements for executing the problems will not be as large as those required by formal

computerized classification and coding schemes. Also, storage requirements depend on the quantity

of data stored. For a production-oriented method, manufacturing data such as component routings,

set-up time, lot size, etc., are stored. Information on part-shape characteristics are not required.

Conversely, a design-based classification system will store part design information and additionally,

part routing information and other company-specific information. Therefore, computer storage re-

quirements for a design-oriented approach is much higher than its production-oriented counterpart.

There is a lack of comparison studies regarding the requirement of computer support associated

with either method. However, considering the breadth of part data that is usually addressed by a

classification system, it is felt that substantially more computer capabilities are required for the

operation of a an interactive design-oriented approach than a production-oriented approach.

The following proposition is also presented:

Proposition 6 d): An informal, design-oriented approach or a manual production-oriented

approach, require little or no computer support.

lt is obvious that, if part quantities are limited, a visual grouping approach may be followed or a

manual route-card sorting procedure may be performed for the grouping of parts and machines.

The visual part analysis approach has been applied in industry (Wemmerlov and Hyer 1985). It is

possible that the use of this approach stemmed from a knowledge of part shapes and from the in-

ability to afford the high-priced classification packages. Regarding manual analysis of route cards,

it is felt that a limited numbers of cards might enable the operation of this method. Burbidge (1975)

mentioned a limit of 2,000 cards. However, it is difficult to irnagine a manual grouping analysis for
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such a large number of cards. Therefore, it is felt that the part population should be considerably

smaller if manual methods are to be applied.

Computer Iiteracy of personnel

Proposition 7: a) A formal ir1teractive design·oriented approach requires high computer lit-

eracy of implementing personnel; b) a formal production~oriented approach requires high

computer literacy of implementing personnel.

It has been mentioned before that a formal interactive design-oriented procedure requires extensive

computer support. It is logical to deduce, therefore, that extensive computer support, in tum, im-

plies high computer literacy of the personnel involved. If a coding scheme is developed in-house,

then its computerization will require computer programming. Industrial examples of in-house

coding development (Ingram 1982, Dumolien and Santen 1983), corroborate this statement. Pur-

chased software may have to be modified or interfaced with user-written application software

(Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987a). Therefore, computer literacy of implementing personnel is a re-

quirement if a formal desigr1·oriented approach is to be applied.

The production-oriented procedures have evolved through academic research. These procedures

have also been applied in industry (Burbidge 1975, 1979, DeBeer and deWitte 1978, Nagarkar and

Fogg 1979, Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987b). The computerization of these procedures must be done

intemally if software carmot be acquired (from academicians or elsewhere). The development of

software requires the ability to program the algorithrns. If software is acquired extemally, computer

literacy is needed for its execution or modification. Therefore, it is logical to conclude that com-

puter literacy of implementing personnel is essential for applying a production-oriented approach.

It is obvious that if the component range is small enough or is not varied, informal design-oriented

procedures or manual production-oriented procedures may be used. In such cases computer skills

may not be necessary. This may also be the case if a formal manual design·oriented approach is

used. This leads to the following proposition:
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Proposition: 7c) Informal design-oriented procedures or formal manual design·oriented

procedures and manual production—oriented procedures require little or no computer literacy

of implementing personrrel.

Inter-departmental information requirements

Proposition 9: High inter-departmental information requirements favor a formal design-

oriented approach.

One criticism leveled against the production-oriented technique is that it ignores the information

requirements of different departments. The main focus of this technique is to form part·fan1ilies and

machine groups to serve the manufacturing departments. Thus, the wider information requirements

of other departments are frequently overlooked. It is felt that if various organizational functional

areas require information for various purposes (cost estimation, purchasing, sales) a formal design-

oriented approach would be ideal. The central parts database can then be accessed by the different

departments.

A very interesting study by Koenig et. al. (1981) compared part-families formed via PFA with those

formed using classification and coding for an industry. Not much difference was noticed between

the families formed using either approach. Management, however, decided to install a classification

and coding system because of the need felt for a company-wide database for all departments. Re-

ports of current industrial uses of such a procedure by diverse organizational departments such as

purchasing and sales and also by satellite facilities located at diverse geographical locations

(Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987a) further reinforces the belief that inter-departmental information re-

quirements favor a formal design-oriented approach.

Value analysis

Proposition 10: The desire to use value analysis techniques necessitates the use of a design-

oriented approach.
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The value analysis (VA) concept assumes that many of the components and products are manu-

factured at costs above what they actually should be. The reason lies in poor design practices

(Edwards 1971). The VA technique examines component costs to determine if components can be

produced at lower costs while retaining functionality. Therefore, this technique is essentially a de-

sign function.

The technical aspect of VA involves the examination of component drawings. This analysis may

be repeated for many drawings without realizing that component drawing similarities could be ex-

ploited. This is where the value of a design standardization system is appreciated. With the avail-

ability of such a system, it is obvious that the scope of the VA technique is enlarged with respect

to the components handled. Edwards (1971) identified the usefulness of the combination of VA

technique and a design standardization system and claimed that they mostly worked in isolation in

industries. They probably still do; literature does not indicate that these two techniques are in

widespread use together. However, for an integrated approach in CM these two techniques should

be considered together as they are closely related. It is, therefore, felt that the desire to use VA

techniques in the context of CM favors a design-oriented approach.

Design standardization and retrieval

Proposition 10: Design standardization and retrieval is aided by a design-oriented approach.

The ability of a design-oriented system to standardize and retrieve existing designs in the context

of GT is well known (Beeby and Thompson 1979, Hyde 1981). This is due to the selective grouping

of parts based on their geometric similarities. Standardization of designs results from better visibility

of redundant designs and of excessive variety upon implementing a design-based approach. Re-

trieval of designs are possible because of the order brought about by the creation of part-families.

This procedure is made infmitely more efficient if a well-designed classification and coding system

is in place. GT literature is replete with instances of the use of the design-oriented approach for

design standardization and retrieval. The very successful GT installations in the U.K. at Ferranti

(Durie 1970) and Serck-Audco (Ranson 1972) used classification and coding of parts to gain the
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advantages of design standardization and retrieval. Notable examples in the U.S. include the Boeing

Company (Beeby and Thompson 1979) and John Deere and Company (Dumolien and Santen

1983). A recent survey of GT applications in the U.S. found the majority of firms using GT in

design standardization and retrieval with or without the use of formal classification and coding

(Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987a). Therefore, it is felt that, if a firm contemplates using standardization

and retrieval of existing drawings, it is better served by following a design-oriented approach.

Process planning and retrieval

Proposition ll: Process planning standardization and retrieval is aided by a production-

oriented approach.
C

Process planning involves the determination of part routes through machines, an estimation of their

set-up and machining times, and a description of the machining parameters. If part groups are

forrned based on production scquences resulting in standard process plans for families, then it is

conceivable that the process planning of new parts will take into account the existing standard

process plan for the family to which the part belongs. Such standard part-family process plans,

therefore, help in the standardization of process plans and reduce process planning times for new

parts. Thus, if a company contemplates using standardization of process planning, then it is better

served by utilizing a production-oriented approach.

Usage of graphics standards

Proposition 12: The use of graphics and product standards for product design and develop-

ment enhances the use of a formal design-oriented approach.

The use of graphics and product standards imply an effort towards database integration. A formal

design-oriented procedure provides such an opportunity because it preserves part design databases.

There is very little industrial evidence of the use of such standards, except in large corporations. It

is unlikely that small- to medium-sized companies will be attracted to the use of such standards,

primarily because these standards are still in the developmental phase and also, once developed, the
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costs for implementation may be high. Therefore, it is noted that the use of graphics and product

standards may be an enhancement to a design-oriented approach and not a deterrninant of the ap-

proach to part-machine grouping.

The above propositions have been developed in an attempt to establish the theoretical framework

necessary to relate the two candidate approaches for the initial cell-forrning processes with the level

of the attributes. These propositions are largely based on knowledge gathered from literature and

will be used to develop the rule-based procedure for determining an appropriate choice of method

for part-family grouping.

4.2 Weighting of attributes

This section describes the rationale behind the chosen weights of the attributes. The attributes

pertaining to the feasibility for the implementation of CM were weighted first. The attributes in-

volving the choice of method were weighted next. The attribute lists for both the issues were rank

ordered by this researcher according to the perceived importance of attributes with respect to each

other. Thus the attribute deemed most important was ranked first, followed by the next, and so on,

until the attribute list was exhausted. Available literature on GT/CM does not indicate such a

ranking scheme. The importance of such a ranking scheme lies in (i) determining the relative per-

ceived importance of the attributes and (ii) in lending structure and quantification to a subjective E

issue.

It is pertinent to mention here that this ranking scheme is based totally on the educated opinions

of this researcher of the relative importance of the attributes. The attributes were ranked following

a two-year study of most of the literature on GT/CM available in English. Still such a ranking

procedure is the first of its kind in the area of GT/CM, a11d the subjectivity of the rankings may
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be open to question. Continuing research with regard to the assigned ranks will be extremely useful

in refining the rankings and is left for future research.

Weighting of' attributes -· feasibility issue: The ranking scheme has yielded four rank categories.

Categories I and II are believed to be extremely critical with respect to the implementation of CM

in an organization. Category III comes next and last in importance is Category IV. Within the rank

categories, all the attributes are perceived to be equally important, or with so little difference that

further division would be difficult or impossible.

The feasibility analysis procedure in the context of CM implementation identified four attribute

categories. These were the products and processes, resources, procedures, and organizational char-

acteristics categories. The ranking scheme took into account the attributes within each of these

categories and established a ranking based on the perceived importance of the attributes with respect

to each other. The perceived order of importance ranked the product category attributes first, fol-

lowed by the attributes of the organizational characteristics. Then followed the attributes of the

resource and the procedure categories. After all, if part-families and machine cells (attributes of the

product category), do not occur naturally, then no amount of managerial support or the presence

of other resources will make CM viable. Also, if managers and workers do not perceive CM fa-

vorably (or large-scale projects in general), then a stable product demand, simple components, high

labor flexibility, or the use of MRP II systems will not be able to put a CM system in place. The

justification of the ranking procedure follows.

This rationale is largely followed in the ranking of most of the attributes. For some attributes,

however, this rationale cannot be followed as these attributes are perceived to be equally (or less)

important than the attributes in the other categories.

It is believed that the prime purpose ofa manufacturing organization is the manufacture of products

to make a profit. Thus, the product line is the central focus in the manufacturing enviromnent and

largely determines the manufacturing methods. To support the manufacturing activity and to reach
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the profit-making objective, a support structure consisting of individuals, equipment, facilities, re-

sponsibilities, and authorities -· an organization -- is built. Any change ir1 the manufacturing

methods is liable to disturb the equilibrium of the manufacturing support structure. Since the pri-

mary objective is the manufacture of the products, the acceptability of the change (to new manu-

facturing methods) should, therefore, be considered first before attempting to induce the change.

The implementation of CM in an organization implies a change in manufacturing methods.

Therefore, it is necessary first to examine whether the product a.nd process attributes will accom-

modate such a change. Also, even with changes in manufacturing methods, although the products

made often remain the same, the organizational characteristics and the supporting procedures en-

counter changes. These changes in tum retlect increased needs in the resources used or required.

Therefore, when analyzing for CM feasibility, the importance should first be given to the product

attributes. If these attributes suggest potential for the new manufacturing approach, then a change

could be worthwhile.

The change to CM also involves certain attributes within the organizational structure which are

responsible for accommodating (or sabotaging) the change. With respect to the feasibility analysis

procedure, these are the organizational characteristics -- managerial support and resistance to

change. The levels of these attributes largely determine whether the change will be successfully

implemented. Therefore, it is felt that a consideration of the attributes of the organizational char-

acteristics category should follow those of the product category in the weighting procedure.

If the attributes of the product line indicate potential for change to a new manufacturing approach

and the organizational characteristics indicate acceptance of such a change, then procedural changes

and resource acquisition and allocation can follow. Thus, the attributes of the organizational char-

acteristics category are thought to be more important than those of the resource and the procedure

categories.

In the first category the attribute "occurrence of part families and machine cells,” is felt to be the

most important attribute for the feasibility of implementing CM in an organization. lf the level of
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this attribute is at a low level, then the implementation of CM is out of the question. The second

category comprises the following attributes -- stability of component demand, stability of

component-mix, complexity of components, occurrence of indivisible processes, weight of compo-

nents, managerial support, resistance to change, and implementation time. In this category, all the

attributes with the exception of 'managerial support,' 'resistance to change," and 'implementation

time" belong to the product category and are thought to be equally important. The attributes of the

product category are important because they atfect the cell design process. The attributes 'mana-

gerial support" and 'resistance to change' are thought to be equally important to the attributes of

the product category because they largely determine CM success. The attribute 'implementation

time' belongs to the resource category. It is the only one from this category thought to be equally

important to the others because successful CM implementation takes a long time and the organ-

ization must be willing to commit to it, or show a history of successful implementations of similar

large-scaleprojects.Category

III comprises the following attributes: availability of computer resources, computer liter-
" acy of personnel, material control system, capacity balance, reliability of equipment, flexibility of

labor, skill level of operators, reliability of suppliers, and scheduling procedures. The importance

of these attributes are lower than those in Category II because these attributes come into play only

when the attributes relating to the product and organizational characteristics categories reflect fa-

vorably for the implementation of CM. Also, the levels of the attributes belonging to the resource

category can be irrcreased by resource acquisition and allocation. The levels of the attributes be-

longing to the procedure category may also be changed to improve CM feasibility. Thus, if flexi-

bility of labor is low, labor retraining may be applied. Capacity imbalance may be alleviated by

machine tool purchase. Computer literacy may also be improved and scheduling procedures

changed. Therefore, in a sense, these attributes can be 'control1ed' by management in contrast to

a majority of the attributes in the previous categories over which management has very little con-

trol, at least ir1 the short- to medium·term. Finally, Category IV includes the attributes 'workload

on process planners' and 'availability of a classification and coding system.' The attribute 'work-
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load on the process planners" does not influence the cell formation procedure, cell stability, or the

operation procedure as those in the previous categories do. It indicates the extent of duplication in

process planning and acts as an indicator (not a determinant) for CM feasibility; its priority in

ranking is, therefore, lower. The attribute 'availability of a classification and coding system" is not

a prerequisite for determining organizational feasibility to the implementation of CM. Therefore,

it is not as important as others. But both of these are included because the former attribute indicates

that rationalization of process planning is necessary, thereby indicating CM possibilities. The latter

attribute assists tremendously in data visibility and design rationalization and is, therefore, consid-

ered helpful for CM purposes.

The weights of these attributes were obtained by assigning scores to each of them ir1 accordance

with their importance. The perrnissible range of scores assignable to each category and the scores

given to each attribute is shown in Table S.

The most important category is given a score range between 90 and 100. The second most im-

portant category is given a score range between 75 and 89. The third most important category is

given a score range between 60 and 74. The last category is given a score range between 45 and

59. These scores are used to determine the individual attribute weights by dividing attribute scores

by the total sum ofall scores for all attributes. The individual attributes are used to determine a total

feasibility (explained in Section 5.1 of Chapter V).

Weighting of attribute ·· choiceof-method issue: The choice-of-method procedure identified three

attribute categories. These were the product category, the resource category, and the objectives

category. The ranking scheme took into account the attributes of each of these categories and es-

tablished rankings based on their perceived importance. Thus, in a similar process as for feasibility

analysis, the attribute deemed most important was ranlced first, followed by the next, and so on,

until the list was exhausted. The product characteristics were thought to be most important in de-

terrnining the choice of method for determining part/machine grouping. In fact, the whole premise

of GT/CM is based on the grouping ofparts utilizing their design and/or manufacturing similarities.
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Table 5. Weighted attributes of the feasibility issue

Suggested
Category Attribute Score range90-100

1. Occurrence of part families and
machine cells

75-89
2. Stability of product demand
3. Stability ofproduct·mix4.

Complexity ofcomponents5.
Occurrence ofindivisibleprocesses

6. Weight ofcomponents7-8.

Resistance tochange9.
Implementation time60-74

10. Availability of computer
support

ll. Computer literacy ofpersonnel12.
Material controlsystem13.
Capacitybalance14.
Reliability ofequipment15.
Flexibility of labor

—

16. Skill level ofoperators17.
Reliability ofsuppliers18.
Forecastingreliability19.
SchedulingproceduresIV

45-59
20. Workload on process planners
21. Availability of aclassificationand

coding system

Thus attributes pertaining to the product category are ranked in Category I. These attributes are

'component design similarity' and "component manufactuxing similarity/' Both these attributes are

perceived to be equally important.

However, it is also belicved that secondary considerations also affect the choice. The attributes in

the resource and objectives categories are, therefore, considered next. The resource and the objec-
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tives category are thought to be complementary to each other with respect to the choice ofmethod.

The levels of the attributes in one category in conjunction with the levels of the attributes in the

other categories are instrumental in determining the choice. Thus, insufficiency of computer sup-

port and little desire for design standardization and retrieval, coupled with high design sirnilarity,

would seem to suggest one approach; sufficient computer support and desire for design standardi-

zation and retrieval with design similarity, another. Therefore, it cannot be said that the resource

category is more important than the objectives category or vice-versa; or that within categories,

certain attributes override one another. With this in view, the attributes belonging to the resource

and objectives categories are ranked the same and are placed ir1 Category II.

The third category consists of only two attributes: availability of a CAD system and the usage of

standards. Products and graphics standards are largely in the developmental stage. Thus it is very

unlikely that the small·to·medium sized company will use such standards in the near future. Many

may not be cognizant of the existence and the utility of such standards. Also, there is very little

evidence yet of the widespread integration of CAD systems with GT coding systems (Wemmerlov

and Hyer 1987a). Mostly, CAD systems are likely to be used as enhancements to a CM system and

not as a deterrninant of part-machine grouping. The same reasoning holds for the attribute "usage ·

of standards." Therefore, these two attributes are ranked last in the ranking scheme. The weights

of the attributes are not necessary here because a scoring procedure will not be used to determine

the choice of method. However, a ranking is useful in showing the relative importance of the attri-

butes. Table 6 shows the ranking scheme of the attributes.

In summary, a weighting scheme of the attributes for the feasibility and choice of method issues

was developed. The next section presents the complete set of specifications of all attributes used in

this research.
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Table 6. Ranked attributes of the choice-of'-method issue

categoryl.
Component design similarity

2. Component manufacturing
similarity

3. Monetary support
4. Implementation time
5. Availability of computer

support

6. Computer literacy of personnel
7. Inter-departmental information

requirements
8. Value analysis
9. Design standardization and

retrieval
10. Process plan standardization

and retrieval

ll. Availability of a CAD system
12. Usage of standards

4.3 Specification of attributes

In order to develop a framework for this study, the attributes chosen were further defined and

specified in enough detail to enable their accurate measurement. In this section, details of the at-

tribute measures are presented. Although enough detail is provided in the specification of the

measures, the specifications may themselves be somewhat less sophisticated. This is because this

model has not been formulated or tested prior to this research. The stress of this study was more

toward understanding the basics of the research issues which are (i) organizational feasibility for the

implementation of CM and (ii) the choice of method for part-machine grouping if feasibility is

adjudged. This warranted a simple model and simple specifications. lt is believed that constructing

simple measures first and interpreting the results aids in a more thorough understanding of the is-

sues and will enable the construction of more complex measures, if appropriate, in the future. In
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all specifications, the words ”1ow,’ and "high,' (when addressing attribute levels) imply perceived

low and high values because of the relative nature of these terms. The specifications of the attributes

of the feasibility issue are done first; those of the choice·of-method issue are done later. In each of

the following, a definition is frrst given and then a scale from l to 5 with a specification for each is

given. Where two or more measures are used for attribute level measurement, an average value of

the measures is used.

Feasibility issue

1. Occurrence of part families and machine cells: This attribute is defined as the existence ofparts

that can be grouped together because of similar processing requirements. This attribute is

specified in terms of component marrufacturing sirnilarity.
•

Component manufacturing similarityz

1 - Of all the components made, very few can be distinctly grouped into

separate groups because of common machining requirements.

2 - Of all the components made, few can be distinctly grouped into

separate groups because of common machining requirements.

3 — Of all the components made, some can be distinctly grouped into

separate groups because of common machining requirements.

4 - Of all the components made, many can be distinctly grouped into

separate groups because of common machining requirements.

5 - Of all the components made, almost all can be distinctly grouped

into separate groups because of common machining requirements.

The logic of this specification is derived directly from the mathematical defmition of compo-

nent manufactuiing similarity which is defmed as the ratio of the number ofcommon machines

required for the processing of a pair of parts to the total number of machines required for their

processing (MacAuley 1972, Rajagopalan and Batra 1975). This computed measure ranges

from 0 to 1 and can be divided into equal ranges of 0-0.2, 0.2-0.4, 0.4-0.6, 0.6-0.8 and 0.8-1.00.
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A value between 0 and 0.2 for a component pair indicates a very low level of processing

commonality. A value between 0.8 and 1.00 indicates a very high level of machining com-

monality. Tl1is procedure can be extended to include all parts and not part pairs alone. If the

average similarity lies between 0.8 and 1.00 for all components then it can be concluded that

they have very similar processing requirements. In the specification above, the values 1, 2, 3,

4, 5 represent the ranges 0-0.2, 0.2-0.4, 0.4-0.6, 0.6-0.8, 0.8-1.00 respectively. It is felt by this

researcher that such a specification will enable a quick estimate of this attribute; a detailed

analysis of part routing to develop a part similarity matrix is then unnecessary or can be done

once the initial feasibility analysis is completed, if necessary. In the context of this study, the

scale values 1, 2, and 3 on the specification indicates a low value of this attribute. Values 4 and

5 are specified as high.
l

2. Occurrence of indivisible processes: The occurrence of indivisible processes is operationally

defined as the presence of centralized processes in the component routings. Examples of cen-

tralized processes are painting, shot blasting, heat treatment, and sub-contracted work. For

effective CM systems, the level of this attribute should be very low (Leonard and

Koenigsberger 1972). This is because the existerrce of such processes in part routings disrupts

the normal sequence of operations. For this study, the specification of this attribute is done in

terms of interrnediate visits by parts to centralized processes. A low level of this attribute re-

presenting few visits to centralized processes corresponds to the scale values 4 and 5. A high

level of this attribute is given by scale values 1, 2 and 3.
•

Extent of intermediate visits to centralized processes

1 - Almost all or all components require intermediate visits to

centralized processes.

2 - Many components require intermediate visits to centralized processes.

3 - Some components require intermediate visits to centralized processes.

4 - Few components require intermediate visits to centralized processes.

5 - Very few or no components require intermediate visits to

centralized processes.
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3. Stability of product demand: This attribute is defined as the lack of fluctuation of the long-

term product demand imposed on production. For effective CM purposes, the importance of

the stability of product demar1d has been shown by researchers in CM (Tilsley and Lewis

1977). The specilication is shown below.
•

Fluctuation in long-term product demand:

l - Extreme fluctuation in long-terrn product demand for all products.

2 - Large fluctuation in long-term product demand for all products.

3 - Some fluctuation in long-term product demand for all products.

4 - Little fluctuation in long-terrn product demand for all products.

5 · Very little tluctuation in long-terrn product demand for all products.

A high level of this attribute corresponds to the scale values 4 and 5. A low level corresponds

to the values 1, 2 and 3.

4. Stability of product-mix: This attribute is defined as the lack of fluctuation of the long-terrn

product-mix. The importance of the stability ofproduct-mix for CM purposes is shown in the

works of Rar1son (1972), Rathmill et. al. 1974, and Burbidge (1979).
• Fluctuation in long-term product-rnix:

1 - Extreme fluctuation in long-term product-mix.

2 - Large fluctuation in long·term product-mix.

3 - Some fluctuation in long-terrn product-mix.

4 - Little fluctuation in long-term product-mix.

5 ~ Very little iluctuation ir1 long-term product-mix.

A high level of this attribute corresponds to scale values 4 and 5. A low level of this attribute

corresponds to the values l, 2 and 3.

5. Complexity of components: Complexity of a component is defined in terms of three sub-

factors: total number of machines required for the manufacture of a component, the total

number of operations per component, and the total machining time per component. The range

of pemiissible values for each of the tl1ree categories is shown below.
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•
Average number of machines needed to complete a component:

1 - more than 40.

2 - between 20 and 39.

3 - between 10 and 19.

4 - between 5 and 9.

5 - fewer than 5.

Burbidge and Dale (1984) conducted a study on the redesign of a factory from functional to a

cellular layout and found that machine requirement of parts ranged from 8 to 29. The authors

conceded that the upper limit of 29 is high for CM purposes. In establishing the range for the

number of machines above, the work or Burbidge and Dale (1984) is used as a guideline. It is

appropriate to mention here that the larger the number of machines required to complete a

component the more complex is the component. Thus, cell size increases with an increase in

the number of machines required for part processing and negates benefits of CM due to in-

creased material flow (Oliva-Lopez and Purcheck 1979).
• Average number of operations required to complete a component:

1 - more than 40.

2 - between 20 and 39.

3 - between 10 and 19.

4 - between 5 and 9.

5 - fewer than 5.

The works of Willey and Dale (1979), Dale (1980), Burbidge and Dale (1984) and Flynn and

Jacobs (1986) are used as guidelines in the construction of the range for the total number of

operations per part. The study by Flynn and Jacobs (1984) on a die manufacturing plant

found the average number of operations needed to complete a part to be 79.6. The corre-

sponding figure in the works of Willey and Dale (1979) and Dale (1980) is 8.2. Burbidge and

Dale's (1984) study found the figure to be 24. It is appropriate to mention here that, with an
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increase in the total number of operations per part, total part manufacturing time increases.

This leads to queueing of parts in front of machines in a cell (Flynn and Jacobs 1984).
•

Average machining time per component:

1 - more than 10 hours.

2 - between 5 and 10 hours.

3 - between 2 and 5 hours.

4 - between 1/2 and 2 hours.

5 - less than 1/2 hour.

The only available guides for this measure are the studies of Willey and Dale (1979) and Dale

(1980). The authors found the average machining time per component to be 35.5 hours per

batch. Per component macl1ining time, therefore, should be much lower. Increased machining

times per component result in queueing in front ofmachines ir1 a cell and also creates problems

of load balancing among machines within the cells (Burbidge and Dale 1984, Flynn and Jacobs

1984).

For this study, the average of the summed scale values for these three factors will be used as

a measure of this attribute. Average values greater than or equal to 4 will indicate low part

complexity. Average values less than 4 will indicate high part complexity.

6. Weight of components: This attribute is defined as the heaviness of the individual compo-

nents. It is also defined in this research in terms of the material handling equipment needed

for their transport.

It is appropriate to mention here that heavy components require more moving time and may

result in blockage of machines (Flynn and Jacobs 1984). Other disadvantages associated with

the processing of heavy components ir1 a CM environment is shown in the works of Leonard

and Koenigsberger (1972), and Burbidge (1979).

-
•

Equipment needed to trar1sport components:

1 - Almost all components need heavy moving equipment (overhead cranes).
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2 - Most components need moderate moving equipment (tow trucks), the

rest need heavy equipment.

3 - Some components need moderate moving equipment, the rest need light

mechanized equipment (tow carts, light conveyors).

4 · Some components need light mechanized equipment, the rest are

handled manually.

5 - Almost all components can be moved manually.

Low component weights are indicated by scale values 4 and 5. The values 1, 2 and 3 indicate

high component weights of varying degree.

7. Capacity balance: Capacity balance is defined in terms of machine utilization of all machines

-- primary or secondary ·- on account of parts processed on them. Primary machines types are

one-of-a-kind machines and are available in limited quantities. If there is more than one ma-

chine ofa certain primary machine type available, then it is considered to be a primary machine

type with duplication. For secondary machine types, several machines of each type exist.
•

Extent of machine duplication:

1 - Extremely high utilization of unduplicated primary machines;

extremely low utilization of secondary machines.

'
2 - Extremely high utilization of unduplicated primary machines; low

utilization of secondary machines.

3 - Low to moderate utilization of unduplicated primary machines;

low to moderate utilization of secondary machines.

4 - High to medium utilization of duplicated primary machines;

low to moderate utilization of secondary machines.

5 - High to medium utilization of duplicated primary machines; high to

moderate utilization of secondary machines.

The first level (1) indicates that there are a few one-of-a·kind machines which are used by al·

most all components. It also indicates that the secondary machines are not used very much.
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Another interpretation of this could be process planning inconsistency -- process planners do

not take into account the capacity of the machines in loading jobs on them. Such a situation

would present severe loading and capacity imbalance in a cellular environment unless processes

were replanned or additional capacity acquired. The importance of this specification lies in

pointing out the capacity imbalance problem. The last level (5) indicates a condition where

more than one machine in each primary machine category is available and where secondary

machines also carry a suflicient load. This condition is close to ideal for CM because capacity

problems will not be likely to occur if such conditions exist in a functional layout (DeBeer et.

al. 1976, DeBeer and deWitte 1978). The interrnediate speciiications represent the varying ca-

pacity conditions. The scale values 4 and 5 represent a high level of this attribute; the values

1, 2 and 3 represent its low level.

8. Flexibility of labor: This attribute is defined as the ability of labor to operate multiple machine

types. The importance of this attribute has been seen in the works of Burbidge (1979) and

Wemrnerlov and Hyer (1987b).
•

Ability of operators to operate multiple machine types:

1 - None - one operator can operate only one machine type.

2 - Few - very few operators can operate multiple machine types.

3 - Some - some operators car1 operate multiple machine types.

4 - Most ~ most operators can operate multiple machine types.

5 · All - all operators can operate multiple machine types.

The scale values 1, 2 and 3 represent a low level of this attribute. The scale values 4 and 5

indicate a high level of this attribute.

9. Availability of computer support: This attribute is defmed as the availability and access to

computer support. The availability of this resource will be indicated in terms of virtual com-

puter memory available on each computer. The minimum level of virtual computer memory

required for running part-family forming procedures was detennined by examining the litera-
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ture and from field work. In accordance with the propositions developed for this attribute,

values greater than or equal to 2 will indicate a high level for this attribute.
•

Available computer resource in terms of memory of a single computer:

l - Greater than 0Kb and less than or equal to 256Kb.

2 - Greater than 256Kb and less than or equal to 640Kb.

3 - Greater than 640Kb and less than or equal to 2000Kb.

4 - Greater than 2000Kb and less than or equal to 10000Kb.

5 - Over 10000Kb.

10. Availability of a classification and a coding scheme: This attribute is defined as the access to

or the availability of a classification and coding package. It must be mentioned here that the

availability and use of a classification and coding package is not a prerequisite to the imple-

mentation of CM. However, many successful CM implementations have used classification

and coding techniques (Durie 1970, Ranson 1972, Burbidge 1979, Wemmerlov and Hyer

1987a, 1987b).
•

Availability of and access to a classification package:

1 - No access to a classification and coding system.

2 - Limited access to a classification and coding system.

3 - Some access to a classification and coding package.

4 - Adequate access to a classification and coding package.

5 - Sufiicient access to a classification and coding package.

Values greater than or equal to 4 are regarded as a 11igh level of tl1is attribute. Values less than

4 indicate insufiicient availability of this resource. In such a case, this attribute is not considered

in the decision making process for reasons explained in the section on propositions.

11. Computer literacy ofpersonnel: This attribute is defined as the extent of computer orientation

of middle-level management. The measures of computer literacy of personnel consider the

ability of middle level management (since they are the ones who are mainly responsible for

implementing CM (Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987a, 1987b)) in terms of their familiarity with
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computers, their ability to use commercial spreadsheet packages (since middle level managers

are often required to use them), and their familiarity with programming languages and semi-

nars. In this study, the average of the sum of the measures will be used to determine the level

of this attribute. Averages greater than or equal to 4 will indicate a high level of this attribute.

Values less than 4 will be indicative of its low level. The operationalized measures, (adapted

from Napoliello (1987)), are shown below.
•

The frequency of direct use of computer at work:

l - Never.
l

2 - Seldom.

3 - Some.

4 - Quite frequent.

5 - Very frequent.
•

The frequency of use of spreadsheet a.nalysis on computer:

l - Never.

2 - Seldom.

3 - Some.

4 - Quite frequent.

5 - Very frequent. g
•

The frequency of programming, using procedural (e.g. Fortran),

simulation (e.g. GPSS), and/or symbolic languages (e.g. APL):

l · Never.

2 - Seldom.

3 - Some.
V

4 - Quite frequent.

5 - Very frequent.
• Of all the time spent in attending workshops and/or seminars, the percentage spent ir1

attending workshops and/or seminars directly related to computer education:

1 - Between 0% and 20%.
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2 - Between 20% and 40%.

3 - Between 40% and 60%.

4 - Between 60 % and 80%.

5 ~ Between 80% and 100%.

12. Skill level of operators: This attribute is defined as the labor skills available according to the

following categories: (i) tool and die maker (ii) class A machinist (iii) class B machinist. A tool

and die-maker can operate all machining equipment and can make a part from a sketch; can

set the required speeds, feeds, and depth of cuts for any machining operation; can also develop

tools and jigs and frxtures. The class A machinist requires a blue print to make a part and can

operate the basic machines; can set the feeds, speeds, and depths ofcut for these machines; and

is less experienced than a tool and die maker. The class B machinist is an operator for a specific

machine or more than one machine; requires a blue print and a detailed process plan for

manufacturing a part; and has very little knowledge about feeds, speeds, and depths of cut and

cannot set·up a machine. This defnition is based on interviews with machine shop personnel

and the production manager of an industrial contact. It is pertinent to mention here that re-

searchers in GT/CM have felt that a CM environment may result in skilled operators feeling

deskilling effects (Leonard and Rathrnill 1977a) leading to operator resistance (Fazakerley

1976).

•
Skill level of operators:

· 1 - Almost all machinists are tool and die makers; very few are class A.

2 - Some machinists are tool and die makers; majority class A, rest B.

3 · Some tool and die makers, some class A, some class B.

4 - Majority class B, some class A, very few tool and die makers.

5 - Almost all class B, very few class A or tool and die makers.

The values 4 and 5 on the specification scale indicate a high level of this attribute. Values 1, 2

and 3 indicates its low level.
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13. Forecasting reliability: This attribute refers to the reliability of forecast ofproduct demand and

is defined as the lack of deviation of the product demand forecast from the actual demand. For

effective CM purposes, the deviation of the product demand from the forecast should be low

(Lewis 1973). The specification of this attribute is shown below.
•

Deviation of product demand forecast from the actual:

1 · Very large deviations; extremely inaccurate forecasts.

2 - Large deviations; quite inaccurate forecasts.

3 - No large deviations; some accuracy in forecasting.

4- Small deviations; fairly accurate forecasts.

5 - Very small deviations; extremely accurate forecasts.

The scale values 4 and 5 indicate high values of this attribute. Values 1, 2 and 3 indicate its

low levels.

14. Reliability of equipment: This attribute is defined as the lack of machine breakdowns in

producing the components. It is appropriate to mention here that reliability of equipment is

ofutmost importance because the breakdown of one machine results in the complete cessation

of production. The specification of this attribute is with respect to the frequency of the ma-

chine breakdowns.
• Frequency of machine breakdowns:

l - Frequent breakdown of all equipment.

2 - Frequent breakdown of key machines with occasional breakdown of

secondary operation machines.

3 - Occasional breakdown of key and secondary operation machines.

4 - Infrequent breakdown of key machines and occasional breakdown of

secondary operation machines.

5 - Infrequent breakdown of key and secondary operation machines.

The values 4 and 5 on the specification scale imply high values of the level of this attribute.

Values l, 2 and 3 indicate its low values.
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15. Implementation time: This attribute can be defined as the time required to implement a CM

system from conception to implementation, either partially or wholly. Since it is not possible

to predict the exact time that will be required to implement the CM system, two sub—factors

will be used to indicate the level of this attribute. These sub—factors are (i) the planning horizon

in the company and (ii) the success in implementing previous projects. lt is relevant to mention

here that the implementation of CM requires long-term planning (Ranson 1972, Wemmerlov

and Hyer 1987b) and time (Levulis 1980). The specilications are shown below.
•

Planning is on:

1 - An extremely short-term view.

2 · Short-term view.

3 · Neither short-term nor long·term view.

4 - Long-term view.

5 - Extremely long-term view.
•

Implementation history of past projects was:

1 · Totally unsuccessful.

2 - Mostly unsuccessful.

3 - Partially successful.

4 - Successful with minor set-backs.

S - Completely successful.

The average value of the two measures is used as an overall measure of this attribute. Values

greater than or equal to 4 will be considered high. Values less than 4 represent a low level of

this attribute.

16. Reliability of suppliers: This attribute is defined as the timely supply of defect—free material

necessary for production. The reliability of suppliers will be measured in terms of the extent

of on-time delivery and the frequency of the time that material is delivered free of defects. The

importance of this attribute for effective CM purposes is seen in the works of Leonard and

Koenigsberger (1972) and Burbidge (1979). The specifications are given below.
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•
The extent of on-time delivery in the supply of all raw material:

1 - None.

2 · Little.

3 - Some.

4 - Quite a lot.

5 - A great extent.
•

The frequency of the time that material is delivered free of defect:

1 - Never.

2 - Seldom.

3 · Some of the time.

4 - Frequently.

5 - Very frequently.

The average of the sub-measures is used as a measure of this attribute. Average values greater

than or equal to 4 indicate a high level of this attribute. Average values less than 4 indicate a

low level of this attribute.

17. Material control system: This attribute is defined as the type ofmaterial control system (MCS)

currently in use. The importance of this attribute is seen in the works of Burbidge (1975, 1979),

New (1977), Sata et. al. (1978), and Wemmerlov and Hyer (1982). The specification of this

attribute is shown below.
•

Type of material control system currently in use:

1 - No MCS in use.

2 - A multi-cycle reorder point MCS for individual components in use.

3 - A sing1e—cycle reorder point MCS for individual components in use.

4 - A single-cycle MCS based on end product demand; developed in-house.

5 - A commercial MRP or MRP II or similar type of MCS.

The values 4 and 5 on the specification scale indicate a high level of this attribute. Values 1, 2

and 3 indicate its low level.
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18. Workload on process planners: This attribute is defined as the degree to which process plan-

ners are occupied daily in the development of process plans. The workload on process plan-

ners will be measured with respect to two factors: extent of process planner overtime, and on

the extent to which process plans for similar parts are created over again, that is, the extent of

duplication in the process planning.
•

The extent to which process plarmers work overtime:

l - None.

2 - Little.

3 - Some.

4 - Quite a lot.

5 - A great extent.
•

The extent of duplication in process planning.

1 - None. ‘
2 - Little.

3 - Some.

4 — Quite a lot.

5 - A great extent.

The average of the measures is used in determining the level of this attribute. Values greater

than 4 indicate a high level of this attribute. Values less than 4 are considered low. The frfth

level (5) for both the speciiications indicates potential for cellular manufacture.

19. Scheduling procedures: This attribute is defined as the extent of centralization or decentrali-

zation of control for scheduling in the manufacturing facility. In particular, the aspects of in-

terest here are: (i) centralization of scheduling and (ii) the authority of first-line supervisors to

override schedules as and when necessary. Thus, this attribute focuses not on the scheduling

procedures, per se, but the current organization of production scheduling. The level of this

attribute is measured by an average of the above two sub-measures.
•

Centralization of scheduling:
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1 - All shop-floor scheduling done in a central office.

2 · Most shop-floor scheduling done in a central office.

3 - Some shop·floor scheduling done in central oflice; rest done by

first-line supervisors.

4 - Most shop-floor scheduling done by first-line supervisors.

5 - Almost all shop-floor scheduling done by first-line supervisors.
•

Authority of first-line supervisors to override schedules:

1 - No authority of first-line supervisors to override shop-floor

schedules.

2 - First-line supervisors are seldom allowed to override shop·floor
’

schedules; management permission is necessary.

3 - First-line supervisors are sometimes allowed to override shop-floor

schedules with management permission.

4 · First·line supervisors have limited authority to override

shop-floor schedules without management permission.

5 - First-line supervisors have complete authority to override

schedules as and when necessary.

The average of these two sub—measures is used as an indicator of the level of this attribute.

Average values between 4 and 5 indicate a high level of this attribute; average values between

1, 2, and 3 indicate a low level of this attribute.

20. Managerial support: In the context of this research, managerial support is defined as an in-

tangible management attribute manifested through actions that promote organization welfare

and contribute to its objectives. For this study, the attribute will be operationalized and

measured on a l to 5 scale, with l indicating least support and 5 indicating most support.

Four dimensions of this attribute wiil be used. These are: (i) future orientation as opposed to

short-term thinking; (ii) attitude toward subordinates; (iii) allocation of resources to projects;

and (iv) leadership capabilities. Future orientation or long-term thinking is important in the
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CM context because short-term thinking limits the scope and acceptance of the project

(Wemrnerlov and Hyer 1987a). Research in managing organizational change suggests a toler-

ant, supportive, and helpful management (Marrow et. al. 1967; Lawrence 1969). Implementing

CM also irnplies a change in the organization; thus a tolerant and helpful attitude toward

subordinates is a critical dimension of managerial support. Implementing CM requires the

allocation of fmances because cost is involved in the relocation of the machines, compensation

of personnel engaged in the program, acquiring of computer support and equipment, man-

agement education, and worker training (Levulis 1980, Hyer 1984a). As resource allocation is

directed by top management, it is included as one dimension of this attribute. Finally, it has

been noted that the failure to implement CM systems has often resulted from a lack of a de-

termined individual within the company pushing the implementation (Burbidge 1979). There-

fore, one appropriate dimension ofmanagerial support is the leadership capability ofpersonnel.

The operationalized measures are shown below.
•

Long-terrn thinking (measure from Pheysey and Payne 1971)

The extent of management to pla.n ahead:

1 - None.

2 - Little.

3 - Some.

4 - Quite a lot.

5 - Great extent.

•
Attitude toward subordinates (measure from Levinson 1968)

The extent to which senior personnel will go out of their way to help subordinates:

1 - None.

2 - Little.

3 - Some.

4 - Quite a lot.

5 · Great extent.
•

Allocation of resources (measure from Ein-Dor and Segev 1981)
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The length of time taken to get capital allocation through:

1 · Greater than or equal to 6 months.

2 - Greater than or equal to 4 months and less than 6 months.

3 - Greater than or equal to 2 months and less than 4 months.

4 · Greater than or equal to 1 month and less than 2 months.

5 · Less than one month.

The extent of yearly increase in total company budget:

1 - None.

2 - Little.

3 - Some.

4 ~ Quite a lot.

5 - Great extent.
• Leadership capabilities

There is at least one individual in the management level who can

take charge and get things done:

1 - Strongly disagree.

2 · Disagree. V

3 · Neutral.

4 - Agree.

5 - Stronglyagree.The

average of these measures is used as indicator of the level of this attribute. Values greater

than 4 indicate a high level of this attribute. Values less than 4 indicate a low level.

21. Resistance to change: This attribute can be defined as the propensity by personnel in the or-

ganization to oppose changes brought about by changes in the manufacturing environment.

The operationalized dimension of this attribute will be measured on a scale of 1 to 5; 1 will

indicate the most resistance and 5 the least.
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According to Coch and French (1952) and Lawrence (1969), employee tumover and strikes

are very good indicators of resistance to change. Preston (1979) categorizes resistors of change

into three categories. These are: (i) people who rely heavily on personal experience, (ii) people

who prefer "one best way" of doing things, and (iii) people who have little propensity to take

risks. A study by Wemmerlov and Hyer (1987a) found that typical resistors to CM projects

were people in the second category. Therefore, for the purpose of this study, employee tum-

over, strikes and the propensity of doing things the 'old way" will be used as operationalized

measures of this attribute.

•
The extent to which supervisors stick to old ways of doing things:

1 - Great extent.

2 · Quite a bit.

3 - Some.

4 - Little.

5 - None.

•
The extent of employee tumover in manufacturing:

1 ~ Great extent.

2 · Quite a bit.

3 - Some.

4 - Little.

5 - None.

•
The frequency of strikes:

l - Very high.

2 · High.

3 - Occasional.

4 · Low.

5 - Very low.
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The average of the measures is used to determine the level of this attribute. Values between

4 and 5 indicate high level of this attribute. Values between 1, 2, and 3 indicate a low level.

The definition and specification of the attributes pertinent to the feasibility issue has been com-

pleted. The defmition and specification of the attributes relating to the choice of method issue will

be done next.

Choice-of-method issue: The definition and specification of the attributes relating to the choice-of-

method issue is also done using a five-point specification scale. The specification of the attributes

of the "product and processes" category is done first. The specilications of the attributes of the "re-

sources" category is done next. Finally, the specifications of the attributes of the 'objectives" are

constructed.

1. Component design similarityz This attribute is defined as the similarity of components with

respect to their shape and size. The specification of this attribute is based on the classification

scheme by Opitz (1970). The table below shows the scheme to be used in this study. This

scheme was also used by Husain and Leonard (1975) in their study of part grouping.
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Classification of rotational and non-rotational components

Rotational l. No bore

Components 2. Blind hole

3. Through hole

4. Geared with no bore or blind hole

5. Gear with through hole

6. Company specific components

Non·rotational l. Flat and irregular

Components 2. Box-like
l

3. Company specific components

Initially, each component is classified into a rotational or non-rotational category. Compo-

nents within the rotational category are further divided into those that do not have arny central

bores, those having blind holes, those having through holes, those that are geared, and those

components that are company specific. The non-rotational components are divided into those

that are flat and irregular in shape, those that are box-like, and those that are company specific.

This procedure is a quick and easy way of determining part design sirnilarity and will be used

in this study. It is also possible to determine design similarity by coding ofparts (Han and Ham

1986). However, coding of parts requires the use of a coding package, access to part data, and

a substantial amount of time. Thus, if the number of parts manufactured by a comparny is

large, the coding effort will be proportionally larger with increasing number of parts. Also, the

focus of this study is not to use a classification package to determine part design sirnilarity but

to determirne if such a package is necessary. Therefore, it is felt that questioning the decision

maker on component design similarity will be more efficient. It is assumed that he/she will
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have a fair knowledge of the range of component shapes and sizes manufactured in the plant.

Based on the above discussion the specification of this attribute is given below.
•

Component design similarity measure:

l - Very few components can be grouped into any one or more of the

above categories.

2 - Few components can be grouped into any one or more of the

above categories.

3 - Some components can be grouped into any one or more of the

above categories.

4 · Many components can be grouped into any one or more of the

above categories.

5 - Almost all components can be grouped into any one or more of the

above categories.

The scale values 4 and 5 indicate a high level of this attribute. Values l, 2 and 3 indicate its low

level.

2. Component manufacturing similarity: This attribute is defined as the measure of the similarity

of components because they possess very similar processing requirements. For this study, the

measure of this attribute will be according to the specification given below.
• Component manufacturing similarity:

1 - Of all the components made, very few car1 be distinctly grouped into

separate groups because of common machining requirements.

2 ~ Of all the components made, few car1 be distinctly grouped into

separate groups because of common machining requirements.

3 - Of all the components made, some can be distinctly grouped into

separate groups because of common machining requirements.

4 - Of all the components made, many can be distinctly grouped into

separate groups because of common machining requirements.
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5 - Of all the components made, almost all can be distinctly grouped

into separate groups because of common machining requirements.

The basis of this specification has been discussed before (see discussion of Attribute l, feasi-

bility issue), and therefore, will not be discussed again.

3. Availability of a CAD system: Availability of a computer-aided·desigr1 system is defined as the

extent to which a CAD system is easily accessed (not necessary owned, if accessible). The

specification of this attribute is given below.
•

Availability/accessibility of a CAD system:

l - No availability or access to a CAD system.

2 · Limited availability or access to a CAD system.

3 - Some availability or access to a CAD system.

4 · Adequate availability or access to a CAD system.

5 - Sufficient availability or access to a CAD system.

Values 4 and 5 indicate a high level of this attribute. Values 1, 2 and 3 indicate its low level.

4. Monetary support: This attribute is defined as the availability of financial resources for im-

plementing either approach. In establishing the level of this attribute commercial classification

and coding vendors were contacted for cost estirnates. There is very little cost information

available on the implementation cost (at present) of either the design-oriented method or the

production oriented method. In view of this, the bases of this specification are the cost esti-

mates and some application literature provided by the vendors and simple cost estimates con-

structed by this researcher. These are discussed below.

The cost (at present) of the DCLASS decision tree processor is $5,000 for the PC version of

the software and a continuing licensing fee of $1, 200 per year. The mainframe version of the

same software costs $45,000 and also involves a continuing licensing fee of $9,000 per year.

The cost of implementing a Brisch system is variable and depend on company needs and

number of component coded. Recent cost of implementing the Brisch system varied from
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$30,000 to several hundred thousand dollars. T11is cost included the cost of component coding

and the cost of the software. The cost of the software alone is $30,000. Travelling and living

expenses of company personnel at the consultant headquarters is not included in this estimate.

The average cost of a MICLASS/MULTICLASS package is around $100,000. Thus it is seen

that the cost of commercial packages is substantial.

The application of the DCLASS package for classification purposes requires the user to enter

the logic. A brochure supplied by the vendor provided time estimates for a few applications.

About 600 hours (approximately 4 months computed at the rate of 8 hours per day and 20

days per month) were required by engineers at the Eaton Corporation to design the tree logic.

At a conservatively estimated personnel salary of $30,000 per year, the cost of entering the logic

alone is approximately $10,000. This cost does not consider the training costs. The company

required another 3 months to implement and test the system. Thus, a rough estimate of the

total cost (including software purchase for mainfrarne application) could easily be close to

$70,000.
l

Coding costs can also be significant when using interactive part coding systems. It has been

reported that an average coding time per part varies between 4 and 10 minutes (Wernmerlov

and Hyer 1985, 1987a). Thus the cost to code 10,000 components at 480 minutes per day and

at a salary of $30,000 per year is about $42,000. This cost does not include the consultant or

maintenance fees. Tailor-making a coding system could be still higher. On the other hand, the

production-oriented approach (routing analysis) algorithms available in literature are not

complex to program. As a rough estimate, about two months will be required to program and

run these algorithms to determine initial part-farnilies. This is one cost aspect. The other cost

aspect is the data enter Cost. For the same number of components (10,000) with an average

route input time of 7 minutes (same as coding), a rough cost estimate is $16,000. It is believed

that the time to enter part routes will be significantly less than the estimate provided. In fact,

Burbidge (1975) claimed the cost reduction of the PFA method to be an advantage of this

technique. The above logc is used in constructing the specification of this attribute.
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•
Availability of funds:

1 - Less than or equal to $$,000.

2 - Greater than $5,000 and less than or equal to $20,000.

3 - Greater than $20,000 and less than or equal to $40,000.

4 - Greater than $40,000 and less than or equal to $60,000.

5 - Greater than $60,000.

Values 4 and 5 indicate a high level of this attribute. Values 1, 2 and 3 indicate its low level.

5. Implementation time: 'This attribute is defined as the time allocated for the implementation

of a design- or production-oriented approach. This time comprises the time to develop and

implement the system. As exact implementation times are unknown, estirnates of time will be

used. lt is estimated that the implementation of a classification package requires a year or more

to implement (Hyde 1981). The corresponding estimates for implementing a production-

oriented approach is 6 months or less. The specification is given below.
•

Amount of time allocated for implementation:

1 - Less than 6 months.

2 · Greater than months but less than or equal to 9 months.

3 - Greater than 9 months but less than or equal to 12 months.

4 - Greater than 12 months but less than or equal to 18 months.

5 - More than 18 months.

Values 4 and 5 indicate a high level of this attribute. Values 1, 2, and 3 indicate a low level.

6. Availability of computer support: This attribute is defined as the access to and the availability

of computer support. The availability of this resource is indicated in terms of the memory

available. The minimum level of computer memory required for either approach was deter-

rnined from field work and by examining the literature. The specification for this attribute has

been stated before and will not be repeated here (see Attribute 9 in the feasibility section).
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7. Computer literacy of personnelz Tl1is attribute is defined as the extent of computer orientation

of middle level management. The specification of this attribute has been given before and will

not be discussed again (see attribute ll in the feasibility section).

8. Inter-departmental information requirements: Interdepartmental information requirement is

defined in terms of these two sub·factors: the objective of the sales department to access

standard product cost data for estimating product costs accurately; and the objective of the

purchasing department to access product data for purchasing similar items for bulk purchases.

The importance of this attribute is recognized by GT/CM researchers (Koenig et .al. 1981,

Wemmerlov and Hyer 1987a). The specification of this attribute is given below.
•

The importance of the objective of accurate product costing for the firm:

1 - Product costing is not one of our important objectives.

2 - Product costing is one of our slightly important objectives.

3 - Product costing is one of our somewhat important objectives.

4 ~ Product costing is one of our important objectives.

5 · Product costing is one of our most important objectives.
•

The importance of the objective of identifying similar parts or materials for bulk purchases:
l

l - The identification of similar materials for bulk purchases is not

one of our important objectives.

2 - The identification of similar materials for bulk purchases is one

of our slightly important objectives.

3 - The identification of similar materials for bulk purchases is one

of our somewhat important objectives.

4 - The identification of similar materials for bulk purchases is one

of our important objectives.

5 — The identification of similar materials for bulk purchases is

one of our most important objectives.
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The average of these two sub-measures is used as a measure of this attribute. Values between

4 and 5 indicate a high level of this attribute. Values between 1, 2, and 3 indicate a low level.

9. Value analysis: This attribute is defined as the objective of the use of value analysis techniques

for product design in the organization. The importance of this attribute is noted by GT/CM

researchers (Edwards 1971). The speciiication is as follows.
•

Desire to use VA for designing for least cost:

1 - The use of VA techniques is not one of our important objectives.

2 - The use of VA techniques is one of our slightly important objectives.

3 · The use of VA techniques is one of our somewhat important objectives.

4 - The use of VA techniques is one of our important objectives.

5 - The use of VA techniques is one of our most important objective.

Values 4 and 5 indicate a high level of this attribute. Values 1, 2 and 3 indicate a low level.

10. Design standardization and retrieval (DSR): This attribute is defined as the objective of

standardizing and retrieving similar component designs. The importance of this attribute is

noted in the works of numerous researchers in GT/CM (Durie 1970, Ranson 1972, Beeby and

Thompson 1979). The specification of this attribute is given below.
• The importance of DSR as an objective

1 - DSR is not one of our important objectives

2 - DSR is one of our slightly important objectives

3 - DSR is one of our somewhat important objectives

4 - DSR is one of our important objectives

5 - DSR is one of our most important objective

Values 4 and 5 indicate a high level of this attribute. Values l, 2 and 3 indicate its low level.

ll. Process plan standardization and retrieval (PPSR): This attribute can be defined as the ob-

jective of reducing process plan redundancy. The importance of this attribute is noted by

Burbidge (1975, 1979) and Ingram (1982). The specification of this attribute follows.
•

The importance of PPSR as an objective:
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1 - PPSR is not one of our important objectives.

2 - PPSR is one of our slightly important objectives.

3 · PPSR is one of our somewhat important objectives.

4 - PPSR is one of our important objectives.

5 ~ PPSR is one of our most important objectives.

Values 4 and 5 indicate a high level of this attribute. Values l, 2 and 3 indicate its low level.

12. Usage of standards: This attribute is defined as the objective of the use of graphics standards,

such as Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) or Product Design and Development

Standards (PDDS). The specification of this attribute is given below.
•

The importance of the use of standards as an objective:

l · The use of standards is not one of our important objectives.

2 - The use of standards is one of our slightly important objectives.

3 - The use of standards is one of our somewhat important objectives.

4 - The use of standard is one of our important objectives.

5 - The use of standards is one of our most important objective.

Values 4 and 5 indicate a high level of this attribute. Values 1, 2 and 3 indicate its low level.

This completes the discussion of the specification of all attributes used in this research. They are

all specified on a scale between 1 and 5. In all specifications, perceived low and high scale values

have been indicated. The specifications of the attributes of the feasibility issue have been done first;

those of the choice of method issue have been done second. These specifications are used directly

in the methodology; in particular, they are used in the scoring procedure for the feasibility analysis

and in the rule-based procedure for the choice-of-method approach.
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Chapter V

Methodology

This chapter discusses the methodology for this research. In particular, the discussions will focus

on the scoring procedure for the feasibility analysis, the rule-based procedure for the choice-of-

method approach to part-machine grouping, and the field work methodology.

5.1 The Scoring Model for Feasibility Analysis

The literature review discussed several different scoring procedures developed to aid the selection

among altematives. The scoring procedures reviewed included those by Brown and Gibson (1972),

Saaty (1980, 1982), Huang and Ghandforoush (1984), and Canada (1986). lt was intended to keep

the scoring model for this research a simple one. Brown and Gibson’s (1972) method could not be

used because objective values in monetary units are unavailable for the attributes in question. The

approach of Huang and Ghandforoush (1984) was eliminated for similar reasons. Saaty’s (1980,

1982) procedures for comparing alternatives requires breaking-up the problems into different levels
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such that a hierarchy can be constructed. For the present study, the hierarchy was not appropriate.

Thus a procedure similar to Car1ada’s (1986) seemed most appropriate, because it enables the ad-

dition of all normalized weights to give a simple score.

It was realized from the theoretical development that a three—stage process was necessary for the

scoring procedure. In the first stage, the propositions were used to link each attribute to the feasi-

bility for implementation of CM. The literature was used extensively to construct these prop-

ositions. For example, the proposition for the attribute 'occurrence of indivisible processes,"

establishes feasibility for the implementation of CM for this attribute if its level is low. To determine

the score it is, therefore, necessary to determine the level of this attribute. This is done in the second

stage. In this stage, the attribute levels are determined from the attribute speciiications. For exam-

ple, the attribute "occurrence of indivisible processes,' is measured by the "extent of intermediate

visits to centralized processes/’ The measurement, on a 1 to 5 scale, is accomplished through the

use of the specifications (see Chapter IV). The attribute specifications also specify the high and low

range of the scale for each attribute. Therefore, if the "extent of intermediate visits to centralized

processes," is given a scale value of 5 by the decision maker, then using the attribute specification,

it can be determined that the level of this attribute is low. For attributes having multiple measures,

an average of the scale values is computed. Since the level of this attribute in this example is ac-

tually low (because it is given a scale value 5), feasibility for the implementation of CM is adjudged

with respect to this attribute. This process is repeated for every attribute. Therefore, ir1 the second

stage, the attribute levels in conjunction with the propositions establish feasibility for the imple-

mentation of CM for each attribute.

The third stage uses the results from the second stage in computing a total feasibility score. In the

above example, the attribute 'occurrence of indivisible processes,' has a low level and contributes

to feasibility by the proposition. Thus its weight, determined from the weighting procedure, is added

to the feasibility score. This process is repeated for all attributes which meet the feasibility criteria.

Therefore, at the end of the scoring procedure, a total feasibility score between 0 and 1 is computed.
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To enable the addition of attribute weights it is necessary to specify the relationship between attri-

butes and their levels required for feasibility for the implementation of CM. Although this has been

formally done through the propositions and the specifications, it is felt that a tabular representation

of the relationship will enable a better understanding of the scoring procedure. Table 7 illustrates

the relationships between attribute levels and feasibility of CM.

In Table 7, the first colurrm lists the attributes relevant to the feasibility issue. The second column

lists the attribute levels required for feasibility for the implementation of CM. These levels are de-

rived directly from the propositions. 'The third column is for recording the actual level of the attri-

butes for a firm. In the fourth and the früh colurnns, the weights of the attributes contributing to

feasibility or infeasibility are recorded. The last three colurnns are for scoring purposes. The weights

are then summed to yield a score for feasibility. An example will further clarify the scoring proce-

dure. Suppose for a company, the measure of the attribute 'occurrence of part—families and machine

cells," is determined to be high from the attribute specitications. From the above table, it is observed

that this attribute contributes to the feasibility for implementation of CM for this company.

Therefore, the weight is added to the feasibility score. Sirnilarly, the level of the attribute "stability

of product demand," is deterrnined to be high. Therefore, its weight is also added to the feasibility

column. The feasibility score at this point is the sum of the weights of the two attributes. Pro-

ceeding in a similar fashion, the total feasibility score is computed aüer all attributes are considered.

This score will lie between 0 and l, since the sum of all weights equals l.

This scoring procedure can accommodate the addition or redundancy of attributes if circumstances

so require. In such cases, the weights can be deterrnined afresh by recomputing them according to

the procedure explained in Chapter IV.

A feasibility matrix, Figure 7, is used in conjunction with the score for decision making. The fea-

sibility matrix is a graphical representation of the feasibility possibility, given the attribute levels. It

will point out where an organization lies, given the attribute levels. The score will indicate overall
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Table 7. Attribute level and feasibility relationship

Attribute Attribute level Actual level o Weight allocation based on
required for attribute actual level of attribute
CM Feasibility lnfeasibility
feasibility

1. Occurrence of part-families High
and machine cells

2. Stability of product High
demand

3. Stability of product—mix High
4. Complexity of components Low
5. Occurrence of indivisible Low

processes
6. Weight of components Low
7. Managerial support High
8. Resistance to change Low
9. Implementation time High
10. Availability of computer High

support
11. Computer literacy of High

personnel
12. Material control system High
13. Capacity balance High
14. Reliability of equipment High
15. Flexibility of labor High
16. Skill level of operators Low
17. Reliability of suppliers High
18. Forecasting reliability High
19. Scheduling procedures High
20. Workload on process High

planners
21. Availability of classificatio High

and coding scheme

feasibility possibility, whereas the feasibility matrix represents graphically the feasibility possibility.

The feasibility matrix is shown ir1 Figure 7.

Finally, the cell-type matrix is used to determine what type of cell will be suitable for the organ-

ization if feasibility is adjudged. The ce1l·type matrix shows the likely cell type based on the pro-

ducts made and the material flow. The cell-type matrix is shown in Figure 8.

This completes the discussion of the concept behind the scoring procedure for feasibility analysis.

The instruments for conducting the feasibility analysis were presented in this section. The following

section discusses the rule-based procedure for resolving the choice-of-method issue.
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5.2 Rule-based procedure for_choice-of-method approach

A rule-based procedure was used to determine the approach to part-machine grouping. The scoring

model approach used in the feasibility analysis procedure was not appropriate here because all at-

tributes for the choice of method do not always indicate affiliation one way or another to a partic-

ular approach, given their levels. Therefore, an addition of weights might be an erroneous indicator

of the choice of method. For example, if value analysis and design standardization are two objec-

tives of the firm, then a design-oriented approach is preferred. However, if these are not objectives,

then one does not automatically assume a production·o1iented approach. Similarly, if it is desired

to retrieve process plans, a production-oriented approach is better suited. However, if this is not

desired, then one cannot automatically assume that a design-oriented approach would be better.

Thus, attribute levels do not necessarily indicate affiliation one way or another. Therefore, rules

were developed to provide guidelines for arriving at a "best" conclusion given the prevailing cir-

cumstances. The overall concept for deterrnining the method for part-machine grouping is shown

graphically in Figure 9.

In this figure, the attributes involved in the selection procedure are represented by the block labeHed

"Attributes.' All attributes levels are determined next. This activity is represented by the next block.

The next step in the determination of the choice for part-machine grouping is the determination

of the appropriate rule that considers the attribute levels. Tl1is process is indicated by the next block.

Finally, the appropriate method is determined. The three available choices are shown at the top of

the figure. The choices shown here are the design-oriented approach, the production·oriented ap-

proach, and a combination of both, a hybrid approach. The design-oriented approach consists of

informal methods to part-machine grouping (such as rule·of-thumb or visual inspection) and

manual or interactive classification and coding. An interactive classification and coding system uses

a computer interactively to classify and code parts. In this approach, parts are grouped by shape

and routings are assigned once these families are known. The production-oriented approach consists

of a manual route sort, the use of computerized algorithmic procedures, or production-based clas-
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sification and coding -- manual or interactive. In this approach, farnilies are forrned based on

routing commonality; part shapes are not considered. The hybrid approach consists of the use of

design- and production-based classification and coding, or manual route sort in conjunction with

the consideration of part shape. An extensive review of applicable GT/CM literature yielded the

above three approaches for part-machine grouping. The procedure for developing the rules is ex-

plained now.

The first step in the development of the rules was the specification of the attribute levels. The

propositions were then used to construct the rules. For CM purposes, it is absolutely essential to

have a high level of manufacturing similarity among components. Therefore, low manufacturing

similarity (according to the specification) is not considered. Thus, two possibilities arise when

component design and component manufacturing sirnilarities are considered. One is when both

have high levels. The other is where component manufacturing similarity is high, but component

design similarity is low (for example, in the machining of various types of castings). The first pos-

sibility is common in metal machining. The second possibility although infrequent in metal ma-

chining, is a possibility nonetheless (Groover and Zimmers 1984). For each of these possibilities,

the levels of the attributes belonging to the Resources ar1d the Objectives category were considered.

The levels of these attributes are high or low according to the specifications developed (see Chapter

IV). This is because of the binary nature of the attributes perceived by this researcher. For example,

a company will either have sufficient computer support to run a classification system, or it will not.

Also, the desire to standardize product designs will either be one of the most important objectives

or it will not. Similar reasoning holds for other attributes. An implicit assumption here is that all

attributes of the Objectives category sirnultaneously cannot attain low levels; the implementation

of CM always involves the attaimnent of some or all of these objectives. This is evident from the

literature review .of CM applications.

The attributes 'availability of CAD system" and the 'usage of standards" were not considered in the

construction of the rules. This is because these two attributes do not directly influence the choice

of method. The review of literature also did not reveal any incidence of the use of these two attri-
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butes in the choice of method. However, the importance of these attributes for enhancements to

the formal design·oriented procedure is noted.

The next step in the rule formation procedure determined the number of possible combinations for

the eight attributes remaining by recognizing that each of these attributes has only two levels -· high

or low. Thus, for all attributes in the Resources category, there are 16 combinations. There are four

attributes (monetary support, implementation time, computer support, and computer literacy of

personnel) and two levels of each. Similarly, 16 combinations resulted for the Objectives category.

Thus there were 256 (16 times 16) combinations in all for the case of high component design and

manufacturing similarity.

The other case is where component manufacturing similarity is high yet design similarity is low.

Here, the objectives of design standardization and retrieval and value analysis become secondary ir1

importance because these objectives are associated with the design function and with low compo-

nent design similarity. This case is noted by researchers (Allen 1973, Gallagher and Knight 1973).

The total number of attributes in the Objectives category are, therefore, information requirements

and process planning standardization and retrieval. Each has two levels. Thus, the total number of

combinations, considering the four attributes of the Resource category, each with two levels, is 64.

Thus, there were a total of (256 + 64) = 320 distinct combinations for the two cases of high

component design and manufacturing similarity and high component manufacturing sirnilarity and

low component design similarity.

For each of these combinations, a particular rule resulted. For example, if the levels ofall resources

and objectives were high, then the conclusion was that the use of a design and production·based

classification and coding system was appropriate. It was noticed that certain combinations

produced the same choice. For example, consider the situation with the followir1g attribute levels

with high component design and manufacturing similarity. Monetary support -- high; Implemen-

tation time -- high; Computer support -- low; Computer literacy -- low; Information requirement

·- high; Desire for VA -- high; Desire for design standardization -- high; and Desire for process
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planning standardization ·- high. The choice is a manual classification and coding system, because

there is insufficient computer support and literacy to irnplement an interactive classification and

coding system. High moneta.ry support, implementation time, and high levels of the attributes of

the Objectives category result in this choice. Also, for example, consider another situation where

all the attribute levels remain the same as above except the desire for value analysis has a low value.

The consideration of all attribute levels still irnply a manual classification and coding system; es-

pecially so with the objectives. Thus, these two combinations yield identical results and, therefore,

can be combined. All combinations were examined in a similar fashion to check for the common-

ality of results. This enabled the consolidation of the entire initial set of rules to a total of 22 rules.

These rules are given and explained now. The first sixteen rules are for the case of 11igh component

design and manufacturing similarity. The next six rules are for the case of high component manu-

facturing similarity and low component design similarity.

1. IF Monetary support = High And

Implementation time = High And

Computer support = High And

Computer literacy = High And

Information requirement = I·Iigh And

(Desire for design standardization = High Or

Desire for value analysis = High) And

Desire for process planning standardization = High

THEN Choice = Interactive hybrid (design and production based)

classification system.

Explanation: The levels of all attributes in the resources category are high. That is, there is ample

monetary support, computer literacy, and computer support, and implementation time is sufficient.

The levels of attributes in the Objectives category are also high. Therefore, the objectives of design

and manufacturing (design standardization and retrieval, value analysis, process planning standard-

ization and retrieval) are important. Also, information requirement is high. There is also sufficient
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computer support and literacy. An interactive classification and coding system addressing both de-

sign and manufacturing needs is, therefore, appropriate. Examples of the use of such classification

and coding system is provided by Peters et. al. (1974) and Houtzeel and Schilperoot (1975).

2. IF Monetary support = High And

Implementation time = High And

Computer support = High And

Computer literacy = High And

Information requirement = High And

Desire for design standardization = Low And

Desire for value analysis = Low And

Desire for process planning standardization = High

THEN Choice = Interactive production-oriented classification system.

Explanation: In this rule, all attributes of the Resources category (monetary support, implementa-

tion time, computer support, and computer literacy) are at high levels. The objectives, information

requirements and process planning standardization, are at high levels, while the objectives -- value

analysis and desire for design standardization -- are at low levels. Thus an interactive production-

based classification and coding system is appropriate here. It will satisfy the high information re-

quirements and process planning standardization. The use of such systems for manufacturing

purposes is recognized in GT research (Groover and Zimmers 1984).

3. IF Monetary support = High And

Implementation time = High And

Computer support = High And

Computer literacy = High And

Information requirement = High And

(Desire for design standardization = High OR

Desire for value analysis = High) And

Desire for process planning standardization = Low
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THEN Choice = Interactive design-oriented classification and coding

system.

Explanation: All attribute levels of the Resources category (monetary support, implementation

time, computer support, and computer literacy) are high here. High information requirements in

conjunction with the requirements of the design function ·- design standardization and retrieval or

value analysis -- suggest the use of an interactive design-based classification and coding system. The

applications of such systems are reported by Beeby and Thompson (1977) and Kriegler (1984).

4. IF Monetary support = Low And

(Implementation time = High Or

Implementation time = Low) And

(Computer support = High Or

Computer support = Low) And

Computer literacy = Low And

(Information requirement = High Or

Information requirement = Low) And

(Desire for design standardization = High Or

Desire for value analysis = High) AND

Desire for process plan standardization = High

THEN Choice = Manual hybrid (design and production-based) approach.

Explanation: In this rule the low level of the attribute ’monetary support" in conjunction with that

of ”computer literacy" indicates the inability of implementing an interactive classification and coding

system or a computerized production-oriented approach. Thus, the levels of the other attributes of

the Resources category do not affect the choice. Therefore, high information requirements cannot

be met because resources are unavailable to provide such needs. Also, the objectives of design

standardization and retrieval, value analysis, and process planning standardization and retrieval re-

flects the use of the only other option -- a hybrid manual (design and production—oriented) ap-
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proach. lf the components are high in both design and manufacturing similarity, then this rule

seems appropriate.

5. IF Monetary support = Low And

(Implementation time = High Or

Implementation time = Low) And

(Computer support = High Or

Computer support = Low) And

Computer literacy = Low And

(Information requirement = High Or

Information requirement = Low) And

(Desire for design standardization = I·Iigh Or
l

Desire for value analysis = High) And

Desire for process planning standardization = Low

THEN Choice = Manual design-based approach.

Explanation: The levels of the attributes of the Resources category are identical to those of Rule

4. Also, the objective of information requirement is not applicable here because the resources are

unavailable to provide such needs. If the design objectives (design standardization and retrieval and

value analysis) are more important than manufacturing objectives, then a manual design-oriented

approach seems appropriate by this rule. Quite a few examples of the application of this method

are available in GT literature (Edwards 1971, Hyde 1981, Wemmerlov and Hyer 1985).

6. IF Monetary support = Low And

(Implementation time = High Or

Implementation time = Low) And

(Computer support = High Or

Computer support = Low) And

Computer literacy = Low And

(Information requirement = High Or
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Information requirement = Low) And

Desire for desigr1 standardization = Low And

Desire for value analysis = Low And

Desire for process planning standardization = High

THEN Choice = Manual production-oriented approach.

Explanation: The levels of the attributes of the Resources category are identical to those of Rules

4 and 5. A classification and coding system cannot be implemented here. Since computer support

and literacy are both at low levels, computerized approaches to the production-oriented approach

cannot be considered. Also, the objective of information requirement caruiot be met because the

resources are unavailable to provide such needs. A manual production·oriented approach (manual

route sort) seems most appropriate because of the importance given to the manufacturing objectives

as compared to the design objectives.

7. IF Monetary support = Low And

(Implementation time = High Or

Implementation time = Low) And

(Computer support = High Or

Computer support = Low) And

Computer literacy = High And

(Information requirement = High Or

Information requirement = Low) And

(Desire for value analysis = High Or

Desire for design standardization = High) And

Desire for process planning standardization = High

THEN Choice = Hybrid (computerized production-oriented and

manual design·oriented) approach.

Explanation: In this rule, the attribute 'monetary support" is at a low level. Therefore, a classifica-

tion system ca.nnot be implemented. Thus the objective information requirement cannot be met
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because of inadequate resources. The attribute 'computer literacy’ is, however, at a high level.

Thus, the manufacturing and design objective considerations suggest the use of a computerized

production-oriented approach as the main grouping approach with secondary design-based group-

ing of parts to make the best use of the available resources. The use of a computerized production

approach will better use the available resources.

8. IF Monetary support = Low And

(Implementation time = High Or

Implementation time = Low) And

_ (Computer support = High Or

Computer support = Low) And

Computer literacy = High And

(lnforrnation requirement = High Or

Information requirement = Low) And

Desire for design standardization = Low And

Desire for value analysis = Low And

Desire for process planning standardization = High

THEN Choice = Computerized production-oriented approach

Explanation: In this rule, the attribute 'monetary support" is at a low level while the attribute

'computer 1iteracy" is at a high level. Thus, high information requirements cannot be met because

resources are unavailable to provide such needs. Therefore, a computerized production-oriented

approach seems to be the best choice. Most part-farnily/machir1e·grouping algorithms in literature

fall under this category.

9. IF Monetary support = High And

Implementation time = High And

(Computer support = High Or

Computer support = Low) And

Computer literacy = Low And
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Information requirement = High And

(Desire for design standardization = High Or

Desire for value analysis = High) And

Desire for process planning standardization = High

THEN Choice = Manual hybrid (design and production-oriented)

classification approach

Explanation: This rule points to the use of a manual design and production-oriented classification

and coding approach. Here the attributes, 'monetary support' and 'implementation time' are at

high levels while the attributes 'computer support' and 'computer 1iteracy' are at low levels. High

information requirements and the objectives of the design and production departments point to the

requirement of a manual classification and coding approach.

l0. IF Monetary support = High And

Implementation time = High And

(Computer support = High Or

Computer support = Low) And

Computer literacy = Low And

Information requirement = High And

Desire for design standardization = Low And

Desire for value analysis = Low

Desire for process planning standardization = High And

THEN Choice = Manual production-oriented classification and coding.

Explanation: In this rule, the attributes 'monetary support" and "unplementation tirne," are high

while 'computer literacy' is low. The information requirement level is high as is the objective of

process planning standardization. The objectives of design standardization and value analysis are

at low levels. Considering the attribute levels, a manual production-oriented approach seems to be

the best approach.

ll. IF Monetary support = High And
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Implementation time = High And

(Computer support = High Or

Computer support = Low) And

Computer literacy = Low And

Information requirement = High And

(Desire for design standardization = High Or

Desire for value analysis = High) And

Desire for process planning standardization = Low

THEN Choice = Manual design-oriented classification and coding.

Explanation: Rule ll has the attribute ”computer literacy' of the Resources category at a low level.

Thus computerized classification systems cannot be implemented; algorithmic approaches are also

excluded because of low computer Iiteracy. Since the objectives of information requirements and

design standardization or value analysis are at high levels, a manual design-oriented classification

approach is best suited. Examples of such applications are in case studies by Edwards (1971) and

Burbidge (1979).

12. IF (Monetary support = High Or

Monetary support = Low) And

hnplementation time = Low And

(Computer support = High Or

Computer support = Low) And

Computer literacy = Low And

(Information requirement = High Or

Information requirement = Low) AndI
(Desire for design standardization = High Or

Desire for value analysis = High) And

Desire for process plan standardization = High

THEN Choice = Manual hybrid (design and production-based) approach.
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Explanation: In this rule the low level of the attribute "implernentation time" in conjunction with

'computer literacy” indicates the inability of irnplementing an interactive classification and coding

system or a computerized production-oriented approach. Thus, the levels of the other attributes of

the Resources category do not affect the choice. Therefore, high information requirements cannot

be met because resources are unavailable to provide such needs. Also, the objectives of design

standardization and retrieval, value analysis, and process planning standardization and retrieval re-

flects the use of the only other option -- a hybrid manual (design and production·oriented) ap-

proach. lf the components are high in both design and manufacturing similarity, then this rule

seems appropriate.

13. IF (Monetary support = High Or

Monetary support = Low) And

Implementation time = Low And

(Computer support = High Or

Computer support = Low) And

Computer literacy = Low And

(Information requirement = High Or

Information requirement = Low) And

(Desire for design standardization = High Or

Desire for value analysis = High) And

Desire for process planning standardization = Low

THEN Choice = Manual design-based approach.

Explanations The levels of the attributes of the Resources category are identical to those of Rule

12. Also, the objective of information requirement is not applicable here because the resources are

unavailable to provide such needs. If the design objectives (design standardization and retrieval and

value analysis) are more important than manufacturing objectives, then a manual design-oriented

approach seems appropriate by this rule. Quite a few examples of the application of this method

is available in GT literature (Edwards 1971, Hyde 1981, Wemmerlov and Hyer 1985).
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14. IF (Monetary support = High Or

Monetary support = Low) And

Implementation time = Low And

(Computer support = High Or

Computer support = Low) And

Computer literacy = Low And

(lnforrnation requirement = High Or

Information requirement = Low) And

Desire for design standardization = Low And

Desire for value analysis = Low And

Desire for process planning standardization = High

THEN Choice = Manual production-oriented approach.

Explanation: The levels of the attributes of the Resources category are identical to those of Rules

12 and 13. A classification and coding system carmot be implemented here. Since computer support

and literacy are both at low levels, computerized approaches to the production-oriented approach

cannot be considered. Also, the objective of information requirement cannot be met because the

resources are unavailable to provide such needs. A manual production-oriented approach (manual

route sort) seems most appropriate because of the importance given to the manufacturing objectives

as compared to the design objectives.

15. IF (Monetary support = High Or

Monetary support = Low) And

Implementation time = Low And _

(Computer support = High Or

Computer support = Low) And

Computer literacy = High And

(Information requirement = High Or

Information requirement = Low) And
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(Desire for value analysis = High Or

Desire for design standardization= High) And

Desire for process planning standardization = High

THEN Choice = Hybrid (computerized production·oriented and

manual-design oriented) approach.

Explanation: In this rule, the attribute "implementation time' is at a low level. Therefore, a classi-

fication system cannot be implemented. Thus the objective information requirement cannot be met

because of inadequate resources. The attribute 'computer literacy' is, however, at a high level.

Thus, the manufacturing and design objective considerations suggest the use of a computerized

production-oriented approach as the main grouping approach with secondary design-based group-

ing of parts to make the best use of the available resources. The use of a computerized production

approach will better use the available resources.

16. IF (Monetary support = Low Or

Monetary support = High) And

Implementation time = Low And

(Computer support = High Or

Computer support = Low) And

Computer literacy = High And

(Information requirement = High Or

Information requirement = Low) And

Desire for design standardization = Low And

Desire for value analysis = Low And

Desire for process planning standardization = High

THEN Choice = Computerized production-oriented approach

Explanation: In this rule, the attribute 'implementation time' is at a low level while the attribute

’computer literacy' is at a high level. Thus, high information requirements cannot be met because

resources are unavailable to provide such needs. Therefore, a computerized production-oriented
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approach seems to be the best choice. Most part-family/macliine-groupirig algorithms in literature

fall under this category.

The above sixteen rules are for the case ofhigh component manufacturing similarity and low design

similarity. The next six rules are for the case of high component manufacturing similarity and low

component design similarity. With low component design similarity, the objectives of design

standardization and value analysis are inappropriate. Therefore, they are not considered in the

construction of the rules.

17. IF Monetary support = High And

Implementation time = High And

Computer support = High And

Computer literacy = High And

_ Information requirement = High And

Desire for process planning standardization = High

THEN Choice = Interactive production-oriented classification system

Explanation: This rule results because all attributes of the Resources category are at high levels.

High information requirement is provided with .a production-based classification system. It is noted

here that a low component design similarity results in the objectives design standardization and

"value a.na1ysis" (as defined here) being inappropriate.

18. IF Monetary support = Low And

(Implementation time = Low Or

Implementation time = High) And

Computer literacy = Low And

(Computer support = High Or

Computer support = Low) And

(Information requirement = High Or

Information requirement = Low) And

Desire for process planning standardization = High
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THEN Choice = Manual production-oriented approach

Explanation: This rule suggests the suitability of using a manual production-oriented approach if

there is limited monetary support and computer literacy. High information requirement cannot be

met here because the resources are unavailable to provide such needs. Since the resources noted

above are at low levels, this is the only option left.

19. IF (Monetary support = Low Or

Monetary support = High) And

Implementation time = Low And

(Computer support = High Or

Computer support = Low) And

Computer literacy = High And

(Information requirement = High Or

Information requirement = Low) And ·

Desire for process planning standardization = High

THEN Choice = Computerized production-oriented approach.

Explanation: Since the attribute 'implementation time' of the Resources category is at a low level,

a classification system cannot be implemented. High information requirement cannot be met here

because the resources are unavailable to provide such needs. However, as the attribute 'computer

literacy' is at a high level, a computerized production approach is preferred.

20. IF Monetary support = High And

Implementation time = High And

Computer support = Low And

(Computer literacy = High Or

Computer literacy = Low) And

Information requirement = High And

Desire for process planning standardization = High

THEN Choice = Manual production-oriented classification system
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Explanation: In this rule, the attributes ”monetary support' and "implementation tirne" are at high

levels. The objective of high information requirement can be provided with a manual classification

system; the low level of the attribute 'computer support" indicates that an interactive classification

system is not possible. Thus, a manual classification is preferred.

2l. IF (Monetary support = High Or

Monetary support = Low) And

Implementation time = Low And

Computer literacy = Low And

(Computer support = High Or

Computer support = Low) And

(Information requirement = High Or

Information requirement = Low) And

Desire for process planning standardization = High

THEN Choice = Manual production·oriented approach

Explanation: This rule suggests the suitability of using a manual production·oriented approach if

there is insufiicient implementation time and computer literacy. High information requirement

cannot be met here because the resources are unavailable to provide such needs. Since the resources

noted above are at low levels, this is the only option left.

22. IF Monetary support = Low And

(Implementation support = High Or

Implementation time = Low) And

(Computer support = High Or

Computer support = Low) And

Computer literacy = High And

(Information requirement = High Or

Information requirement = Low) And

Desire for process planning standardization = High
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THEN Choice = Computerized production-oriented approach.

Explanation: Since the attribute "monetary support" of the Resources category is at a low level, a

classification system cannot be implemented. High information requirement cannot be met here

because the resources are unavailable to provide such needs. However, as the attribute "computer

literacy" is at a high level, a computerized production approach is preferred.

This completes the discussion of the rules for resolving the choice~of-method issue. The rules were

constructed for (i) high component design similarity and high component manufacturing similarity

and (ii) low component design similarity and high component manufacturing similarity. The fol-

lowing section discusses the methodology employed in the field work. The field sites are briefly

described first. This is followed by a discussion of the instruments employed in the field work and

the field work interviews.

5.3 Field Work

5.3.1 Introduction

A part of this research involved field work in four companies, of which three are actively engaged

in CM. Of these three companies, two are involved in metal machining while the third is involved

in assembly. The fourth company has a functional layout and is involved in metal machining. The

purpose of the field work was two-fold. The first purpose was to check for the relevance of the at-

txibutes and their rankings deterrnined in this research. It was felt that company personnel could

verify the relevance of the attributes and their importance, having implemented CM. The second

purpose of the field work was to check the correctness of the logic used in the construction of the

propositions by (i) determining the score for CM feasibility for the subject companies and (ii) de-

termining the choice-of-method approach for part-machine grouping. That is, if the score indicated
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feasibility for CM implementation for organizations actually engaged in CM and the rules indicated

the choice of method currently followed by them, then the logic of the propositions and the rele-

vance of the attributes would be supported. Other purposes of the field work were also recognized.

These were the possibility of adding any attributes not identified by this researcher and the verifi-

cation of the attribute measures.

5.3.2 The companies visited

For this investigation, four companies were contacted and visited. Company A manufactures drill-

ing equipment and has an operational CM facility. Company B manufactures bearings of various

sizes and has a CM flowline layout for their medium-volume production line. Company C has a

partial cellular layout and produces electronic components, and Company D has a functional layout

and manufactures high-precision electro-mechanical devices for avionic, and other uses. Since

companies A, B, and C had CM layouts, they were chosen for validation purposes as stated earlier.

Company D had a functional layout and provided a good comparison for CM versus functional

layouts. The details of the companies in terms of their production descriptions, CM set-ups, per-

sonnel interviewed and other company demographics are provided under the discussion of results

of the field work in the next chapter. The names and products of the companies have been altered

to provide anonymity for them as well.

5.3.3 The instruments employed

The instruments employed for conducting the field work consisted of a data sheet for recording

company demographics, Appendix 1; a specification sheet for obtaining attribute levels, Appendix

2; attribute and measure verification sheets for the feasibility and choice-of-method issues, Appen-

dix 3 and Appendix 4; and attribute rank verification sheets for feasibility and choice-of-method

issues, Appendix 5. The purpose of the data sheet was to collect specific company data and data
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with regard to CM. Typical information requested in the data sheet included company name and

location, the name and position of the interviewees, the number of employees, the product line,

production description, the number of cells currently in operation, if any, and the number planned

in the future. Information was also requested on the motives for introducing CM, the part-farnily

approach chosen for forming cells and the fraction of all production done by cells and the fraction

planned eventually. Information on cell characteristics was also requested. This information in-

cluded descriptions of the products made ir1 each cell, the number of machines in each cell, the

number of operators in each cell, the types of machines in each cell, and the type of material han-

dling equipment used in each cell.

The attribute and measure verification sheet listed all attributes with their measures for both the

feasibility and choice-of-method issues. Spaces were provided to indicate agreement, disagreement,

or unawareness about the validity of the attributes ar1d their measures. Space was also kept for re-

spondent’s comments.

The attribute rank veriiication sheet consisted of a tabulation of the rank-ordered attributes. The

suggested score ranges of each category (to be used for weighting purposes), the scores allocated to

each category, ar1d the attribute weights were shown in this sheet. Spaces were provided on the sheet

to indicate agreement, disagreement, or unawareness regarding the rank ordering of the attributes

and preferred rank order.

5.3.4 Field work interviews

Appointrnents were made for one to two hours with each contact (discussed later) in all four

companies. The scope of the study was explained to the interviewees. They were first told that this

study aimed at developing a decision tool for deterrnining (i) the feasibility for irnplementing CM

in an organization and (ii) the choice of method for part-machine grouping if feasibility was

adjudged. They were also told that a list of factors critical to CM had been identified through a
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review of technical journals and academic publications and had been rank ordered. They were then

asked to review the attribute lists, the attribute measures, and the attribute rank orders and to

present their views on the validity of the attributes, their measures, and ranks. Finally, they were

also asked to provide data for company demographics and indicate the levels of the attributes with

respect to their operations on the specification sheet. The interviews were tape recorded with each

interViewee’s permission.

The interview started with the collection of company demographic data. Once the necessary de-

mographic data were collected, the Verification of the relevance of the attributes and their measures

followed. For each attribute and its measure, respondent Views were noted. Every attempt was made

not to influence the participants by allowing them to express their views without interruption. The

levels of the attributes were also deterrnined by questioning the participants while their validity was

being Verified. Once this process was completed for both the feasibility and the choice-of-method

issues, the Verification of the relevance of the attribute ranks was done. Finally, the respondents

were asked to review the attribute list for its completeness and provide any additional attributes that

they thought were not included in the list.

5.3.5 Summary .

This chapter described the methodology of the research. The scoring procedure for the feasibility

issue was presented and explained first. The rules for the choice-of-method issue were constructed

and discussed next. Finally, information relevant to the field work was presented. The next chapter

discusses the results of the field work and analyses of the results.
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Chapter VI

Results

6.1 Discussion of the field work

This section describes the results of the in~depth field work conducted at the four subject firms.

As stated in the previous chapter, the objectives of the field work conducted in firms engaged in

CM were: (i) to verify the relevance of the attributes and their measures; (ii) to verify the ranking

of the attribute categories; and (iii) to gather data to determine scores for subject firms with respect

to the feasibility issue, and resolve the choice of method for the part-machine grouping approach.

The first three cases report the field work in firms engaged in CM. The last case is for comparison

purposes, and is of a firm manufacturing components using a functional layout.

The presentation of the results of the field work is as follows. For each company, company de-

rnographics are presented first. This is followed by a discussion of the interview ar1d a distillation

of necessary information to establish the relevance of the attributes and their measures for both is-
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sues. Verification of the attribute rankings is discussed next. Finally, the scores determined via

gathered data are presented and their implications discussed.

6.2 Case 1 — Company A

6.2.1 The plant and the product line

The first company included in the field work was Company A, employing about 700 people, located

in the Southeastem United States. The visit was conducted in November, 1988. The interview time

was approximately two hours. The engineering manager was the chiefcontact; three other company

personnel were also present for half the length of the interview. They were a first·line supervisor,

a process technician, and the plant superintendent.

The company manufactures a wide range of bearing types for a number of clients. Current clients

include Caterpillar Corporation, General Motors Corporation, a.nd Chrysler Corporation. Typi-

cally, a rnanufactured bearing is semi-circular, has a groove running along the inner surface and lips

on either end. There are three diameter ranges of bearings made in the cells. These are: 3.50 - 4.25

inches; 2.00 · 3.50 inches; and 2.00 · 3.875 inches. The cellular manufacturing system is utilized for

the manufacture of the medium-volume product line for which there are high and low demand

values. The high-volume production system is a continuous line; the low-volume production sys-

tem is for individual operations and is functionally oriented. The company controls about 65% of

the original equipment market and about 90% of the service bearing market. About 45,000 units

are produced per day in the high-volume line. The corresponding figures for the medium-volume

and low-volume lines are 25,000 ar1d 8,500 units per day respectively.
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6.2.2 Production description

The production sequence for manufacturing the bearings consists of the following operations (when

operations are manual): comering, grooving, hole making, deburring, counter-sinking, height

broaching, and wall-broaching. For automatic operations, the production sequence is: comering,

grooving, hole making, counter-sinking, height~broaching, counter-sinking, deburring, and wall-

broaching. After all operations are completed, the individual pieces are stacked in wire baskets and

transported for quality control checks.

6.2.3 Cell characteristics °

The definition of cellular manufacturing, provided by the engineering manager, is: a combination

of individual machine centers with automatic material handling between them. The cell system in

this company is configured along GT flowlines. That is, the raw material passes progressively

through a set of dissimilar machines until all operations are completed; there is no backtracking at

any stage of the manufacturing sequence. The first cell has a pressing machine, a facing machine,

and a lipping machine. The second cell has a grooving machine, a hole puncher, and a counter-

sinking machine. The third cell has a deburring machine, a back-brush machine, a washer, and a

broaching machine. Finished parts, stacked in wire baskets, are moved by light-duty carts.

There are currently three cells in operation and a fourth cell in the planning stage. It took this

company three years to implement them. The motives for introducing CM systems in the

medium-volume line were: (i) to increase quality and reduce material handling; (ii) to reduce man-

ufacturing lead·time by reducing the number of set-ups; and (iii) to reduce work-in-process inven-

tory. The medium-volume line involves a significant number of set-ups when changing from one

part to another. On the other hand, the high-volume line is a continuous line that requires no

changes in set-ups because it produces the same products all the time; the low·volume product
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demand is so low that there is no cost justification for a change ir1 layout. About 8% of all pro-

duction is currently done in cells and the eventual plan is to implement cells throughout the entire

production system, provided the cost can be justified and cells are found to be appropriate.

The part-family forming approach is based on part~diameter ranges. In all, there are 69 different

diameter ranges. Since all parts are semi-circular with almost the same details, they are very similar

from a design standpoint. Also, there is a high routing similarity of all parts produced in the cells.

In forming part-families, the design sirnilarity was considered first by company personnel to deter-

mine the diameter ranges. The manufacturing similarity was then used to break the diameter ranges

into sub—groups of similar routings.

6.2.4 Verüication ofattributes and measures

Verification of the attributes and their measures by using information from the interviews is dis-

cussed in this section. The verification of the attributes relating to the feasibility issue is discussed

tim.

Feasibility issue: The interviewees felt that the attribute 'occurrence of part-farnilies and machine

cells" was relevant for the implementation of CM. The parts manufactured in this facility are char-

_ acterized by high design and manufacturing similarity. The attribute 'occurrence of indivisible

processes^' was also deemed relevant by the interviewees. They were of the opinion that part proc-

essing in centralized units would increase manufacturing time through increased material move-

ment. In this facility, almost none of the parts require ar1y visits to processing centers outside their

respective cells; only one part requires a visit to a degreaser unit. The degreaser unit is centralized

and is in another part of the plant. Degreasing is necessary for this part due to customer specifica·

tions.
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The interviewees felt that the attributes 'stability of product demand"' and "stability ofproduct mix'

are important. This company operates in a stable product market. Also, there is very little flue-

tuation in the product-mix. This is so because of the sta.r1dard product line. Variations experienced

at present in the product demand or product-mix do not cause serious under or overloading of the

cell capacities. A

The attribute 'complexity of components' was thought to be important by the interviewees because

increased component complexity would result in increased material flow. In this facility, l0% of

all components produced in all cells have a maximum of 9 operations; 43% of the components

require 3 operations; and 47% require between 3 and 8 operations. Thus, 90% of all components

produced in the cells require fewer than 9 operations. The low complexity in terms of the average

number of operations required per part resulted in small cell sizes. The average machining time per

component is about 5 minutes. Reduced material handling also resulted in better job tracking.

Overall, complexity of components is low for this facility.

The interviewees felt that the attribute 'weight of components" was important because of material

handling considerations. According to them, heavy components could be handled by handling

equipment or carriers like AGV’s, but they also felt that lighter components would provide easier

and cheaper handling possibilities. Therefore, they felt that light-weight components were better

suited to CM than heavy-weight components. Individually, none of the components manufactured

in this facility weigh more than a half-pound and over 95% of them weigh only a few ounces each.

Wire baskets are used for transporting almost all components on hand carts. A

The attribute 'capacity balance" was felt by the interviewees to be important because it is necessary

to know beforehand where capacity shortages exist. In their case, since the majority of the ma-

chines are specially designed and built, they have tried in the past to ensure that all machines run

at approximately the same speed for functional capacity balance of each operation. There are,

however, some machines where there is a slight capacity irnbalance. This does not deteriorate pro-
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duction performance in any way. For all practical purposes, the interviewees felt that they did have

a reasonable capacity balance in all their primary and secondary operation machines.

The attribute "flexibility of labor" was also noted to be important by the interviewees because of

multiple machine operating requirements in a cell. In this facility, there are operators who can op-

erate multiple machine types. The nature of the compar1y’s operations do not require tool and die

makers or very skilled machinists. By labor contract, the company has operator Categories 1 and

2. Once operators reach Category l, they can operate any piece of machinery they are able to

without being restricted by the labor contract. An operator in Category l can set up and operate

several pieces of equipment on which the operator is trained. An operator belonging to Category

2 does not set up or operate multiple machines types. Thus, the llexibility of the operator is deter-

mined by the ability to set-up and operate multiple machine types. The operators are also respon-

sible for some material handling.

With respect to the attribute 'availability of computer support" the opinion of the plant super-

intendent was that it was unnecessary for the creation of cells. This interviewee stressed the irn·

portance of this attribute more from the shop-floor control point of view. According to him, the

requirement of computer support for shop-floor control is largely dependent upon the complexity

of the components. Since the company manufactures very simple parts, sophisticated computer

support was not felt necessary. In fact, he stressed that the company wanted to move away from

computerized shop-floor control systems. Also, computer simulation of the work-centers had not

been done in the past although it was felt desirable. His view identiiies the importance of computer

support with respect to the support of the CM system. However, the question of data visibility also

arises from the observations made by this interviewee. lf parts are simple and their design and

manufacturing characteristics known, then computer support may not be necessary for cell design.

Conversely, for complex routings or designs, a computer analysis may be necessary to determine

cell conligurations. The engineering manager, however, felt that computer support will normally

be necessary in any plant to run other software for plant operations, if not for shop·floor control

purposes.
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There were also conflicting views among the interviewees with regard to the importance of the at-

tribute "computer literacy of personnel.” The engineering manager felt that it will become increas-

ingly necessary in the future for managers to be computer literate. The plant superintendent,

however, felt that computer literacy of rniddle-lir1e managers was not important for CM purposes

if the product line is simple. This second view is consistent with the view of computer support re-

quirements expressed by them earlier. The engineering manager used computers daily in his work.

He also stated that spreadsheet analysis was often used by the industrial engineers, and that most

of the middle-line managers were conversant with a programming language. However, he had not

attended any computer·oriented seminars.

The interviewees were of the opinion that some form of identification of parts was necessary to

determine the part groups. The interview revealed that the participants were not aware of the

availability of commercial classification and coding packages or formal classification principles. (The

company does not have a classification and coding system in place.) Part numbers are in use,

however, for the identification and tracking of parts.

The attribute 'skill level of operator" was thought by the engineering manager to be important,

because, for CM operation, the operators should be able to set up and operate any machine type

in the cell. The company had few operators that were highly skilled; most were in a lower skill

category. It was stressed by the interviewees that process technology of the company does not re-

quire highly skilled operators. The operators were only required to be able to set up and operate

the machines. The company has a plan to train and cross-train all operators to be able to do their

own set·ups.

With regard to the attribute 'reliability of forecastir1g' the interviewees felt that the more accurate

the product forecast, the better the plant could function, more so in a CM envirorunent because

of the limited availability of machines. Therefore, deviations of the part-demand forecast from ac-

tual should be low. They felt that the more complex the product and the higher the supplier lead
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time, the better the forecast should be. They said that the plant has an accurate forecast for up to

two months and a fairly good forecast for periods of two to six months.

The attribute 'reliability of equipment" was thought to be a very important factor, more so with

CM in place because machine breakdown can stop workflow in a cell. The interviewees felt that this

attribute should be higher in the attribute ranking list. Equipment reliability, in general, was thought

by the interviewees to be high in the plant. The percentage uptime was quoted to be between

70%-80%. However, it is seen from this estimate that an average of 75% machine uptime translates

to an average downtirne of two hours out of every eight-hour working day. This is not a very en-

couraging machine uptime figure.

The attribute 'implementation time' was also thought important by the interviewees because it was

inconceivable to them that a CM system could be deployed in a month or six months. Therefore,

they felt that management should be aware of the need for long-term comrnitment; the measure

reflected by implementation history of previous projects was thought appropriate by the partic-

ipants. In their case, conversion of their medium-volume line to a CM system had taken 3 years.

Also, the design and building of machining work-centers -- viewed as major projects -- had taken

between 12-15 months for successful completion at the company.

The attribute 'reliability of suppliers" was thought important by the interviewees because stable

production in a CM environment necessitates reliable supply of raw materials. The engineering

manager cited examples of severe set backs to certain production plans on the medium-volume line

due to suppliers not being to able to supply raw material at the right time. Therefore, he felt that

the extent of on-tirne delivery of raw material was important. He also felt that the frequency of the

supply of defect-free material needed to be high, because the increased lead-tirne necessary for

supply of fresh material would seriously offset all production schedules; more so in a CM envi-

ronment with lower inventory buffers.
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The attribute "type of material control system" was thought important, because it provides an op-

portunity to set production schedules based on product demand with priority loading to determine

workload at individual workcenters. At this facility, this method provided a significant improvement

over manual loading methods practiced previously. The company is in the process now of installing

an MRP II system. The purpose is to tie together all manufacturing functions with a common da-

tabase.

Measures used for the attribute "workload on process planners" were thought by the engineering

manager to be appropriate indicators of this attribute. He also thought that this attribute could be

used as one indicator of the possibility of implementing a CM system because process planning

overload via duplication of process plans can be a real possibility in a functional system. However,

he thought that the possibility of process planning overtime without process planning duplication

was less. The company has three full-time process planners and standard process plans are used for

orders of existing parts. For new parts (parts not manufactured before) the tooling engineer devel-

ops new plans if a manual check on existing plans reveals that a standardized plan does not exist.

The engineering manager felt that the attribute 'scheduling procedure' was a valid indicator for the

feasbility of implementation of CM; however, he felt that the measure 'centralization of scheduling"

was unnecessary. Scheduling is the responsibility of production control at this firm. There are three

schedulers on the shop floor and they report to a master scheduler. It is the responsibility of the

master scheduler to prepare long-term schedules. The shop-floor schedulers modify the long~term

schedules as and when required, depending on events such as shortage of material, equipment

breakdown, etc. Thus scheduling is centralized with first-line supervisors having authority to over-

ride the schedules as and when necessary. _

The interviewees felt that the attribute "managerial support' expressed by long·term planning was

extremely important for effective CM operations. One of the participants noted that there has been

a shift in upper management’s thinking about employee involvement, quality, etc. However, he also

noted that "unfortunately our strategic plarmers haven’t gotten to the point where they are looking
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at manufacturing as a strategic issue." The interviewees also said that they were encouraging upper

management to think at least in terms of tive-year plans. The measure 'the extent to which senior

personnel help subordinates" was also thought signiiicant because they thought that it was impor-

tant for senior managers to help their subordinates to irnplement changes. In this company, man-

agement was viewed to be very supportive while encouraging active participation of all its

employees. The measure "length of time taken to get capital allocation through' was not thought

to be important as long as the length of time was known, so that it could be factored into the

planning. It takes about two months to get capital allocation approved in this company. The

measure 'extent of yearly increase in manufacturing budget' was agreed to be an indicator for CM

feasibility, because it indicated availability of funds. In this company, there was a 10% armual in-

crease in the manufactuxing budget and the participants thought that that was adequate for their

purposes.

With respect to the attribute 'resistance to change,' the measure 'the extent to which supervisors

stick to old ways of doing things" was seen by the engineering manager as a big problem every-

where. The measure 'extent of employee tumover' was also thought to be an important indicator

of this attribute. Typical tumover in this company is less than 1% per year. The measure "frequency

of strikes' was not thought to be important as an indicator of this attribute. The company has a

union but has not had a strike in the last ten years. This was attributed by the engineering manager

to everyone’s working together rather than on an adversarial basis. Such a low occurrence of strikes

could have led the engineering manager to believe that this measure was not important in deter-

mining resistance to change.

This completes the discussion of Company
A’s

managers’ opinions as to the validity of the attri-

butes for the feasibility for CM implementation. All attributes, except 'availability of computer

support" and 'computer literacy of personnel' were thought important; some measures were

thought to need reiinements. These measures were related to 'scheduling procedures" and 'work-

load on process planners/’ A summary of the results of the relevance verification is shown in Table

8.
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Table 8. Attribute relevance verification for feasibility - Company A

Validlty vcrillcatlun of attriliutts -· fcaslliillty Imc

Validity of attributes and measurc
Attribute Yes No Don't know Comments
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Table 8 continued

Validity of attributes and measure
Attribute Yes No Don'! know Comments

Alrility ofoperator: tooperatemultiple
machine types
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°·'‘‘‘‘‘'‘‘’ "' ——
“Availabilityofcomputer resource in
terms of memory ofa single computer \/
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’
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—V

_:-

In terms of tool and die maker: \Zclass A and class B maehinists
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Table 8 continued
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Choice-of·method issue: This section discusses the results of the validity verification of the attributes

of the choice-of-method issue. The importance of the attribute "component design sirnilarity" for

this firm was substantiated by the fact that the subject firm’s manual grouping of parts was based

on 69 different diameter ranges. This was their ir1itial approach to part grouping. Component

manufacturing sirnilarity was then used to further determine sub-groups. These were the only two

considerations in the selection of procedures for part-family grouping. Therefore, the verification

of the remaining attributes and their measures is based largely on the participants' perceptions of

the importance of the attributes and not on whether they were considered during the irnplementa-

tion process at this site.
U

The attribute 'availability of a CAD system" was thought to be useful due to the ability to store

drawing information on a database for future access. A CAD system is not in place in the com-

pany.

The interviewees did not express any knowledge about part classification systems or computerized

production~oriented approaches to part-family formation. Therefore, the relationship between the

attributes 'monetary support} 'implementation tirne,' and the choice of method had to be ex-

plained to them. They then concluded that the attributes 'monetary support' and 'irnplementation

time' were important because these attributes dictate which 'avenue you choose to implement."

The importance of the attribute 'availability of computer support,’ with regard to the approach to

' part-family formation, was thought by the interviewees to be dependent on the product line. Ac-

cording to them, the requirement of computer literacy for part-family formation would be dictated

by the complexity of the parts. The interviewees noted that the components manufactured in this

facility have simple process routes and, therefore, there was no need for computer-based part-family

forming procedures. .
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The engineering manager personally felt that the attribute 'computer literacy of persormel' is im-

portant because computer literacy of middle-level persormel would be an important factor to con-

sider for the future.

With regard to the attribute 'inter-departrnental information requirements," the engineering man-

ager felt that a computer database of all products would be extremely important for such require-

ments.

The engineering manager also thought the attribute 'value ar1alysis' to be important. Value analysis

(VA) is currently being considered by them for the elimination of non-value processes in manu-

facturing.

The attributes 'design standardization and retrieval' and 'process planning standardization and re-

trieval" were perceived to be important by the engineering manager. Both design and manufactur-

ing departments are engagcd in the standardization ofcomponent design and manufacturing process

plans. Standard component designs and routings are checked against incoming part orders to facil-

itate the use of existing process routings. Customers are sometimes encouraged to change their de-

signs if possible to fit one that is existing as it is easier to manufacture.

The interviewees lacked knowledge of the attribute 'usage of graphics and product standards' as

used in this research. The company does not use any graphics standards or product standards of

the type mentioned in the definition of this attribute. The company has its own product standard

in the form of standard material specification for its products. A summary of the results of the rel-

evance verification is shown in Table 9.
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Table 9. Attribute relevance verilieation for choice of method — Company A
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This discussion on the verification of the relevance of attributes for the choice of method issue has

provided additional insights into Company
A’s

CM system. The significance of this field work re-

garding the validity of the attributes, their measures, and ranks will be discussed next.

Significance of the verilication: The verification procedure of the attributes indicated that computer

support and computer literacy of middle-line personnel were not perceived to be of importance in

the cell-design process. This finding is in conflict with reports of researchers in CM (Wemmerlov

ar1d Hyer 1986) where the view is that computer support for cell design and implementation is

mandatory. However, it must be remembered that this is a small sample. One interpretation of this

finding is that component complcxity may be directly related to the requirement of computer sup-

port and literacy. Thus, it would be desirable in the future to study companies with similar product

lines to develop a relationship between computer support in the cell-design process and the type

of products made. Another salient point is the interviewees’ lack of knowledge of some of the‘at-

tributes of the choice-of-method issue. This could be due to the lack of GT education in this firm.

The participants’ responses to some of these attributes were based on their perceptions of the im-

portance of the attributes afier the relevance of the attributes in relation to the choice of method

was explained to them. .

6.2.5 Verüication ofattribute weight categories

The participants were in agreement with most of the established rankings of the attributes for fea-

sibility by categories. However, they were of the opinion that the attribute ’reliability of equipment^'

should be in Category II instead of Category III because they thought it to be important for the

operation of the flow-line. With regard to the ranking of attributes for the choice-of·method issue,

the attribute rankings were thought acceptable. The participants also agreed with the suggested

score ranges of the categories. They felt that establishment of the score ranges or the assignment
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of scores to each category could be easily done by the researcher once the attribute rankings are

vexified. Tables 10 and 11 present the results of this verification process for firm A.
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Table 10. Feasibility weight veritication — Company A
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6.2.6 The score

The score for the feasibility issue will be discussed next. For each attribute, the average value of its

measures were computed. Scores were deterrnined by using the scoring procedure described in

Chapter V. To determine the level of each attribute, the speciiication scale was used first to deter-

mine attribute measures. For example, the level of the attribute 'occurrence of indivisible processes"

was measured on a 1 to 5 scale by using its operational measure "extent of interrnediate visits to

centralized processes/’ Interviewee responses to each operational measure for every attribute were

recorded. Average values of these measures were then computed. The relationship between attribute

levels and feasibility (developed by using the propositions and presented in Chapter V) was used

for each attribute to compute feasibility measures. For example, if the measure of the attribute

'occurrence of indivisible processes' was 4, then according to its specification, the attribute level is

high. From the attribute level and feasibility relationships, the weight of this attribute is allocated

to the feasibility column. Sirnilarly, by measuring the levels of all other attributes, the attribute

weights were allocated to either the feasibility column or the infeasibility column. Thus at the end

of this procedure, a feasibility measure results. Table 12 below lists the measured values for each

attribute and their corresponding weights.
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Table ll. Choice of method ranking verilication - Company A
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Table 12. Feasibility score for Company A

Attribute Scale value Weight
Feasibility Infeasibility

1. Occurrence of part-families/machine cells 5 0.0620
2. Occurrence of indivisible processes 5 0.0552
3. Stability of product demand 5 0.0552
4. Stability of product·mix 5 0.0552
5. Complexity of components 4.67 0.0552
6. Weight of components 5 0.0552
7. Capacity balance 4 0.0456
8. Flexibility of labor 4 0.0456
9. Availability of computer support 5 0.0456
10. Availability of a classification system 1 NA
11. Computer literacy of persormel 3.25 0.0456
12. Skill level of operators 5 0.0456
13. Forecasting reliability 4 0.0456
14. Reliability of equipment 4 0.0456
15. Implementation time 4.5 0.0552
16. Reliability of suppliers 4 0.0456 _
17. Material control system 5 0.0456
18. Workload on process planners 2 0.0365
19. Scheduling procedures 3.5 0.0456
20. Managerial support 4.25 0.0552
21. Resistance to change 3.67 0.0552
Feasibility score 0.8132

The score given by this scoring procedure (simple addition of weights of the attributes contributing

to feasibility as determined by the rules) = 0.8132. The weights were derived by using the mean

score of the suggested score range for each weight category.

The score reflects a high potential for CM -- the manufacturing system in this case is actually a CM

system. A few points merit consideration. The attribute 'computer literacy of personne1' has an

average value of 3.25. This is due to the low value of its last measure (% of time spent in computer

education). Thus, one implication is that computer literacy may not be overly important for CM

implementation purposes, at least not for Company A. It is also possible that the measure is not

an accurate retlection of computer literacy in the manufacturing environment. The attribute

'availability of a classification and coding system" did not enter the scoring procedure (the facility

does not possess this resource) as the unavailability of this resource does not automatically irnply

CM infeasibility. This required re—norrnalizing the weights to derive the weights without this attri-
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bute. The attribute "workload on process planners' received a score of 2. This is expected because,
”

typically, in a CM environment there will be less duplication of process plans and process planning

overtirne. The attribute "scheduling procedures' received an average score of 3.5. This is due to a

low score on the first measure (centralization of scheduling). This suggests revision of the

measure(s) of this attribute. Finally, the attribute 'resistance to change" received an average score

of 3.67. This is due to a low score on the first measure (propensity to stick to old ways). This

suggests that "resistance to change' is not an insurmountable problem and even in a CM system,

there is a tendency to revert to old ways. The matrix of CM feasibility is also given in Figure l0.

The matrix shows that CM is deemed infeasible for the firm due to the critical attribute "resistance

to change" being at an unfavorable level. Thus, a contradiction is noted here. On the one hand, the

feasibility score is high while, on the other hand, the feasibility matrix deems CM to be infeasible.

It is, therefore, possible the attribute 'resistance to change" may not be critical. Thus, it may be

necessary to reexamine and modify the feasibility matrix in the future by conducting more field

studies.

The cell·type matrix for this company is shown in Figure ll. A family of products (bearings) are

processed ir1 the cells in this facility and the material flow is straight. Therefore, the company is

placed in Block 7 of this matrix. In reality, there is no backflow of material in the cells in this fa-

cility.

6.2.7 The choice ofmethod

The choice of method could not be executed here because the interviewees were unaware of the

relationship between the attributes, 'morietary support" and 'implementation time," and the choice

of method. Thus, the levels of these attribute could not be gathered. l—Iowever, the choice of

method may be tested with the values of attributes that were available a.r1d by assurning values of

attributes that were not available.
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The 'component design sirni1arity' and "component manufacturing sirni1arity" were both at high

levels. The attribute ”availability of computer support" was at a high level. However, the attribute

"computer literacy of personnel' was at a low level. The attributes "interdepartmental information

requirement,' 'value analysis/" 'design standardization and retrieval," and 'process planning stand·

ardization and retrieval” were all at high levels. Suppose the levels of the attributes 'implementation

time" and 'monetary support' are both high. Then by Rule 9 the choice is a manual hybrid clas-

sification system. Also, if the levels of the attributes are both low or one of them is low (or high),

then Rules 4 and 12 again point to a manual hybrid approach.

6.3 Case 2 - Company B

6.3.1 The plant and the product line

The second company visited as a part of the field work employs 614 people, and is located ir1 the

Southeastem United States. The visit was conducted in November, 1988. The interview was ap-

proximately one hour and forty-five minutes. The Director of Manufacturing was the chief contact.

The other participant was the plant manager of one of the company’s divisions.

The company manufactures drilling equipment at this location. The product line includes tall drills,

down·hole drills and harnmers, hoists and winches, hand-held tools, drills, air-starter motors,

down-hole drill bits, and threaded accessories.

6.3.2 Production descräxtion

The plant is basically a job shop with order quantities ranging from one or two to 1,000 pieces.

Parts range ir1 size from a few ounces to some in excess of three to four hundred pounds. Materials
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used are basically alloy steels, some grey iron, some malleable iron, some brass and bronze, and

aluminum. Operations vary from part to part but parts and operations are all limited to individual

cells.

6.3.3 Cell characteristics

Cellular manufacturing was defined by the plant manager as 'a group of machine tools (or proc-

esses) which perforrn sequential operations on a family of parts in the same geographie location/’

The cells in this company are configured as independent units and have a mixed flow of parts. That

is, there is backtracking of parts within a cell. Raw material flows in at one end and, after process-

ing, exits the cell as a completed unit. Suflicient space is provided within the cell for in-process in-

ventory. Part movement within the cell is done manually or with the use of hoists. Currently there

are Il cells in operation. The time taken to irnplement individual cells ranged from less than a year

to more than two years. The number of machines per cell varies from two to nine and, on the

average, there are two machines per operator.
‘

The first cell has 2 NC lathes, an NC hob, a gun drill, and 2 NC machining centers for a total of

6 machines. Six machines also constitute the second cell. There are 2 manual lathes, 2 NC lathes,

and 2 gundrills in this cell. The third cell comprises 2 NC machining centers, 2 multiple screw

machines, and 2 NC lathes for a total of 6 machines. There are 7 NC machining turret drills in the

fourth cell. The fifth cell consists of a robot, 2 NC lathes, 1 automatic turret lathe, and 1 thread

whirler for a total of 4 machines. A radial drill press, a hydraulic press, and packaging equipment

make up the sixth cell. The seventh cell consists of 1 thread roller and 1 lathe for a total of two

machines. The eighth cell has three machines, of which two are NC lathes; the other is a spline

rnill. There are two machining centers and 1 NC lathe, for a total of three machines, in the ninth

cell. The tenth cell consists of 2 NC lathes, 1 engine lathe, and 1 horizontal automatic hone for a

total of three machines. This cell also includes a wash—station. Finally, the last cell, cell eleven, has
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a total of 5 machines, ofwhich 2 are NC lathes, 2 are horizontal borers, with the remaining machine

a hone. From the description of the machines, it is evident that the majority of the parts produced

in the cell are rotational.

The motives for introducing cells at this firm were better machine utilization via multiple machine

operation per operator; reduced work-in-process inventory; improved quality control; improved

operator involvement; better scheduling visibility; improved production control; reduced set-up of

parts; standardization of product design; improved tooling; and better material utilization.

Currently, 15% of all production is done in cells. Eventually the interviewees expect 50% of all

production to be done in cells. There are no plans for adding new cells; however, expansion of the

existing cells is planned to add more operations. A robot-controlled cell has been in the planning

stage for the past 12 months. Its implementation was estimated by the interviewees to require an-

other 12 months.

The part·farni1y formation procedure was to group geometrically similar parts requiring similar

set-ups and machine tools and processes and weighing roughly the same. Thus, the part-family

approach considered geometric similarities first for identification of common parts and then further

subdivided these common parts according to their routing commonalities.

6.3.4 Verüication ofattributes am! measures

This section discusses the verification of the attributes and their measures by using information

from the interview. The verification of the attributes of the feasibility issue is discussed first.

Feasibility issue: The interviewees felt that the attribute 'occurrence of part-families and machine

cells" measured by component design and manufacturing similarities was valid. The parts mar1u·

factured ir1 the cells here are characterized by high design and manufacturing similarities. These parts
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are mostly rotational and are grouped by design and manufacturing sirnilarities.: The attribute

"occurrence of indivisible processes" was also thought important by the interviewees. The plant

manager stressed that visits to centralized processes should be totally avoided. In this facility, he

said, it was ensured that parts undergo sequential machining operations without breaks. lf the dis-

ruption of the machining sequence is absolutely necessary, then separate cells are designed for the

processing of parts prior to and after the visits to the centralized process. This finding is significant

from the view point of cell design, because it provides one solution for situations characterized by

intermediate centralized processing requirements.

With respect to the attribute 'stability of product demand} the respondents were of the opinion

that it was important for the functioning of the cell, but it does not control the creation of the cell.

They also thought product demand stability to be important because the cost of creating a cell can

only be recouped by steady production resulting from a stable demand. They thought this attribute

is related to cell performance; high product instability results in deteriorating cell performance and

is, therefore, undesirable. This facility uses labor flexibility to overcome short·terrn product demand

instability; usually this instability is low.

The attribute 'stability of product-mix' was thought important from the point of view of "not

having to reprocess or retool every five minutes because the product-mix changes.” In this facility,

cells are designed with a view to future product development and evolution. The changes ir1 the

product plans for the future are considered seriously in the designs of cells. The participants felt that

a loss of one particular product type would have to be offset by a volume increase of another for

the CM system to be successful. Their facility was characterized by a relatively stable product-mix

with some phasing in and out of products over a long time period.

With respect to the attribute ”complexity of components’ the respondents felt that forming cells

depends on the component complexity. They also felt that it is much easier to form cells with less

complex components because a lower number of machines is involved. They were also of the
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opinion that it is better (from a material handling point of view) if the number ofmachines required

for individual component processing is ten or less. However, they also thought that, if the oper-

ations were sequential and that if the volume justified a CM approach, then there should be no

reason why the number of machines required to complete a component should be a factor in the

decision-making process. According to them, one way to handle increased machine requirements

is to fragment the larger cells into smaller cells and feed the components successively through the

cells in stages, if the machining sequence permits. This fmding suggests a solution to cell forming

procedures in situations where parts require a large number of machines for processing.

The average number of machines per cell in this company is about six. The average number of

operations needed to complete a component in a cell is about 20. The average total machining time

per component was estirnated to be between 10 and 20 minutes. However, it must be noted here

that most of the cells make extensive use of machining centers and NC machines. Therefore, it is

possible that quite a few operations are done in one set-up. This suggests the possibility of reiining

the measure 'average number of operations needed to complete a component." One possibility is

the average number of operations per machine.

The attribute 'weight of components' was considered by the interviewees to be a significant factor

in the operation of a CM system. It was considered to be a factor from the material handling point

of view. The respondents felt that if components are heavy, such that they carmot be easily handled

manually or by lightweight mechanical means (jib cranes or hoists), then the complexity of the cell

is increased because of increased material handling. As a result, they felt that the cell operators also

have to devote more time to material handling than in the case of light-weight components. Most

of the components produced at Company B are relatively light. They can be handled manually or

by the use of light handling machines. A

The attribute 'capacity balance' was thought to be an important factor in deterrnining the feasibility

for the implementation of CM. The respondents thought that one of the major drawbacks of a cell

was the loss ofmachine capacity on account of irnbalances in operations. Approximately 30% more
1
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capacity was estirnated to be necessary when cells are implemented. Therefore, existing functional

capacity balance should be checked in order to detemiine additional capacity requirements in a

cellular layout. The cells in this facility have a high degree of machine utilization of the primary

machines and a reasonable utilization of the secondary machines, according to the interviewees.

The attribute 'flexibility of labor" was deemed critical by the participants. According to them,

flexibility of labor not only implies the ability to operate multiple machine types, but also the ability

to set-up the machines as well. Furthermore, they thought, for operators to be flexible, they must

be capable of minor maintenance work, quality checks, and secondary operations such as greasing,

deburring, washing, and material handling. This indicates the necessity of refrning the definition of

this attribute and its measure by including additional operation or maintenance work speciiications

in the measure.

The interviewees were also of the opinion that the flexibility of labor could be used to smooth out

short-term demand fluctuations by transferring operators among cells. On an average, two machines

are operated by each operator in the cells. The operators are also capable of setting up any machine

within the cell, and they routinely perform secondary operations and cross-train each other.

The attribute 'availability of computer support" was not thought to be a critical factor for the cre-

ation of a cell but was thought to be a factor for future enhancements. The respondents also

thought that the requirement for computer support for family formation was rninimized for them

by good data visibility of part shapes or their routings. According to them, CM minimizes the need

for computer support which they felt was greater in a functional layout because of increased control

problems. At the cell level they felt computer support was unnecessary because parts enter the cells

as distinct entities and are easily tracked and controlled. At the factory level, the need for computer

support was thought to be dependent on part inter-relationships in final assemblies and overall

business operations. The company has an operational mainframe computer system and personal

computers. This fmding suggests a closer exarnination of the relationship between data visibility and

computer support requirements that could be a researchable issue.
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The attribute "availability of a classification and coding scheme' was thought unnecessary for the

CM feasibility analysis; especially if it is known what the high-volume common parts are. The

participants observed that, in their plant, manufacturing personnel were all aware of the common,

high-volume parts. Therefore, they felt that a company-wide parts classification system was un-

necessary for their operations at this time. However, they do have a coding system for tooling and

a coding system for the articles of stores (for hardware items). A corporate-wide DCLASS system

is available, but the respondents felt it unnecessary for their operations due to high part visibility,

and also because of the substantial front-end user logic-input requirements of this system. The

participants also discussed plans of implementing a classification system in conjunction with a

CAD/CAM system in the near future. This was also necessary, they explained, because of expan-

sion of the cellular system and increased data requirements.

With regard to the attribute ’computer literacy of personnel' the respondents felt that it was not a

significant factor in CM implementation. A certain degree ofcomputer literacy was preferable, they

said, but probably unnecessary for cell operation because of easier control of cells. However, they

thought_ it to be important for overall business operations. Computers (usually PC's) and

computer-generated reports are used daily by the interviewees in their work. They also noted their

familiarity with programming languages and stated that they had attended computer-oriented sem-

inars in the past but do not now as 'most of us are fairly literate." The company implemented a

PC programming training course (for BASIC, dBASE, LOTUS, and other packages) for its em-

ployees two years ago. Currently, a course is being offered to teach employees a new software

package developed in FORTRAN.

The attribute 'skill level of operators" was thought to be a significant factor in the cell design pro-

cedure. The respondents were of the opinion that all the machine operators in all cells in their fa-

cility are of the class category A (as defined in this research). The operators are considered skillful

because they can set-up and operate any machine in the cell and can perform whatever operations

are necessary to complete a part. They are flexible because they are prepared to set-up and operate

any machine. lt was also stated by the interviewees that the cell operators did not experience de-
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skilling effects if job requirements required them to perform operations below their skill levels. This

finding is in conflict with Leonard and Rathmill’s (1977a, 1977b) studies where the authors stated

that CM is suited for conditions requiring low operators skills and concluded that deskilling effects

of skilled workers is a major factor in the cellularization process. Another irnplication is that a

possible review of this attribute, its measures, and the proposition relating this attribute and the

feasibility issue should be undertaken in future research.

The attribute 'forecasting reliability’ was thought to be important because an accurate forecast is

necessary to set-up the cell in the first place. Also, inaccurate product forecasts can completely

disrupt CM operations. According to the interviewees, this facility has a 90% accuracy of its

product forecast.

The attribute "reliability of equipment" was important to the participants because, if one machine

malfunctions, then production within the cell stops. Also, there is not enough in·process inventory

to carry over while the cell is down. Machine reliability was stated by the interviewees to be good

at their company with infrequent breakdown of machines. A skilled maintenance workforce is also

available.

The attribute 'rmplementation time' was seen as fairly important because implementing CM in-

volves a very significant capital commitment and, therefore, long-term plannir1g is absolutely nec-

essary. Also, the respondents thought that implementation history of past large-scale projects

should provide a reasonable indication of managerial commitment. The company releases a firm

plan for the following year at the beginning of the current year. lt also releases a two-year plan

subject to changes at the same time. The overall planning horizon is for 5 years. The success in the

implementation of past large-scale projects is evident from the successful cellular lines.

The attribute "reliability of suppliers" was deemed critical with respect to effective CM operation.

The reason stated was the necessity to minimize raw material inventory while maintaining conti-

nuity of supply. Therefore, the interviewees felt it necessary to have a reliable supplier who will
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provide quality material on-time. It is also necessary, noted the participants, to develop a long-term

relationship with the suppliers. The supply reliability was rated "good to excellent" in the supply

of bars and tubings, and "good" in the supply of castings. Most supplies of bars and tubings con-

form to standards a.nd, therefore, are usually defect-free. The quality of the castings supplied is

sometimes a problem.

The respondents were of the opinion that an assembly-driven MRP or MRP II system is necessary

for the effective operation of a CM system. Currently, an MRP system is in use in this facility.

The attribute "workload on process plarmers" and its measures were seen by the participants as a

fair indicator of the feasibility for the implementation of CM. In their experience, routing dupli-

cation and anomalies in the past were often detected when standard costs of similar parts were

found to be significantly different because of differences in the routings. They perceived a high

possibility of routing duplication in a functional layout. In their facility, there is some process-

planning overtime but it is mostly on an as-needed basis and is not a regular occurrence. Stand-

ardized process plans are always used (with or without modification) to develop process plans for

new parts. Thus, duplication of process planning is almost non-existent.

With respect to the attribute 'scheduling procedures" the interviewees felt that overall scheduling

has to be centralized and scheduling within the cell has to be the responsibility of the cell supervisor.

There is no shop·floor production planning or individual machine production planning in this fac-

tory. A master schedule is generated on a monthly basis in the production control department. The

supervisor of a cell is given the monthly schedule for the cell ar1d it is the responsibility of the

supervisor to complete the product by the due date on the master schedule. He/she does not have

the authority to change the due date of the master schedule but has complete authority on job

planning within the cell. With centralization of scheduling seen as important, it is necessary to re-

view and adjust, if necessary, the first measure of this attribute.
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The attribute "manageria.l support' was viewed as critical by the paxticipants. According to them,

it is the responsibility ofmanagement to detemiine the direction of manufacturing. In this company,

manufacturing is treated as a strategic issue and strategic planning is for a period of three years.

The respondents also thought that senior personnel "have to be available to do what is necessary

to assure that the business plan is met." To do so, the interviewees said, they should be capable of

supporting junior personnel as and when necessary and they also should take charge if situations

require it. It was the opinion of the respondents that short capital approval time lengths are critical

for effective planning. The maximum time required for capital approval in this plant was estirnated

to be about 3 months with the minimum being 2 weeks. The last measure of this attribute ”extent

of yearly increase in manufacturing budgets,' was felt to be an important indicator because it reflects

the availability monetary resources. The company’s manufacturing budget has actually decreased

by 2% yearly for the last 5 years. This was attributed to better management, lower production costs

through increased manufacturing efficiency and better quality, and extensive employee involvement

regarding costs of doing business. Thus, the company required less capital than before and, thus,

experienced a decrease in the budget. The participants were satisfied with such a decrease because

they thought that it indicated more efficiency and effectiveness in their operations.

The last attribute "resistance to change" was viewed as critical, although not insurmountable. The

respondents believe that if management is willing to change (and practices what it preaches), then

subordinates will change. In this plant, management and supervisors are not resistant to changes

and see themselves as leaders of their subordinates. Employee tumover is almost negligible; the only

tumover results from retirement. The plant is not unionized and there have been no major labor

troubles in the last few years.

This completes the discussion of the validity of the attributes and their measures for the feasibility

issue. The interviewees expressed some disagreement with the relevance of the following attributes:

'availability of computer support,' "availability of a classification and coding system,' and "com-

puter literacy of personnel." They were also of the opinion that master scheduling should be cen-
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tralized. Furthermore, they suggested the incorporation of tangible factors, such as manufacturing

lead time, inventory levels, and the number of overdue orders in the attribute list. Table 13 sum—

marizes the results of the relevance verification of the attributes. The discussion of the relevance of

the attributes of the choice·of-method issue follows.
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Table I3. Attribute relevance verilication for feasibility — Company B
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Table 13 continued
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Table 13 continued
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Table 13 continued
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Choice·of·method issue: The attributes "component design simila1ity' and 'components manufac-

turing similaxity' were thought to be inseparable. The respondents were of the opinion that both

attributes are equally important because usually the parts that are high in design similarity also have

a high manufactuxing similarity. While this was certainly the case in their plant, it may not always

be so. A set of geometrically similar parts are grouped together here because of similar manufac-

turing requirements. No computer support was used in the determination of the part groups be-

cause of high part visibility. That is, there is a good understanding of part commonality. The

attribute 'availability of a CAD system' was not thought to be a determinant of the approach but

only an enhancement to a CM system. The plant is currently in the process of implementing a

McDonnel-Douglas CAD/CAM system.

With regard to the attribute 'monetary support,' the respondents felt that the expenses involved

with a classification and coding system are unnecessary if there is a clear idea of what parts are

produced. They clairn it to be true in their case that they have a clear idea of what they produce;

therefore, a classification system is redundant at the present time. However, they implied the pos-

sibility of acquiring such a system in the future because increased CM operation will require a part

database. lt is seen that the question of "data visibility’ emerges as a significant issue in the deter-

mination of the approach.

With respect to the attribute 'implementation time,' the interviewees were of the opinion that the

time to implement cells could be slowed down by at least one year or more if a formal classification

were to be installed. Thus, they felt that, if a company were willing to spend that amount of time

and cost prior to forming cells, then it would be better served with a classification system. On the

other hand, CM implementation could be speeded up, they felt, with informal (manual) grouping

approaches.

The attribute 'availability of computer support' was not thought to be critical in the part-family

formation approach. The respondents stated that part groupings in their plant are easily done from
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a knowledge of part shapes and routings. However, they also noted that computer support will be

necessary if a classification system or a CAD system is in use or is desired.

The attribute "computer literacy of personnel" was also viewed as uncritical for purposes of part-

family formation. The interviewees perceived this attribute to be directly related to the require-

ments of the firm and the availability of computer resources.

The attribute 'inter-departmental information requirements" was thought important because such

requirements dictate the development or the acquisition of classification systems. The company

has a system that enables the identification of existing parts for use in a product. However, there

is no classification system for parts. There is a desire to use a classification system in the future but

the expense of creating such a system is not justified at present.

The attribute 'value analysis" was perceived to be important by the participants. They felt that a

value analysis procedure in the design stage could result in significant cost savings in manufacturing.

Value analysis is inforrnally done in the plant; there is no formal VA program. Design and manu-

facturing cooperate closely in the VA program. There is a desire to irnplement a formal VA program

in the near future.

The attributes 'design standardization and retrieval' and 'process planning standardization and re-

trieval’ were perceived to be important from the standpoint of CM and the choice of method. The

company has standardized design procedures and a manual design-retrieval system. Presently, the

firm is in the process of installing a CAD/CAM system and has plans for installing a classification

system in the near future. The participants felt strongly that such a combination would significantly

improve their design and process planning procedures and enhance the design and process planning

standardization procedures. An informal process planning standardization and retxieval procedure

in use now is followed at all times.
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The last attribute 'use of products and graphics standards” was thought to be an enhancement

rather than a decision criterion for the cell-forming approach. The company does not use any of

these approaches.

In summary, the participants expressed some disagreements with the relevance of the following at-

txibutesz 'availability of computer support,' 'computer literacy of personnel,” 'availability ofa CAD

system,' and 'use of products and graphics standa.rds.' Table 14 presents the summary of the rel·

evance verification procedure.
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Table I4. Attribute relevance verification for choice of method — Company B
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Signiücance of the veriücation: The verification procedure of the attributes for the choice-of-

method issue indicated that computer support and computer literacy of rniddle-level personnel was

not perceived to be important. This is in conflict with observations of GT researchers (Wemmerlov

and Hyer 1986) that computer support is mandatory in the cell design process. The question of

data visibility of parts with respect to the choice of grouping approach was also raised from the

verification procedure. It would be desirable to study the relationship between part-data visibility

and the use of computer support in the part-grouping approach in different companies.

This completes the discussion of the verification of the attributes for the choice of method issue.

The discussion of the verification of the weighted attribute categories is done now.

6.3.5 Verification ofattribute weight categories

The respondents suggested a few changes in the rankings of the attributes. With regard to the fea-

sibility issue, they were of the opinion that the attributes 'flexibility of labor,' ”skil1 level of opera-

tors,' and 'managerial support' should be in Category I. Some of the attributes in Category III were

perceived as belonging to Category II. These attributes are 'reliability of suppliers," "reliabi1ity of

equipment,' and 'material control system.' The attribute 'implementation time" was thought to

belong to Category III instead of Category II. Finally, 'availability of computer support' and

'computer literacy of personnel' were delegated to Category IV from Category III. The last ranking

contradicts opinions of GT/CM researchers who claim that computer support in the cell-design

procedure is absolutely necessary. Table 15 shows the results of the verification of the attributes’

weights.
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Table I5. Attribute weight veritication — Company B
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With respect to the choice~of-method issue, the participants felt that the choice depended on the

requirements and availability of resources. Therefore, they verified indirectly the validity of the

rule-based procedure for determining part-families. They noted that, if implementation of a classi-

fication system was decided upon and a CAD system was available, then computer support and

computer literacy were imperative. Although manual classification systems are available, the re-

spondents’ points are well taken. It was suggested by the participants to move the attribute ’”rnter-

departmental information requirements" to Category I because open lines of communication are

tremendously important for the functioning of a CM system. The other rankings were acceptable.

With regard to the suggested score ranges they were in agreement. Table I6 shows the results of the

verification of the attribute rankings for the choice-of-method issue.
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Table I6. Attribute ranking verilication - Company B
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The interviewees felt this study to be very comprehensive in its scope. They also requested a copy

of the back·up document, as they thought its contents would be particularly useful for future dis-

cussions within the company.

6.3.6 The score

The score for the feasibility issue will be presented and discussed now. For each attribute, the value

for the average of the attribute measures is given. The score determined by using the approach

(discussed in the previous chapter) is given and the implications discussed.

lnterviewee response to each operational measure of an attribute was recorded. The specifications

were then used to determine the level of an attribute. Once the levels of attributes were determined,

the relationship (developed in Chapter V) between attribute level and feasibility was used to allocate

the attribute weight to the feasibility or infeasibility column. This procedure was repeated for every

attribute and a total sum of feasibility weights computed. Table 17 shows the score for Company

B.
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Table I7. Feasibility score for Company B

Attribute Scale value Weight
Feasibility lnfeasibility

1. Occurrence of part-families/machine cells 5 0.0621
2. Ocurrence of indivisible processes 5 0.0552
3. Stability of product demand 4 0.0552
4. Stability of product-mix 4 0.0552
5. Complexity of components 3.75 0.0552
6. Weight of components 4 0.0552
7. Capacity balance 4 0.0456
8. Flexibility of labor 5 0.0456
9. Availability of computer support 5 0.0456

10. Availability of a classification and coding 3 NA
scheme

ll. Computer literacy of personnel 4.25 0.0456
12. Skill level of operators 2 0.0456
13. Forecasting reliability 4 0.0456
14. Reliability of equipment 4 0.0456
15. Implementation time 5 0.0456
16. Reliability of suppliers 5 0.0456
17. Material control system 5 0.0456
18. Workload on process planners 2 0.0366
19. Scheduling procedures 3 0.0456
20. Managerial support 4.5 0.0552
21. Resistance to change 4.67 0.0552

Feaeibiiity weight

_

0.8137

The score computed by the scoring procedure (simple addition of weights for feasibility as deter-

mined by the rules) = 0.8137. The score is a reflection of the high potential for CM. It is pertinent

to point out here that this derived score is for a company with an operational CM facility. Certain

observations are to be noted. The score for the attribute 'complexity of components” is 3.75. From

the specification of this attribute, this complexity is unsuitable for CM purposes. This suggests a

re-examination of one measure of this attribute. The relatively low importance of the attribute

'availability of a classification and coding scheme" is reflected by its measured value. The attribute

'skill level of operators" also has a low value. This is contrary to reports in literature that CM is

suited for jobs requiring medium or low skills. Process planning overload and duplication is low

at this facility. Such a situation is expected because one of the benefits of CM is the reduction in

process planning redundancy. The attribute "scheduling procedures" also received a low score. This

is due to the low score received by its first measure (centralization of scheduling). There is a possi-

bility that this measure should be excluded. Further research should be done on tl1is.
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The position of the company on the feasibility matrix is shown in Figure 12. The conclusion from

this figure is that CM is infeasible for this company due to the unfavorable level of the attribute

"complexity of components? This is in contrast to the feasibility score. Thus a contradiction is

observed here. The feasibility score indicates high potential for CM whereas the feasibility matrix

determines CM to be infeasible because of the low level of the attribute "complexity of compo-

nents.' Thus it may be necessary to reexamine the criticality of this attribute. lt may also be nec-

essary to reexamine and perhaps modify the feasibility matrix through additional field studies.

The cell-type matrix is shown in Figure 13. The products manufactured in the cells belong to two

categories -- single component processing and component processing for product farnilies. As-

sembly of these components into final products is done elsewhere within this facility. As material

flow is mixed, the cell-types are indicated by Blocks 2 and 8.

6.3.7 The choice ofmethod

The components manufactured in this facility are characterized by high design and manufacturing

similarity. As noted before, a CAD system is not available presently. The respondents also felt that

a classification system was unnecessary at this time, as it would slow down the implementation

process by at least one year; so they did not want to invest in it. High part visibility is also a reason

for not acquiring a classification system. Currently, company·wide data interchange facilities are

very limited, although the interviewees expressed a desire for such facilities. To alleviate this prob-

lem, the company plans to install a classification system eventually. In conjunction with a

CAD/CAM system, management expects significant enhancements in the design and process

planning procedures. There is also a desire for a formal VA program in the future. Computer sup-

port and literacy of middle level personnel are both sufficient. Based on the preceding discussion,

the attribute levels are the following: component design similarity -- high; component manufactur-

ing similarity -- high; computer literacy of personnel ~- high; computer support -- high; irnplemen·

tation time -- low; monetary support ·- low; desire for design standardization and retrieval -· high;
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va.lue analysis -· high; desire for process planning standardization and retrieval -- high; interdepart-

mental information requirements ·- high. Considering the levels of these attributes Rule 7 indicates

the choice of method to be a hybrid approach.

This completes the detailed study of this facility. The overall feasibility measure reflects suitability

to CM, and is, therefore, a direct verification of the attributes and the propositions. Certain attri-

butes and measures need closer re-examination and may need to be modified. Changes to the

weighted attribute categories were also suggested by the respondents. Overall, the study of this fa-

cility was interesting and useful and served the purposes of this research.

6.4 Case 3 - Company C

6.4.1 The plant and the product line

The third company included in the field work, Company C, employs 1200 people and is located in

the Southeastem United States. The date of the company visit was December 8, 1988. The ap-

proximate interview length was about two hours.

The engineering manager was the chief contact. The company assembles components, such as

transforrners and inductors. This is an assembly facility; machining is not done here. Although the

focus of this research was on metal machining, it was felt that valuable information about CM

implementation could be gained through field work in this facility because of its operational CM

system.
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6.4.2 Production descrärtion

In this facility, the individual components required for the assembly of transformers and inductors,

are acquired from extemal sources. The assembly operations include winding operations, soldering

operations, core insertion, vamishing of assemblies, and testing. Assembly operations are perforrned

sequentially. Components of assemblies are very light in weight and are metallic. The number of

units assembled range from single pieces to hundreds of thousands of pieces per order.

6.4.3 Cell charactcristics

The cells in this assembly facility are configured as independent units. There is no backtracking of

parts. Most of the individual machines are light in weight and are bench·top units. There are a few

winding machines that are heavy. The material handling is done manually in the cells. Currently

there are ten cells in operation. The information on the number and type of machines in each cell

could not be gathered because the engineering manager did not recall such information. Oftentimes,

one machine within a cell is the responsibility of one operator. However, cross·trainir1g enables

operators in this facility to operate multiple machines. Also, operators are transferred from machine

to machine when demand variations occur.

The motives for introducing the CM system was to improve quality, improve service and delivery

performance to customers, and effect cost reduction of the products. Currently, 40% ofall assembly

is done in cells. It has taken approxirnately two months (starting from planning) to irnplement each

of the cells. Physical relocation of the machines requires very little time (about two weeks) because

of the easy maneuverability of the machines due to their light weight. Currently, plans are being

developed to install a cell consisting of robots, AGV’s, and assembly equipment. It was estimated

by the engineering manager that approximately two-and~a-half years will be required to install this

cell. It is planned to form cells throughout the entire facility by the end of 1989.
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The part—farnily approach to forming cells at this company is by detemrining sirnilarly shaped parts

of a relatively high·volume product family. Once the similar parts are identiiied, the cells are de-

signed around their assembly requirements.

6.4.4 Verüication ofattributes and measures

This section discusses the verification of the attributes and their measures by using information

from the interview. The discussion of the results of the verification of the attributes of the feasibility

issue is done first.

Feasibility issue: The interviewee felt that the attribute 'occurrence of part-farnilies and machine

cells" was important because, for cellular manufacturing to be feasible, parts should fall into na-

turally occurring families, such that they can be produced by using similar equipment. This facility,

however, is slightly different because components are assembled, not processed. However, a parallel

exists here because parts that belong to the product family are assembled using similar machines.

The individual components are both of the rotational and non-rotational type and are specific to

company designs.

The participant agreed with the relevance of the attribute 'occurrence of indivisible processes" and

its measure. The varnishing operations required for a certain percentage of parts is centralized in

nature because of safety and environmental stipulations. The participant noted that such centrali-

zation of the process caused some hindrances in the assembly of the products. He, however, did

not state that any remedial measures were taken for overcoming this problem.

With respect to the attribute 'stability of product demand" the interviewee felt that it was not rele-

vant to their operations because once it is decided to implement cells, fluctuation of product de-

mand is accommodated by feeding additional components from the low-volume line to the cell or
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by the trar1sfer of labor in and out of the cell. This facility has a substantial variation of product

demand.

The attribute "stability of product-mix" was thought to be important by the interviewees. They

stressed the need for the stability of product-rnix because cells were designed for a certain range of

components and a large fluctuation in the product mix can result in starving or overloading of cells.

This facility has a substantial fluctuation in the product-mix and this is handled by transfer of labor.

The attribute 'complexity of components" was thought important because with fewer complex

components, fewer machines are involved. However, the participant noted that in their case the

measure 'average machining time per component' was actually the 'average assembly time per

component.' In this facility, the average number of machines required to complete a component

is between 5 and 9. The average number of operations is between 10 and 19, and the average as-

sembly time per component is less than one-half hour.

The attribute 'weight of components" was thought to be a significant factor because of increased

material handling requirements within a cell with heavy components as compared to light weight

components. Components assembled in this facility are very light in weight and all components can

be handled manually.

The interviewee felt that the attribute 'capacity balance' was important because it was necessary to

know additional machine capacity requirements, if any, when a CM system is implemented. In this

facility, there is a high to medium utilization of primary machines and low to medium utilization

of secondary machines.

The attribute "flexibility of labor' was thought to be extremely important by the participant. The

operators in the cellular lines ir1 this facility are able to operate multiple machines. However, the

participant noted that transferring operators to different cells due to changes in product demand
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or mix is a problem at present due to unionized labor. Management is trying to rectify this problem

by holding talks with the union.

The attribute 'availability of computer support' was thought by the interviewee to be irrelevant for

the implementation of CM. According to him, computer support was urrnecessary for installing

cells, but he felt it could be required for its support. The parts in this facility are simple enough not

to warrant any computer analysis to determine their similarity. A mainframe computer is in place

here.

A classification and coding package is not in use at Compahy C. The participant was not aware

of commercial classification and coding systems or their capabilities. A product numbering system

is used in conjunction with an MRP~driven package to manage materials and production. Parts are

associated with the product family number to which they belong. '

The participant felt that the attribute 'computer literacy of personne1" was irrelevant for CM im-

plementation purposes because usually, in Company
C’s

case, part and process visibility was good

enough to enable identification of families. Any computerized analysis of parts or process features

is, therefore, unnecessary. The respondent noted the frequent use of computers for spreadsheet

analysis in his work. However, he seldom engaged in computer programming and was not in the

practice of attending computer-related seminars. He thought the first two measures of this attribute

to be relevant and disagreed with the other two.

The attribute 'skill level of operators" was thought to be relevant when considering feasibility for

°CM implementation. According to the interviewee, it was necessary for operators to have skills

necessary to set-up and operate their own machines. The process technology of this firrn does not

require high operator skills. Currently, the majority of the operators can only operate certain ma-

chine types. A program for training operators to set-up all machines is currently being developed.
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The attribute 'forecasting reliability" was thought to be very important for CM implementation

purposes. According to the participant, knowledge about the expected product demand and mix

through accurate product forecast can help tremendously ir1 smoothing cell performance by enabl-

ing a levelled loading of cells. The product forecasts in this facility are 'generally inaccurate" and

often affect cell loading.

The participant felt that the attribute "reliability of equipment" was very important for CM imple-

mentation purposes, because machine breakdown results in a complete halt in cell production as

other machines are generally not available. A preventive maintenance program is in operation in

this plant. There are occasional breakdowns of all machines.

The attribute "imp1ementation time" and its measures were perceived to be relevant because the

participant felt that CM involves long-term planning; previous successes in implementing large-scale

projects would to indicate management comrnitment to them. The long-terrn planning hori-

zon in this plant is five years. Some ofthe previous large-scale projects were only partially successful

because of rnisplanning.

The attribute 'reliability of suppliers/’ in terms of on·time delivery of defect-free raw material, was

deemed critical because additional lead times are incurred when defective materials are delivered and

because lateness in production occurs due to late raw materials deliveries. The frequency of on-tirne

delivery of raw material is high as is the frequency of time that material is delivered free of defect.

The participant perceived an MRP-type system to be helpful in the functioning of cells because of

its ability to determine schedules based on end-product requirements. An MRP-driven control

system is in use in this facility.

The participant was unable to relate the attribute 'workload on process planners" as an indicator

for the feasibility of implementing CM. With respect to the attribute "scheduling procedures' the

interviewee felt that scheduling should be centralized with shop-floor personnel having the authority
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to adjust the scheduling depending on machine, material, and labor availability. The respondent

also noted that, though scheduling was a centralized function in this facility, there are plans for

scheduling at the shop-floor level where a team consisting of a material planner, a scheduler, and

an operations supervisor can devise their schedules based on current material and resource avail-

ability.

The attribute 'managerial support' was also deemed important. The interviewee felt that the

undertaking of any major project would require support from the top. The measures 'extent of

management to plan ahead,' 'extent to which senior personnel help subordinates,' and 'leadership

capabilities,' were thought relevant. The other two measures ('length of time taken to get capital

allocation requests approved' and 'extent of yearly increase in manufacturing budgets') were not

thought relevant.

Finally, the attribute 'resistance to change' was also perceived to be important. In this facility, there

are layoffs (not tumovcr) and unionized strikes. The respondent felt that strikes are an inhibiting

factor in the functioning of their plant.

This completes the discussion of the validity verification of the attributes for the feasibility issue.

The participant expressed disagreement with the relevance of the attributes 'stability of product

demand,' 'availability of computer support,' and 'computer literacy of personnel.' He was also

unaware of the attributes 'availability of a classification and coding scheme,' and 'worldoad on

process planners.' Finally, two measures for the attribute 'computer literacy of personnel,' one

measure for the attribute 'scheduling procedures," and two measures for the attribute 'managerial

support,' were disagreed with. It was found that the centralized part-processing requirement was

a problem as were the fluctuation in product-mix, unionized strikes, and lack ofproduct forecasting

reliability. This frnding is important for this study because it shows that CM operation is possible

even with the problems noted above. Thus there is a possibility that none of these attributes may

be critical. Table 18 surnrnarizes the results of the relevance verification of the attributes.
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Table 18. Attribute relevanee Verification for feasibility — Company C
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Table 18 continued
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Table 18 continued
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Table 18 continued
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Choice·of-method issue: This section discusses the verilication of the relevance of the attributes of

the choice—of-method issue. The respondent perceived the attributes 'component design sirnilarity"

and "component manufacturing sirnilarity" to be equally important. In this firm, components are

grouped based on their shape and afliliation to the same product line and on their requiring similar

assembly procedures. The attribute 'availability of a CAD system"' was thought to be a valid attri-

bute insofar as a design tool for design purposes and not as a drivirng force behind the choice of

method. With respect to the attributes 'monetary support" and 'implementation time' the re-

spondent expressed unawareness about their validity because of lnis unfarniliarity with classification

and coding principles, and the cost and time involved with its implementation. The attributes

"availability of computer support' and 'computer literacy of persornnel" were not thought to be

relevant to the choice-of-method issue. The interviewee could not relate the attribute 'interdepart-

mental information requirements' with the choice-of-method issue. However, he noted that cost

estimation is done actively for all products. Also, common material identification and purchase was

observed by the interviewee to be frequent. Value analysis is done mainly by the design goup lo-

cated at a different geogaphic location. No design is done in this facility. Design standardization

is done at a design facility located elsewhere. Process plarnnirng standardization is done here, how-

ever, and assists in the process planning of new parts. The participant expressed unawareness of the

attribute 'usage of standardsf

It was observed by the interviewee that the decision to implement cellular manufacturing was made

up-front for the assembly of new parts and component grouping was primarily based on shape and

product affiliations. The attributes of the Objectives or Resources category have not been consid-

ered in the past in relation to the choice of method for part gouping. Therefore, the relevarnce of

these attributes could not be explicitly addressed; respondent perception of the relevarnce of the at-

tributes was the only way of determining it.

This completes the discussion of the verification of the relevance of the attributes for the choice-

of-method issue. The attributes "component design simila.rity" and 'component marnufacturing

simila.rity' were perceived to be valid by the irnterviewee. He expressed absence of knowledge about
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the relevance of the attributes "monetary support," 'implementation time," and "usage of stand-

ards," and perceived the attributes "avai1ability of computer support" and ”computer literacy of

persormel" to be irrelevant. Finally, he stated that none of the attributes of the Objectives category

were considered in the determination of the choice of method. Table 19 shows the results of the

veriiication of relevance of attributes of the choice~of-method issue.
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Table 19. Attribute relevance verilication for choice of method — Company C
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6.4.5 Verüication of the attribute weight categories.

The participant agreed to the ranking established by this researcher for both the feasibility and the

choice-of-method issues. The participant did not comment on the suggested score ranges. Tables

20 and 21 show the results of the attribute weight and ranking veriiications.
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Table 20. Attribute weight verilication — Company C
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Table 2l. Attribute ranking Verification - Company C
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6.4.6 The score

The score for the feasibility issue will be presented and discussed now. For each attribute, the value

for the average of the attribute measures is given. The score determined by using the scoring pro-

cedure is also presented in Table 22, and its implications are discussed. Interviewee response to each

operational measure of an attribute was recorded. The specifications were then used to determine

‘ attribute levels. Once the attribute levels were determined, attribute weights were allocated to the

feasibility colunm based on the relationship between attribute level and feasibility (see Chapter V).

The weights in the feasibility column were added to yield a final feasibility score.

From the average scale values it is seen that the attributes 'occurrence of indivisible processes,"

”stability of product demand,’ 'stability of product-mix,' 'resistance to change," "computer literacy

of personnel," "forecasting reliability," "reliability of equipment," and 'scheduling proceduresf are

at low levels. The requirement of varnishing (a centralized process) was stated by the interviewee

to be a problem. The instability of product demand and mix are tackled by transferring labor. The

participant also noted the problem caused by unionized strikes. Low forecasting reliability and

equipment reliability were also noted as problem areas. The above low levels also point to the fact

that the implementation of CM is possible even with low levels of certain attributes (although it is

not known how well the CM system in this company performs with the low level of these attributes

-· in contradiction to the rationale of this research. Thus, the score can be used effectively to point

to the deficiencies associated with the attributes. Remedial measures can, therefore, be taken once

these deticiencies are known. This is believed to be a contribution of the scoring procedure. The

ability to detect deficiencies of the attributes with respect to the implementation of CM is as im-

portant as presenting the feasibility score. The feasibility matrix of the company is given in Figure

14 and places the company in the infeasible range because the critical attributes "stability ofproduct

demand/’ ”stability of product-rnix," and "resistance to change" are at low levels.
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Table 22. Feasibility score for Company C

Attribute Scale value Weight
Feasibility Infeasibility

Occurrence of part-families/machine cells 5 0.0655
Occurrence of indivisible processes 2 0.0577
Stability of product demand 2 0.0577
Stability of product-mix 2 0.0577
Complexity of components 4 0.0577
Flexibility of labor 5 0.0577
Managerial support 4 0.0577
Resistance to change 2.67 0.0577
Implementation time 4 0.0577
Computer literacy of personnel 3.75 0.0471
Skill level of operators 4 0.0471
Forecasting reliability 2 0.0471
Reliability of equipment 3 0.0471
Availability of computer support 5 0.0471
Reliability of suppliers 4 0.0471
Material control system 5 0.0471
Scheduling procedures 3.5 0.0471
Capacity balance 4 0.0471
Workload on process plarmers NA
Availability of classification and coding NA
system

Feasibility score

_

0.5789

The cell-type matrix for the company is shown in Figure 15. Since the material flow is straight in

this facility and a family of different product types are assembled, the company is located in Block

11 of the cell-type matrix.

6.4.7 The choice ofmethod

The choice·of-method issue cannot be resolved conclusively here because the level of the attributes

'implementation time' and 'monetary support' could not be determined due to the participant’s

unawareness of the relevance of this attribute. However, the level of the other attributes were de-

termined from participaut responses. It is pertinent to mention here that the attribute "component

manufacturing simi1arity' does not apply here because this is an assembly facility. However, a par-

allel may be drawn between assembly and machining because there is a high likelihood that com-
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ponents requiring the same assembly operations can be grouped together. Therefore, for illustrating

the rule-based procedure the level of the attribute "component manufacturing sirnilarity" will be

used. A similar logic is used for the attribute ”process planning standardization and retrieval." In

this case, the attribute is viewed from process planning with respect to assembly rather than with

respect to machining.

The following are the levels of the attributes: component design sirnilarity -- high; component

rnanufacturing similarity -- high; availability of computer support ·- high; computer literacy of

personnel -- high; interdepartmental information requirement ·· high; desire for value analysis --
low; desire for design standardization and retrieval ·- low; desire for process planning standardi-

zation and retrieval -- high. Suppose 'monetary support' and 'irnplementation time" are both at

high levels. The choice of method by Rule 2 is an interactive production-oriented classification

system. If "monetary support' and 'implementation time' are both at low levels, or if one of them

is at a low level, then the choice, given by Rules 8 or 16, is also a computerized production-oriented

approach.

6.5 Case 4 - Company D

6.5.1 The plant and the product line

The fourth company included in the field work, Company D, employs 800 people and is located

in the Southeastem United States. The visit was conducted in December, 1988. The interview time

was approximately 45 minutes.

The production control manager was the chief contact. The company manufactures electro-

mechanical devices for a variety of uses. Some clients are in the areas of aerospace and defense.
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6.5.2 Production description

The machining shop in this production facility is arranged in a functional layout. There is a tuming

center, a milling center, and a CNC milling center. Machining, soldering, plating, and assembly are

the operations performed to complete a part. All parts do not necessarily require all of the above

operations. Manufacturing lead time varies from 18 weeks to a year, and a lot of set-ups are in-

volved in part processing. The largest share of the inventory is in work-in-process. There is an

expediter for each department.

6.5.3 Attribute level deterrnination

The respondent felt that the majority of their components can be distinctly grouped into separate

farnilies because of common machining requirements. There is, however, a variation in size of the

machined parts. None of the components require interrnediate visits to any centralized process.

Components, however, require chemical processing after machining operations are completed.

The respondent stated that there is little tluctuation in the long-term product demand. Thus, it can

be inferred that the product demand is relatively stable. However, there is an extreme fluctuation

in the product·mix. This is because all products are made to order and none is made for stock.

The average number of machines required to complete a component was stated by the interviewee

to be between 5 and 9. The average number of operations required to complete a component is

between 10 and 19. The average machining time per component was estirnated to range between 8

minutes and 150 hours with a mean of approximately 8 hours. Almost all components can be

handled manually.
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The key CNC machines are 100% utilized, while the lathes are about 60% utilized. On the whole,

the interviewee felt that there was high to medium utilization of all primary machines and low to

moderate utilization of secondary machines.

In this facility, all machine operators can operate multiple machines. The respondent noted that this

was necessary because of the complexity of the parts. An apprenticeship program trains all ap-

prentices to a minimum Class B (defined earlier) level.

Mainframe and PC computing facilities are available and routinely used. There is frequent use of

computers and spreadsheets by middle managers ir1 their line of work. Commercial software usage

(as-is or through modification) by mainframe programmers is common in this facility. Very little

time is spent, however, by middle line managers in attending computer workshops for educational

purposes. The interviewee stated that a commercial classification and coding package is not used

in this facility.

Most of the machine operators are of the Class A or Class B (as specified in this research) category

with a few tool and die makers. Thus, the skill level of operators is high.

The respondent observed that machine breakdowns are an infrequent occurrence. Back—up ma-

chines of each type are available. No product forecasting is done here as all products are custom

made and not for stock.

The planning horizon is usually for a period of two years, with longer-range planning of five years.

This planning is with respect to future markets and product development for new markets. The

implementation of past large—scale projects, such as expansion of the existing facilities, has been

largely successful.

Supplier reliability (with respect to the on-tirne delivery of defect-free material) is high. Material

purchasing (or ordering) is based on the explosion of the product structure and is partially manual.

It is intended to computerize this procedure completely.
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There is some process planning overtime. Process planning is done separately for each part. The

interviewee, however, said that he did not perceive the possibility of any duplication of process

plans, even though process planning is done separately for each part.

Work scheduling is accomplished by production control and is a centralized function. The first-line

supervisors have to meet the due dates set by production control. In case of machine breakdowns

the supervisor has to report to production control for the issuance of a new plan. However, the

interviewee stated that the first-line supervisors of the various departments have complete authority

to set their own schedules, as long as they meet the due dates set by production control.

Management planning has a long-terrn emphasis (two years or five years). Managers are also sup-

portive and helpful to subordinates. Capital allocation approval time is extremely short, and there

is an adequate increase in yearly manufacturing budget. The interviewee also noted that manage-

ment was dynamic, and the extent of employee tumover and strikes was very low.

6.5.4 The score

Based on the information above, Table 23 presents the levels of the attributes and their associated

weights.

Three attributes did not enter the weight computation procedure. The attribute 'forecasting reli-

abi1ity" is irrelevent because the firm does not have any product forecasting policy as all its products

are made to order and not for stock. The attributes 'workload on process plarmers" and "avail-

ability of a classification and coding scheme' were not considered in the weighting procedure be-

cause by theory (propositions ·- Chapter IV), while a high level of these attributes indicate potential

for CM implementation, their low levels do not imply infeasibility for irnplementing CM. In this

case, both attributes are at low levels.
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Table 23. Feasibility score for Company D

Attributes Scale value Weight
Feasibility lnfeasibility

Occurrence of part-families/machine cells 4 0.070
Stability of product demand 4 0.0656
Stability of product-mix l 0.0656
Complexity of components 2.67 0.0656
Occurrence of indivisible processes 5 0.0656
Weight of components 5 0.0656
Managerial support 4.4 0.0656
Resistance to change 4.3 0.0656
Implementation time 4.5 0.0656
Availability of computer support 5 0.0494
Computer literacy of personnel 3 0.0494
Material control system _ 4 0.0494
Capacity balance 4 0.0494
Reliability of equipment 5 0.0494
Flexibility of labor 4 0.0494
Skill level of operators 2 0.0494
Reliability of suppliers 4.5 0.0494
Forecasting reliability NA
Scheduling procedures 3 0.0494
Workload on process plarmers 2 NA
Availability of a classification and coding l NA
system

Feasibility score 0.7600

From the weights and the score, it is seen that critical attributes 'stability of product-mix" and

'complexity of components" are at levels unfavorable for the implementation of CM. The other

attributes that are at low levels are "cornputer literacy of personnel," "ski1l level of operators,' and

'scheduling procedures.^' The score points to the fact that cells could be possible. Since the average

machining time per component is high, there might be queueing problems in a cellular environ-

ment. Figure 16 shows the position of the company in the feasibility matrix. From the figure, it is

clear that CM implementation is infeasible because of product-mix instability and component

complexity -- both critical attributes.

Since the feasibility score indicated a moderate possibility of the implementation of CM, the cell-

type matrix is also shown for this company. Figure 17 shows the cell-type matrix.
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6.5.5 The choice ofmethod

With respect to the attributes of the choice of method, the interviewee felt that many components

produced in the facility could be distinctly grouped into one or more categories according to their

design or manufacturing similarity. With regard to the objectives, the respondent stated cost esti-

mation to be an important objective. An informal value analysis program is in place for deter-

mirning manufacturing methods at lower costs and value analysis was stated by the interviewee to

be a desired function. The participant stated that there was little desire or necessity to standardize

component designs, although there was considerable desire to standardize process plans. The par·

ticipant expressed unawareness about the attributes 'monetary support,' 'implementation tirne,'

and 'usage of standards.' Therefore, the levels of these attributes could not be determined. The fa-

cility does have suüicient availability of a CAD system.

Since the levels of some attributes could not be determined, the rule-based procedure as it stands

now cannot be used to determine the appropriate choice of method. This was found to be a

shortcoming of the choice-of-method procedure, and its implication is discussed in detail in the

following section. However, by assurnirng the values of the unknown attribute levels the rule-based

procedure may be exercised.

The attribute levels determined for this facility are given now: component design similarity -~ high;

component manufacturing similarity -- high; computer support -- high; computer literacy -- high;

desire for value analysis -- high; desire for desigr standardization and retrieval -- low; desire for

process planning standardization and retrieval -- high. The levels of the attributes "irndepar-tmental

information requirementsf 'monetary support,' and ”implementation time" could not be deter-

mined. Suppose the levels of all unknown attributes are high. The choice, then, given by Rule l is

an interactive hybrid classification system. lt either of the attributes 'implementation time" and

"moneta.ry support" are at low levels or both of them are at low levels, then the choice given by

Rules 7 and 15 also calls for hybrid approaches.
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This completes the detailed discussion of the field work at the subject firms. The significance of this

field work is discussed now.

6.6 Analysis of results

The analysis of the results from the field work indicates that there are certain conflicts between the

results given by the feasibility analysis procedure, the feasibility matrix (as designed), and reality.

The feasibility matrix indicated infeasibility for CM implementation for all the companies actually

engaged in CM. On the other hand, the scores computed by the feasibility analysis procedure for

the three companies indicated an overall suitability for CM implementation. For Company A, the

feasibility score was 0.8132. This indicates overall suitability for the implementation of CM. How-

ever, the feasibility matrix indicates infeasibility for the implementation of CM. This is because the

critical attribute 'resistance to change' was at a low level. This result may be interpreted to mean

that 'resistance to change" is not insurrnountable and, therefore, may not be a critical attribute.

Another implication may be that ”resistance to change' may still be a problem even after the im-

plementation of CM in the subject firm. Yet another implication may be the incorrectness of the

attribute or its measure. _
For Company B, the feasibility score was 0.8137. This indicates an overall suitability for the im-

plementation of CM. However, the feasibility matrix indicates infeasibility for the implementation

of CM. In particular, the low level of the attribute ’complexity of components" was instrumental

in determining infeasibility for the implementation of CM. The measure 'average number of oper-

ations per part" contributed to the low level of this attribute. Therefore, it is possible that this

measure needs refinement. lf this attribute had been at a flavorable level, then feasibility for CM

implementation would be indicated in the feasibility matrix.
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For Company C, the feasibility score was 0.5789. This indicates that the overall suitability is me-

diocre. In particular, the attributes 'occurrence of indivisible processes," 'stability of product de-

mand," "stability of product-mix," and "resistance to change,' are the critical attributes that are at

unfavorable levels. The levels of these attributes were also instrumental in indicating infeasibility

in the feasibility matrix. The interviewee at this facility indicated that the occurrence of indivisible

processes was indeed a problem. He also stated that instabilities in product demand and mix were

tackled by labor transfers.

The Conceptual Flow Model, the feasibility analysis procedure, and the choice-of-method proce-

dure used in the modeling of this research problem is deemed logical. The results of the field work

support this statement. The field work in companies actually engaged in CM indicated a valid

scoring procedure. A negative evidence to the feasibility analysis procedure was provided by the

feasibility matrix. The consequence of this negative evidence is discussed below.

From the case studies it was observed that the feasibility matrix consistently indicated that CM was

infeasible for companies actually engaged in CM. Thus it is possible that the rationale behind the

feasibility matrix needs to reexamined and the feasibility matrix restructured. The hypothesized

criticality of some of the attributes may be in question here. In other words, are the attributes

termed critical in this research actually critical for the implementation of CM ? Future research can

be helpful in addressing this dilemma. lf it can be determined conclusively that none of the attri-

butes are critical for the implementation of CM (in contrast to opinions of researchers in GT/CM),

then the scoring procedure alone can be used to identify the attributes that are at low levels and to

determine the feasibility score, and the feasibility matrix may be discarded. On the other hand, if it

is indeed deterrnined that certain attributes are critical, then the feasibility matrix could be used in

conjunction with the scoring procedure as proposed in this research.

It should also be noted here that, if future research indicates certain attributes are critical for the

implementation, then the feasibility score computation (as proposed by this research) may be un-
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necessary. In such a case, the feasibility matrix can be used directly (once the attribute levels are

deterrnined) to determine the feasibility of CM in an organization.

The contribution of the feasibility analysis procedure using the feasibility matrix and the feasibility

score is in the identification of the attributes that are at levels unfavorable for CM purposes for

which remedial measures can be applied. The ability to detect deficiencies of the attributes with

respect to the implementation of CM is as important as presenting the feasibility score. The sug-

gestion of particular remedial measures for any company was not attempted in this research.

There are other attributes that deserve mention. The attribute 'availability of computer support'

and 'computer literacy of personnel' were consistently preceived to be irrelevant in the cell design

process by all interviewees. All participants felt that a good knowledge of part and process charac-

teristics made computer procedures unnecessary; therefore, detailed analysis of parts or their proc-

esses were not felt necessary for deterrnining part-farnilies. This view is in conflict with that of

researchers in CM, who feel that computer support is mandatory in the cell design process. Thus,

guidelines relating part complexity and computer support necessary for cell design may be devel-

oped in future. Only a detailed statistical analysis can help resolve this issue.

All interviewees thought that scheduling should be a centralized function. This perception refutes
‘

Burbidge’s (1979) assertion that scheduling should be decentralized with the introduction of CM.

However, the sample size is too small to make any definitive statements.

With regard to the choice-of-method issue, it was observed that most subjects were not aware that

attributes other than 'compouent design similarity' and " component manufacturing simi1arity" can

play a role in deterrnining the most appropriate method for part-machine grouping. For example,

participants at Company A and Company C did not consider attributes such as "value analysis" and

"design standardization and retrieval" in deterrnining the choice of method. This could be due to a

lack of detailed knowledge in the area of CM. The interviewees at Company B, however, were

knowledgeable about the relationship between these attributes and the choice of method. This
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could be due to the respondents’ prior experiences in CM installation. Thus, the low level of

knowledge about CM among the participants in two of the three companies actually engaged in

CM, indicates that the results of extensive academic research in CM are not much used by or

available to industrial practitioners. This lack of knowledge could be due to lack of employee edu-

cation and training in CM (even after implementing a CM system). Thus, an implication of this

fnding is that cases of CM implementation in industry should be studied and reported, in detail,

more frequently. This will enable potential CM implementors to be cognizant of the variables and

problems involved in CM implementation. A better planning for CM implementation and a

smoother execution of the plans can then be possible.

· The attributes 'monetary support" and 'irnplementation time" require special attention. All

interviewees, except those at Company B, were unable to provide answers as required by the pro-

posed methodology. This is because there was a lack of knowledge about classification and coding

or production flow analysis. The data for these attributes require knowledge on the part of the re-

spondents about these two procedures. It seems highly probable that most managers of process-

oriented manufacturing systems will not have sufiicient knowledge about either the design-oriented

approach or the production-oriented approach, unless they have implemented GT before or have

been exposed to the GT/CM philosophy. The above attributes were collected from a literature re-

view of actual GT irnplementations. In most of the cases, the irnplementers were aware of GT/CM.

This may not always be the case. Therefore, it is believed that these attributes should be specified

in such a manner that participant knowledge about the design- or production-oriented procedure

is not required. It is believed that such a specification requires a deeper investigation about the in-

formation available in the firm and the accuracy of the available information. Also, the information

required for each approach needs to be investigated at a more rnicroscopic level. The issues of part

visibility, data accuracy, and availability have been raised as important by this research for both the

feasibility and choice-of-method issues.

Field work in Company D indicated a possibility of irnplementing CM. The feasibility matrix,

however, indicated that the implementation of CM was infeasible because of the low levels of key
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attributes "stability of product-mix," and 'complexity of components." The result indicated by the

feasibility matrix for Company D is consistent with the results indicated by the feasibility matrix for

other companies. The irnplication of the inconsistency between the results of the scoring model and

the matrix has been discussed before and will not be repeated.

Finally, the relevance of all attributes and measures can only be established through complete sta-

tistical tests and is left for future research. This will help to validate and consolidate the entire

decision-making framework.
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Chapter VII

Conclusions and Recommendations

This chapter fumishes a summary of this research, discusses the conclusions drawn from it, and

presents recommendations for future research.

7.1 Summary of Research

This research addressed two very fundamental unaddressed issues in cellular manufacturing. These

two issues were organizational feasibility for the implementation of CM and the choice-of-method

approach for part-family/machine grouping, if feasibility was adjudged, given organizational and

manufacturing charactexistics. The approach to part-machine grouping may follow one of the fol-

lowing options -· a design·oriented approach, a production-oriented approach, or a combination

of both. An examination of published literature (in English) in cellular manufacturing indicated the

need for this research. A framework was developed to address the above issues.
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A conceptual flow model (CFM) was first developed to structure and rationalize the above research

problem. The concept of the CFM originated from the basic input-output production model in

literature. This model helped the formulation of the research problem by rationalizing that a new

manufacturing approach (CM) was feasible for an organization if certain performance measures

were weak and if certain criteria regarding the products, available resources, procedures used, and

organizational characteristics were met. On the other hand, the model proposed that an organiza-

tion could remain functionally arranged and improve its existing procedure for better performance,

if these criteria were not met. This research, however, did not include this latter pa.rt of the model

as a research issue.

Once feasibility for the implementation of CM was adjudged, the model hypothesized that a part-

family/machine grouping approach was necessary for the initial design of the cells. This approach

was to be selected from the design-oriented approach, the production-oriented approach, or a

combination of both.

This model forrnulation enabled the identification of important attributes pertinent to the research

problem. The attributes were identified through a comprehensive review of the GT/CM literature

(in English). The attributes for the feasibility issue were clustered into four categories. These were

the products and processes category, the resources category, the procedures category, and the or-

ganizational characteristics category. The attributes pertinent to the choice-of·method issue were

clustered into the product category, the resources category, and the objectives category. The iden-

tification of the attributes was followed by an explanation of their relevance.

A set of propositions was developed to relate the level of an attribute to the feasibility for the im-

plementation of CM and the choice of method issues. The propositions further strengthened the

theoretical background of this research through the use of past research and enabled the con-

struction of the rules necessary for the execution of the decision-making procedure. A complete

set of definitions and specifications were next developed for each of the attributes for both issues.

The purpose of the specifications was to enable the measurement of the attribute levels through
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developed measures of each attribute. A11 the attributes were weighted according to their perceived

importance.

A scoring model was developed to determine a score for feasibility for the implementation of CM.

This score represented a calculated measure of an organization’s feasibility for the implementation

of CM. A rule-based procedure was developed to determine the choice of method for part-machine

grouping.

In order to verify the relevance of the attributes, their measures and weights, and (indirectly) the

propositions, companies engaged in CM were visited and data pertinent to the feasibility analysis

and choice-of·method procedures were collected. Valuable information was gained from these visits

and it was found that some attribute measures will require possible refmement in future research.

Scores for CM feasibility were determined for each use of the scoring model. A choice of method

for part-machine grouping was also determined by using the rule-based procedure. For comparison

purposes, data were collected from a company with a functional layout and used with the scoring

model. The rule~based procedure could not be used for some companies because of insufficient

data.

The objectives of this research were met. Formalized procedures for the feasibility analysis proce-

dure for the implementation of CM and the choice of method for part-family/machine grouping

were developed and applied in several field sites.

7.2 Conclusions

The primary conclusion drawn from this research was a general support for most of the attributes

and measures. It is believed that certain attributes may need to be refmed if assembly cells are

considered.
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The field work provided a general validity of the ranking concept of the attributes while indicating

certain variations in the ranking of the attributes. While this will not affect the scoring procedure,

it will affect the computed weights. It is felt that the variability of the ranks should be examined in

greater detail, because this may lead to either a standardized ranking of attributes (in case of low

variability) or user·supplied ranking (in case of high variability of ranks).

A general support was indicated for the scoring procedure. However, contradictory results were

derived by the scoring procedure and the feasibility matrix. While the scoring procedure indicated

CM feasibility for the field sites at varying levels, the feasibility matrix indicated CM infeasibility.

This contradiction should be examined in future research.

The literature review indicated the attributes relevant for the implementation of CM systems. While

most of the attributes were viewed by the field work participants to be relevant, some attributes

(stated earlier) were not. Thus, there is some inconsistency between academic literature and partic-

ipant perceptions with respect to the relevance of some attributes. However, the perceived

irrelevance of these attributes may be due to the specific products manufactured and part visibility.

The feasibility score output by the scoring model is based on attribute levels. This score does not

take into account the costs involved in implementing the CM system. Thus, although feasibility for

the implementation of CM is addressed by the scoring procedure, it does not consider the economic

implications of such a feasibility.

The deficiency of the rule-based procedure for the choice ofmethod due to participant unawareness

about some attributes was noticed. One way of redressing this deficiency presently is to use as-

sumed values for the attributes whose values are unknown. It was also noted that the attributes

”component design similar·ity" and 'component manufacturing similarity' were almost always the

only ones used to determine part-family grouping. The construction of the rules could become te-

dious if more attributes and more levels are involved.
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This research also revealed a low level of GT/CM knowledge or awa.reness among participants. It

is hoped that this will improve with more applications and practical research.

Results are generalizable within the scope of the field work. However, it must be stressed that no

statistical validations are claimed. General support was shown for the approach as indicated by the

responses of interviewees within the scope of the field work. This research has provided a frame-

work for determining CM feasibility and the choice of method for part-machine grouping if feasi-

bility is adjudged, given organizational characteristics. Even though modifications of the attributes,

measures, and ranks can be made, the general approach developed ir1 this research is valuable in its

present state. Additional areas for future research have also been identified. They are discussed next.

7.3 Recommendations for future research

The verification of the developed framework for the analysis of feasibility for the implementation

of CM and the choice of method to the approach for part-machine grouping involved field work

in companies with CM systems. An expansion of this research could include more companies for

identifying more attributes and verifying them. Statistical inferences about the validity of the attri-

butes could be drawn by developing a survey instrument if a sufficient cooperative sample could

be obtained. Also, the knowledge gained by doing so would be invaluable to companies willing to

consider CM as a viable altemative.

lt is believed that a minute examination of the information requirements of each method is required

in order to resolve the inconsistencies in the choice-of-method issue. Also, all attributes should be

specified in such a way that respondents can provide data without requiring any prior knowledge

about the attributes or their specification in relation to the choice of method. As the rule-based

procedure could become extremely tedious with an increase in attribute levels, it is perceived that

other procedures should be investigated.
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This research has revealed that there is very little information about the cost of irnplementing a

design- or a production-oriented approach. This is especially important for companies considering

CM as a viable production altemative. A knowledge of the implementation cost of either approach

would be very helpful in the planning stage. Therefore, it is necessary to study implementation costs

and/or devise methodologies for cost comparisons between the approaches.

The relationship between computer support, part data visibility and part complexity needs to be
P

thoroughly investigated. This may provide guidelines for investigating the part-family forming ap-

proach.

To further improve the feasibility analysis procedure, certain simulation routines could be devel-

oped. These include detailed analysis procedures for detennining part·families and machine cells;

stability of cells with respect to changes in product demand and/or mix; and cell performance with

machine breakdown, labor tlexibility, and absenteeism.

Another desirable extension to this research could be the development of a taxonomy of cells and

product types through surveys and/or plant visits.

Finally, one logical extension to this research could be to develop simulation methodologies to

compare functional and cellular layout performances under identical conditions. Certain parameters

that are thought to be important include individual part weights, the number of operations per part

and their operation times, equipment breakdown, and the availability of an MRP system.
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Appendix 1

Company Information Sheet

Company name : Interviewee :

Location : Rank :

Date :

Number of employees :

Product line :

Production description :

Number of cells in operation :

Number and types of machines in each cells :
”

Number of operators in each cell :

Number of cells planned :

Time required to implement :

Motives for introducing CM :

Part·family approach for fomxing cells :

Fraction of all production done in cells :

Fiaction eventually planned :
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Appendix 2

Fieldwork specification sheet

Feasibility issue

1. Occurrence of part farnilies/machine groups: This attribute is defined as the existence of parts

that can be grouped together because of similar processing requirements. This attribute, spec-

ified in terms of the component manufacturing similarity, is shown below.
•

Component manufacturing similarity:

1 - Of all the components made, very few can be distinctly grouped into

separate groups because of common machining requirements.
l

2 - Of all the components made, few can be distinctly grouped into

separate groups because of common machining requirements.
A

3 - Of all the components made, some can be distinctly grouped into

separate groups because of common machining requirements.

4 - Of all the components made, many can be distinctly grouped into

separate groups because of common machining requirements.

5 - Of all the components made, almost all can be distinctly grouped

into separate groups because of common machining requirements.

2. Occurrence of indivisible processes: The occurrence of indivisible processes is defined as the

presence of centralized processes in the component routings. Examples of centralized processes

are painting, shot blasting, heat treatment, and sub-contracted work. The specification of this

attribute is done in terms of intermediate visits by parts to centralized processes.
•

Extent of intermediate visits to centralized processes:

l - Almost all components require intermediate visits to centralized processes.
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2 - Many components require interrnediate visits to centralized processes.

3 · Some components require interrnediate visits to centralized processes.

4 - Few components require interrnediate visits to centralized processes.

5 - Very few components require intermediate visits to centralized processes.

3. Stability of product demand: This attribute is defmed as the lack of fluctuation of the long-

terrn product demand imposed on production for all the products manufactured. The specili~

cation is shown below.
•

Fluctuation in long-term product demand:

1 - Extreme fluctuation in long-term product demand for all products.

2 - Large fluctuation in long-term product demand for all products.

3 - Some fluctuation in long-term product demand for all products.

4 - Little tluctuation in long-term product demand for all products.

5 - Very little fluctuation in long-term product demand for all products.

4. Stability of product-mix: This attribute is defmed as the lack of iluctuation of the long-term

product-mix.
•

Fluctuation in long-term product-mix:

l - Extreme fluctuation in long-term product-mix.

2 · Large fluctuation in long-term product-mix.

3 · Some tluctuation ir1 long-term product-mix.

4 - Little fluctuation in long-term product-mix.

5 - Very little fluctuation in long-term product-mix.

5. Complexity of components: Complexity of a component is defined in terms of these three

sub-factors: total number of machines required for the manufacture of a component, the total

number of operations per component and the total machining time per component. The range

of perrnissible values for each of the three categories is shown below.
• Average number of machines needed to complete a component:

l · more than 40.

2 - between 20 and 39.
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3 - between 10 and 19.

4 - between 5 and 9.

5 · fewer than 5.
•

Average number of operations required to complete a component:

1 - more than 40.

2 - between 20 and 39.

3 · between 10 and 19.

4 - between 5 and 9.

S - fewer than 5.
• Average machining time per component:

1 - more than 10 hours.

2 · between 5 and 10 hours.

3 - between 2 and 5 hours.

4 - between l/2 and 2 hours.

5 - less than l /2 hour.

6. Weight of components: This attribute is defined as the heaviness of the individual compo-

nents. It is also defined in terms of material handling equipment necessary for the transpor-

tation of the components.
• Equipment needed to transport components:

1 - Almost all components need heavy moving equipment (overhead cranes).

2 - Most components need moderate moving equipment (tow trucks), the

rest need heavy equipment.

3 - Some components need moderate moving equipment, the rest need light

mechanized equipment (tow carts, light conveyors).

4 - Some components need light mechanized equipment, the rest are

handled manually.

5 - Almost all components can be moved manually.
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7. Capacity balance:

Capacity balance is defined as the extent of machine utilization of all machines -- primary or

secondary -- due to parts processed on them. Primary machine types are one-of-a-kind ma-

chines and are available in limited quantities. lf there is more than one machine of a certain

primary machine type available then it is considered to be a primary machine type with du-

plication. For secondary machine types, several machines of each type exist. This concept is

used ir1 specifying this attribute.

•
Extent of machine utilization:

l - Extremely high utilization of unduplicated primary machines;

extremely low utilization of secondary machines. _

2 - Extremely high utilization of unduplicated primary machines; low

utilization of secondary machines.

3 - Low to moderate utilization of unduplicated primary machines;

low to moderate utilization of secondary machines.

4 · High to medium utilization of duplicated primary machines; low to

moderate utilization of secondary machines.

5 · High to medium utilization of duplicated primary machines; high to

moderate utilization of secondary machines.

8. Flexibility of labor: This attribute is defmed as the ability of labor to operate multiple machine

types. The specilication of this attribute is shown below. 4
• Ability of operators to operate multiple machine type:

1 · None · one operator can operate only one machine type.

2 — Few - very few operatorsican operate multiple machine types.

3 - Some · some operators can operate multiple machine types.

4 - Most - most operators can operate multiple machine types.

5 · All - all operators can operate multiple machine types.
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9. Availability of computer support: The availability and access to computer support defines this

attribute. The availability of this resource will be indicated in terms of computer memory

available.
•

Available computer resource in terms of memory of a single computer:

l · Greater than 0Kb and less than or equal to 256Kb.

2 - Greater than 256Kb and less than 640Kb.

3 - Greater than 640Kb and less than 2000Kb.

4 - Greater than 2000Kb and less than 10000Kb.

5 · Over 10000Kb.

10. Availability of a classification and a coding scheme: This is defined as access to or the avail-

ability of a classification and coding package. The specification of this attribute is given below.
•

Availability of and access to a classification and coding package:

l - No access to a classification and coding system.

2 - Limited access to a classification and coding system.

3 - Some access to a classification and coding package.

4 - Adequate access to a classification and coding package.

5 - Sufficient access to a classification a.nd coding package.

ll. Computer literacy of personnel: This attribute is defined as the extent of computer orientation

of middle management defines this attribute. The measures of computer literacy of personnel

will consider the ability of the middle level management (since they are the ones who will ac-

tually irnplement CM) in terms of their familiarity with computers, their ability to use com-

mercial spreadsheet packages (since middle level managers are often required to use them), and

their familiaiity with programming languages.
• The frequency of direct use of computers at work:

l - Never

2 - Seldom

3 · Some

4 - Quite frequent
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5 — Very frequent
•

The frequency of use of spreadsheet analysis on computer:

l - Never

2 - Seldom

3 · Some

4 - Quite frequent

5 - Very frequent
•

The frequency of programming, using proeedural (e.g. FORTRAN), simulation (e.g. GPSS)

and/or symbolic languages (e.g. APL):

1 ~ Never

2 - Seldom

3 - Some

4 - Quite frequent

5 - Very frequent
• Of all the time spent in attending workshops and/or seminars, the percentage spent in

attending workshops and/or seminars directly related to computer education:

l - Between 0% and 20%

2 - Between 20% and 40%

3 - Between 40% and 60%

4 - Between 60 % and 80%

5 - Between 80% and 100%

12. Skill level of operators: This attribute is defined as the labor skills available according to the

following categories: (i) Tool and die maker (ii) class A machinist (iii) class B machinist. A tool

and die maker can operate all machining equipment ar1d can make a part from a sketch; can

set the required speeds, feeds and depth of cuts for any machining operation; can also develop

tools and jigs and fixtures. The class A machinist requires a blue print to make a part and can

operate the basic machines; can set the feeds, speeds and depths of cut for these machines and

is less experienced than a tool and die maker. The class B machinist is an operator for a specific
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machine or more than one machine; requires a blue print and a detailed process plan for

manufacturing a part; and has very little knowledge about feeds, speeds and depths of cut and

cannot set·up a machine.

•
Skill level of operators:

1 - Almost all machinists are tool and die makers; very few are class A.

2 - Some machinists are tool and die makers; majority class A, rest B.

3 - Some tool and die makers, some class A, some class B.

4 - Majority class B, some class A, very few tool and die makers,

5 · Almost all class B, very few class A or tool and die makers.

13. Forecasting reliabilityz This attribute refers to the reliability of forecast ofproduct-demand and

is defined as the lack of deviation of the product demand forecast from the actual demand. The

speciiication of this attribute is shoyvn below.
•

Deviation of product demand forecast from the actual:

l - Very large deviations; extremely inaccurate forecasts.

2 - Large deviations; quite inaccurate forecasts.

3 - No large deviations; some accuracy in forecasting.

4- Small deviations; fairly accurate forecasts.

5 - Very small deviations; extremely accurate forecasts.

14. Reliability of equipment: This attribute is defined as the lack of machine breakdowns in

producing the components. The specification of this attribute is with respect to the frequency

of the machine breakdowns and is shown below.
• Frequency of machine breakdowns:

1 ~ Frequent breakdown of all equipment.

2 · Frequent breakdown of key machines with occasional breakdown of

secondary operation machines.

3 - Occasional breakdown of some key and secondary operation machines.

4 · lnfrequent breakdown of key machines and occasional breakdown of

secondary operation machines.
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5 ~ Infrequerrt breakdown of key and secondary operation machines.

15. Implementation time: This attribute is defined as the time required to implement a CM system

from conception to implementation either partially or wholly. Since it is not possible to predict

the exact time that will be required to implement the CM system, past project implementation

history will be used as an indicator to determine the level of this attribute. The indicator of

the time required to implement CM will be expressed ir1 terms of long term planning and the

success in implementing large-scale previous projects. The specifications are shown below.
•

Planning is on:

1 · An extremely short-term view.

2 - Short-terrn view.
l

3 - Neither short-term nor long·terrn view.

4 - Long-term view.

5 - Extrernely long-term view.
•

Implementation history of past large-scale projects:

1 - Totally unsuccessful.

2 - Mostly unsuccessful.

3 - Partially successful.

4 - Successful with minor set~backs.

5 - Completely successful.

16. Reliability of suppliers: This attribute is defined as the timely supply of defect-free materials

necessary for production. The reliability of suppliers will be measured in terms of the extent

of on·time delivery and the frequency of the time that material is delivered free of defects.

These measures are shown below.
• The extent of on-tirne delivery in the supply of all raw material:

1 - None.

2 - Little.

3 - Some.

4 - Quite a lot.
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5 - A great extent.
•

The frequency of the time that material is delivered free of defect:

l - Never.

2 · Seldom.

3 · Some of the time.

4 - Frequently.

5 - Very frequently.

17. Material control system: This attribute is defined as the type ofmaterial control system (MCS)

currently in use. The speciiication of this attribute is shown below.
• Type of material control system currently in use:

l - No MCS in use.

2 - A multi-cycle reorder point MCS for individual components in use.

3 - A single cycle reorder point MCS for individual components in use.

4 - A single cycle MCS based on end product demand; developed in-house.

5 - A commercial MRP or MRP II or similar type of MCS.

18. Workload on process planners: This attribute is defined as the degree to which process plan-

ners are occupied daily in the development of process plans. The workload on process plan-

ners will be measured with respect to two factors : degree of overtime worked, and on the

extent of duplication in process planning.
•

The extent to which process planners work overtirne:

1 - None.

2 - Little.

3 - Some.

4 - Quite a lot.

5 -

Q
A great extent.

•
The extent of duplication in process planning:

l - None.

2 - Little.
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3 - Some.

4 - Quite a lot.

5 · A great extent.

19. Scheduling procedures: This attribute is defmed as the extent of centralization or decentrali-

zation of control for scheduling in the manufacturing facility. In particular, the aspects of in-

terest here are: (i) centralization of scheduling and (ii) the authority of first-line supervisors to

override schedules as ar1d when necessary. Thus, this attribute focuses not on the scheduling

procedures, per se, but the current organization of production scheduling. Indicators for the

two aspects will be used to measure the level of this attribute.
•

Centralization of scheduling:

1 · All shop-floor scheduling done in a central office.

2 - Most shop-floor scheduling done in a central office.

3 - Some shop·floor scheduling done in a central office; rest

done by first-line supervisors.

4 · Most shop·floor scheduling done by first·line supervisors.

5 - Almost all shop-floor scheduling by frst-line supervisors.
•

Authority of first-line supervisors to override schedules: V

1 - No authority of first-line supervisors to override

shop-floor schedules.

2 - First·line supervisors are seldom allowed to override
”

shop-floor schedules; management permission is necessary.

3 - First-line supervisors are allowed to ovenide

shop-floor schedules with management permission.

4 - First-line supervisors have limited authority to override

shop·floor schedules without management permission.

5 - First·line supervisors have complete authority to override

schedules as and when necessary.
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20. Managerial Support: ln the context of this research, managerial support will be defined as an

intangible management attribute manifested through actions that promote organizational wel-

fare and that contribute to its objectives.

Four dimensions of this attribute wiil be used. These are: (i) future orientation as opposed to

short-terrn thinking; (ii) attitude toward subordinates; (iii) allocation of resources to projects;

and (iv) leadership capabilities.
•

Long-term thinking

The extent of management to plan ahead:

l - None.

2 · Little.

3 · Some.

4 - Quite a lot.

5 - Great extent.
• Attitude toward subordinates

The extent to which senior personnel will go out of their way to help subordinates:

l - None.

2 - Little.

3 · Some.

4 - Quite a lot.

5 - Great extent.

•
Allocation of resources

The length of time taken to get capital allocation requests through

the approval process:

1 - Greater than or equal to 6 months.

2 - Greater than or equal to 4 months and less than 6 months.

3 · Greater than or equal to 2 months and less than 4 months.

3 - Greater than or equal to l months and less than 2 months.
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5 - Less than 1 month.

The extent of yearly increase in total company budget for manufacturing:

1 - None.

2 - Little.

3 - Some.

3 - Quite a lot.

5 - Great Extent.
•

Leadership capabilities

There is at least one individual in the management level who can

take charge and get things done:

1 ~ Strongly disagree.

2 - Disagree.

3 - Neutral. .
4 - Agree.

5 - Strongly agree.
e

21. Resistance to change: This attribute is defined as the propensity by personnel in the manu-

facturing organization to oppose changes brought about in the manufacturing environment.

The propensity of doing things the 'old way", employee tumover, and the frequency of strikes

will be used to measure this attribute.
•

The extent to which supervisors stick to old ways of doing things:

l - Great extent.

2 - Quite a bit.

3 - Some.

4 - Little.

5 - None.
• The extent of employee turnover in manufacturing:

1 - Great extent.

2 - Quite a bit.
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3 - Some.

4 - Little.

5 - None.
•

The frequency of strikes:

l - Very high.

2 - High.

3 - Occasional.

4 - Low.

5 - Very low.

Definition and specification of the twenty·one attributes pertinent to the feasibility issue have been

completed. Now, definition and attributes relating to the choice of method issue will be described.

Choice-of-method issue

1. Component design similarityz This attribute is defined as the extent to which are similar with

respect to their shape and size. The specification of this attribute is based on the table shown

below.

Rotational 1. No bore

Components 2. Blind hole

3. Through hole

4. Geared with no bore or blind hole

5. Gear with through hole

6. Company specific

Non-rotational l. Flat and irregular

Components 2. Box—like

3. Company specific
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lnitially, each component is classified into a rotational or non—rotational category. Compo-

nents within the rotational category are further divided into those that do not have any central

bores, those having blind holes, those having through holes, and those that are geared. The

non-rotational components are divided into those that are flat and irregular in shape and those

that are box-like. Each of these categories are exclusive.
•

Component design similarity measure:

l - Very few components can be grouped into any one or more of the

above categories.

2 · Few components can be grouped into any one or more of the

above categories.

3 ~ Some components can be grouped into any one or more of the

above categories.

4 - Many components can be grouped into any one or more of the

above categories.

5 - Almost all components can be grouped into any one or more of the

above categories.

2. Component manufacturing similarity: The specification of this attribute has been discussed in

the feasibility section and will not be repeated here.

3. Availability of a CAD system: Availability of a computer-aided·system is defined as the extent

to which a CAD system is easily accessed (not necessarily owned, if accessible). The specifi-

cation of this attribute is given below.
•

Availability/accessibility of a CAD system:

1 - No availability or access to a CAD system.

2 - Limited availability or access to a CAD system.
Q

3 · Some availability or access to a CAD system.

4 - Adequate availability or access to a CAD system.

5 - Suflicient availability or access to a CAD system.
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4. Monetary support: This attribute is defined as the availability of fmancial resources for im-

plementing either approach. The cost of classification and coding packages will be used as a

ceiling for the specification of this attribute because employing a classification-based approach

incurs the most expenditure. The specification of this attribute is stated below.
•

Availability of funds:

1 · Less than or equal to $5,000.

2 · Greater than $5,000 and less than or equal to $20,000.

3 - Greater than $20,000 and less than or equal to $40,000.

4 · Greater than $40,000 and less than or equal to $60,000.

5 - Greater than $60,000.

5. Implementation time: This attribute is defmed as the time allocated for the implementation

of a design- or production·oriented approach. Since it is not possible to predict the exact time

that will be required to implement the system, the estirnate of time required to adopt a classi-

fication package will be used as a ceiling. The specification is given below.
• Amount of time:

l - Less than 6 months.

2 — Greater than 6 months but less than or equal to 9 months.

3 - Greater than 9 months but less than or equal to 12 months.

4 - Greater than 12 months but less than or equal to 18 months.

5 - Greater than 18 months.

6. Availability of computer support: This specification of this attribute has been discussed in the

feasibility section and will not be repeated here.

7. Computer literacy of personnel: The specification of this attribute has been discussed in the

feasibility section and will not be discussed again.

8. Inter·departmental information requirements: Inter·departmental information requirement is

defined in terms of these two subfactors: the objective of the sales department to access

standard product cost data for estimating product costs accurately; and the objective of the
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purchasing department to access product data for purchasing similar items for bulk purchases.

The specification of this attribute is given in terms of
• The importance of the objective of accurate product costing for the firm:

l - Product costir1g is not one of our important objectives.

2 ~ Product costing is one of our slightly important objectives.

3 · Product costing is one of our somewhat important objective.

4 - Product costing is one of our important objectives.

5 - Product costing is one of our most important objective.

· •
The importance of the objective of identifying similar parts or materials for bulk purchases:

l - The identification of similar materials for bulk purchases is not

one of our important objectives.

2 - The identification of simila.r materials for bulk purchases is one

of our slightly important objectives.

3 - The identification of simila.r materials for bulk purchases is one

of our somewhat important objectives.

4 - The identification of similar materials for bulk purchases is one

of our important objectives.

5 - The identification of similar materials for bulk purchases is one

of our most important objective.

9. Value analysis : This attribute is defined as the objective of the use of value analysis techniques

for product design in the organization. The specification is as follows.
•

The importance of the use of VA techniques as an objective:

1 - The use of VA techniques is not one of our important objectives.

2 - The use of VA techniques is one of our slightly important objectives.

3 - The use of VA techniques is one of our somewhat important objectives.

4 - The use of VA techniques is one of our important objectives.

5 - The use of VA techniques is one of our most important objective.
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10. Design standardization and retrieval (DSR): This attribute is defined as the process of stand—

ardizing and retrieving similar component designs. The specification of this attribute is given

below.

•
The importance of DSR as an objective:

l - DSR is not one of our important objectives.

2 - DSR is one of our slightly important objectives.

3 - DSR is one of our somewhat important objectives.

4 - DSR is one of our important objectives.

5 - DSR is one of our most important objective.

ll. Process plan standardization and retrieval (PPSR): This attribute is defined as the objective

of reducing process plan redundancy. The specification of this attribute follows.
•

The importance of PPSR as an objective:

1 - PPSR is not one of our important objectives.

2 · PPSR is one of our slightly important objectives.

3 · PPSR is one of our somewhat important objectives.

4 · PPSR is one of our important objectives.

S - PPSR is one of our most important objective.

12. Usage of standards: This attribute is defined as the objective of the use graphics or product

standards like (IGES) Initial Graphics Exchange Specification or PDDS (Product Design and

Development Standards).

• The importance of the use of standards as an objective:

1 - The use of standards is not one of our important objectives.

2 - The use of standards is one of our slightly important objectives.

3 - The use of standards is one of our somewhat important objectives.

4 - The use of standards is one of most important objectives.

5 - The use of standards is one of our most important objective.
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OAppcrzdzx 3

Validity veriücation sheet -- feasibihty issue

Valödlty verißeatlen ofattribute: — fcasibillty lssue

Validity of altrihutcs and measure
Yes No l)on't knowI. Occurrencc of pan familie;

and machine eells—
C¤·¤r><>¤¤‘¤• d¤=i1=¤simüarilv—
C¤¤¤v¤¤¤¤¤ ¤¤¤¤¤f¤¤¤¤¤*ü¤sämüadty2.Oecurrenee ef indivisible

processes

Extent of intermcdiatc visits
to ecntralized processes

3. Stability of product
demand

I’Iuctuation in long term
product demand

4. Stability of product
mix

Fluctuation in long term
product mix

" °‘°°'""°"‘""Average
# of machines needed

to complete a component

Average # of operations needed
to complete a component

Average machining time per
component°*

°‘°°""’°"“"‘‘liquipment needed
to transport components

’·Ijxtcnt of machine
utilization

Appendix 3 continued
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Appendix 3 continued

Validity of attributes and mcasureAttribute
Yes No Don'! know Comments

Ability of operators to opente
multiple machine types

9. Availability of computer
support

Availability of computer resource in
terms of memory of a single computer

l0. Availability ofa coding
and classification system

Availability of/and access to a
coding & classification package

ll. Computer Iiteracy of
personnel

The frequency of direct use
of computer at work
The frequency of use of
sprmdsheet analysis on computer
The frequency of programing using
FORTRAN. GPSS or APL
Of all the time spent in workshops
and/or seminare, the percentage
spent in attending workshops
and/or scminars directly related
to computer education

l2. Skill level of
operator:

ln terms of tool and die maker:
class A and class B machinists

.
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Appendix 3 continued

Validity of attribute: and meusure
Attrihute Yes No l)on't know Y Comments

Deviation of part demand
Ibrecast from actual

Frequency ol' machine
breakdown

'‘‘·‘‘“Planning horimn
(short or long term)
Implementation history of past
large-xzale projects

Extcnt of on-time delivery in
the supply of mw materials
Frequency of time that material
is delivered free of defcct

°‘““wm ‘“ W IlXl8. Work load on
processplanners

Extent to which process
planners work ovcrtimc
Extcnt of duplieation in
process planning
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Appcndix 3 continucd

I Validity ofattributcs and mcznsun:Altnlvutc Ycs No l)on'I knowl‘). Schcduliug

prowdurcsAuthority uf forcmcn lo
ovcrridc schctlulcs

lixtcnt to which scnior pcrsonncl
hclp suhordinntcs
length of timc takcn to gct capital
allocatiun approvcd

lixtcnt of ycarly incrcasc in
manufacturing but]; ts

‘°Extcnt to which supcrvisors stick
to old ways of doing things

—r«=q¤c„¤y
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IAppendzx 4

Validity verification sheet -- choice of method issue

Validity verilicatlon of attributrs of the cltolee of' mctlmtl issue

~ Validity of atfributcs and rncasure
Attribute Yes No l)on‘t know Comments

‘·(imuping based on design
categor·ies

2. Component manufacturing
similarity

Grouping based on routing
similarity

3. Availability ofa CAD
system

Availability of/accessibility
to a CAI) system

‘·Availability of lunds for a
classification and coding scheme

Amount of time jvcn/to be
given to the approach

6. Availability ofcomputersupport
’· “”“”“‘””·“”°ll1l
—Same „ rwtbuity

issueAppendix 4 continued
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Appendix 4 continued

Validity of attributcs and mcasurc
Attribute Yes No Don'! know Comments

B. lnlcnlepartmcntaliiifonnation
requirements

Desire to identify similar items
for bulk purchascs
Desire to estimatc products
cost accurately

’·Desire tn use VA for
least cost design

l0. Design standardization and
retrieval

Desire to standardivr: product designs
and retrieve similar designs

ll. Process plan standardivation
and retricval

Desire to standardize and retricvc
similar process plans

I2. Use of products and
» gaphic standards

Desire to use products and
graphic standards
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Appemlix 5

Attribute weight verification -- feasibility

Wcighted attribute categories of tlrc feasibility issue
Suggested Validity of

Category Attribute Score mnge Category Rank Don'! know ('onnnents

machine eells

2. Stability of product demand
3-Swbüiw4-

C¤mr>!=¤¤¤y ¤f¤¤¤¤t>¤¤¤¤¢=6-7-8-

R¤=*«¤=·¤¤¤¤¤9-
¤¤¤r>¤¤¤w¤•¤¤i¤¤ ¤i¤¤¤ —

l0. Availability of computer
support

°°"

__]-

H- C¤¤¤t~¤¤¤r ü¤¤¤¤<¢y<>Tt2-U-

C¤t¤<=i¤>' *¤*<¤¤¢¤

-

¤4- R¤ü¤¤~i¤%¤vOFrs-
¤=¤¤¤¤»¤¤¤·y¤¤¤¤»·¤6-

Sur¤7-ts-

F¤•'¤¢=8¤i¤t;·=¤·¤·¤¤¤y79-20.

Workload on process planncrs

and coding system

Appendix 5 continued
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Appendix 5 continued

Weigltted attribute categories of the choice of method issue
Suyested Validity of

Category Attribute Soore range (Iatcgory Rank I)on’t know ('ommentw

2. Component manulkueturing
ximilarily

75-B9
3. Monctary support

5. Availability ol' computer
support

6. Computer mmcy ¤rpcmnncl7.
lntendcpartmental infomtation
requirements

a. vw„„„¤y„a9.
Design standanlivation and
rctricval

I0. Process plan standardivation
and retrieval

60-74
I I. Availability of a CAI) system
iz. uw 6: standardsSugested

Validity of
('atrvory Attribute Score mnpe Category Rank Don'! know ('omments

_IIII
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